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In accordance with Article 19.5(b) of the Agreement, my authorities
wish to inform the Committee of a revision to the regulations on
countervailing duty proceedings (19 C.F.R. Part 355). The purpose of the
revision, as described in the summary of the attached notice of Final Rule,
is as follows:

"The International Trade Administration hereby revises its regulations
on countervailing duty proceedings to implement the provisions in
Title VI of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 concerning countervailing
duties and to modify in other respects provisions in the version of
Part 355 that has been in effect since 1980. The modifications are
intended to improve administration of the countervailing duty
provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930."
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Adminietrnito

19CFR Part 355
(Docket No. 5044542141
Countervailing Duts
AGENCY: International Trade
Administration (Import Administration),
Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY:The International Trade
Administration hereby revises Its
regulations on countervailingduty
proceedings to implement theprovisions
In Title VIof the Trade and Tariff Act of
1984 concerning countervailing duties
and to modify in other respects
provisions in the version of Part 355 that
has been in effect since 1980. The
modifications are intended to improve
administration of the countervailing
duty provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930.
EFFECTIVE DATEThe effective date of
this Part 355 is January 28, 1989 except
that the effective date of & 355.22(a) and
(c) of this Part 355 is March 1, 1989.

855 has beenapproved by the Office of
Management and Budget underthe
provisionsof the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 ot seq.) and
has been assignedOB control number:
0825-0148 ITA estimates an average of
40 burden hours to submit a petition.
Any comments concerning the accuracy
of this burden estimate and any
suggestions for reducing this burden
may be sent to the Department at the
above address or to the Office of
Management and Budget, Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Washington, D.C. 20503.
Regulatory Flexibility Act
The General Counsel of the

Department of Commerce has certified
to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the
Small Business Adminisiration that this
rule will not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
business entities because, to the extent
it changes existing practices, the rule
simply improves the administration of
the countervailing duty provisions of the
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. As a
result a Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
was not prepared.

currently is drafting a proposed rule and
request for comments to Implement the
amendments made by the Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988
("1988Act"). This final rule does not
reflect changes required by the 1988 Act,
except that we have referred to certain
changes made by the 1988 Act in
response to comments on 1 § 355.2(i),
3552(1), 355.2(t), 355.13(B), 355.15,
355.10(b), and 355.34(a). The final rule
printed here (Part 355) replaces the
entire text of Part 355 that has been in
effect since January 22 198 (45 PR
4932).
The Department has considered

carefully all of the comments received in
response to the proposed rule and
request for comments on 19 CFR Part
355 that was published on June 10, 1985
(50 FR 24207) These comments. and the
Department's responses to them, are
summarized below.
Index
Comment. One party suggests that the

Department establish a "unified sub-
Index" of time limits.
Department's Position: We agree that

a consolidated listing of time limits
FOR FUNTHER INFORMATION CONTACT. Background might be helpful. We have added as
Stephen J. Powell, Chief Counsel for The existing countervailing duty Annex II a fist of time limits and a
Import Administration. Room B-099 regulations in Subparts A, B. C,and E of reference to the section in which each

Pennsylvania Avenue and 14th Street, 19 CFR Part 355 (45 FR 4932, January 22, appears.
NW.,Washington, DC 20230, (202) 377-30, 1984; 50 FR 5748, February 12. 1985;8915. 50 FR 32558, August 13, 1985; and 52 FR Comment One party suggests that the

SUPPLMEKTARY INFORMATIO1N 30880, August 17,1987) ar based on Department add a paragraph
Classification Subtitles A. C. and D of Title I of the specifically setting forth the times when

Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (Trade an injury test is required under section
Executive Order 12291 Agreements Act"), which amended 303 of the Act. For example. an injury

The International Trace section 303 and Title VII of the Tariff test is required for duty-free products
Administration ("ITA") has determined Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. subtitle IV, Parts from signatories to the General
that this final revision of the existing I, IIIand IV) ("Act"). Title VI of the Agreement of Tariffs and Trade
countervailing duty regulations in 19 Trade and Tariff Act of 194 (Pub. L No,. ("GAT").
Code of Federal Regulations "CFR") 98A573, October 30, 1984) ("1984 Act") The same party alsou requests that the
Part 355 is not a major rule as defined in amended those provisions of the Act Department specifically state the
section 1(b) of Executive Order 12291 (40 effective on the dates specified in procedures to be followed in a
FR 13193, February 19,1981) because it section 1888(b) of the Tax Reform Act of proceeding when a country becomes a
will not: (1) have a major monetary 1988 (Pub. L No. 99-514, October 22, "country under the Agreement"
effect on the economy; (2) result ina 1988). The existing regulations relating Department's Position: The question
major increase in costs or prices; or (3) to subsidies on quota cheese in Subpart of when injury tests are required is not
have a significant adverse effect on D of 19 CFR Part 355 (45m 7489, an appropriate rulemaking issue for the
competition (domestic or foreign), November 10,190) are based on section Department of Commerce ("the
employment, investment productIvity, 702 of the Trade Agreements Act(lQ Department"). The Department does
or innovation. U.S.C. 1202 note). agree that it could not impose

-Some of the chases lo the existing countervailing duties on duty-freeExecutive Order12812 countervailing duty regulationsand importo from GATT signatories absent
Theseregulations do not contain necessary toimplement the emendmentsan injury test.
policis with Federalism implications made by the 198 Ait. Other de:I1) Abortion on the procedure to be
sufficient towarrant preparationofa incorporate existing a dministrativefollowed when a country becomes a

FederalismasresmentunderExcecutive interpretationsand praction Wr4rhs Agream;ntfn
WrN iR3lW0c8tober. 0 -.carrently. sated Inthiail. Ahat lnterpretption ndA lcation of

::- ;.t .- ,-incitfllyr lte1j I: Xl oiteGAT

.Thsi mr ;acdou .e;- c'..f weepreoo i; (3) smpllyA3n teo;ntsAa 2 UGC.I a1sote.-r
Y aawiuMe0untxls wider;
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the Agwoment kaftaetli date speted underr GeconY*b)M ofi**Act. 71he
An .dts MwWstZ,divil) I prqvoed roguarty defhidtmlalg1ldg
based orm thi aaawrd ow1nin thdse pars of the. deftn In section
*hnatwvv ut' the Suidiw Cod other Zlq(4) of the Act which ane rlevat t
agreements. and the U.S.Trade standing. The part of the definition
Representative's ("'IM") delaration which refers to producers of a majorr
that the country kv to ht accrded proportion" od the total domestic
country under the Agreement status. No production is not pertinent to standin
rulemaking Is required. because applying it could result in a

Sec. M;.2(s petition that has the support of just over
~' t one quarter of the domestic industry, ai
Comment.'One party wants to know If the following analysis shows. Section

"like product" should be defined. 702(b)(1) requires that a petition be rlded
Another party argues that the "oon behalf o" an industry. Both the

regulation improperly deletes part of the Court of international Trade, in hnore
statutory dernition of Industry and Steel Corp. v. Unitd States, 7 CIT 219
authorizes the exclusion of ilmporiers (1t184), and the Department, in Certain
from the industry. The legislative history Textile Mill Products and Apparel from
of the 19N Act shows that section Malaysia, 5S M 52 (1985). interpret
771(4)(B) was Intended to allow the the "on behalf of" language to mean that
Commission to exclude Importers in standing can be defeated if a majority of
injury detertnilnations, not to allow the .he concerned industry opposes the
Department to do so in determining petition. If "industry' is defined as a
standing to file a petition. simple majority ("a major proportion")
Another party requests that the of total domestic production, and "on

Department affirm its practice of behalf of" is also a mere majority, then a
presuming that a petitioner has filed an petitioner filing "on behalf of an
action on behalf of an industry unless industry" would have standing is long
and until significant opposition from as a majority of the majority of the
other domestic producers has been industry did not oppose the petition. If a
presented. This party also is troubled by petition may be filed "on behalf of
the reference to "the like product" producers of a "major proportion" of
(emphasis added) in the first sentence of total domestic production. arguably
the proposed regulation. The party opposition by even a substantial
argues that the use of the word "the," majority of U.S. producerswould not
combined with the Department's stated suffice to show lack of standing. This
intention to consult with the result was not intended by the
International Trade Comniission requirement to file on behalf of aor
("Commission") on the decision industry. Because this conclusion
concerning the like product. is overly contradicts and confuses tle intent of
restrictive, likely to be contentious, and the requirement to file on behalf of an
goes beyond the legislative intent of the industry, the "major proportion" of the
atanding requirement-"to prevent industry element of the definition is not
comparies or individuals with no pertinent for standing purposes.
interest from commencing an As to our proposed inclusion of the
investigation." Furthermore, this party related party provision of section
believes that the Departmens's proposal 771(4)(B) of the Act. the Court in
would permit circumvention of the Gilmore indicated that it believes the
decision in Roses Inc. v. United States, Department may exclude importers from
706 F.2d 1583 (Fet. Cii. 1083), which the industry for standing pirposes if
does not permit the Department to appropriate. 7 CIT at 22f-27 (dicta). The
receive views from importers or foreign Department has used this provision on a
producers prior to a determination to number of occasions. See, e.g., Frozen
initiate. Concentrated Orange juice from Brazil,

Department's Position: We see no 52 PR 834 (1087) FabricatedAuto Glass
need to attempt a more precise from Mexico, 50FR 906(1985). The
definition than tat contained In section Departmeat finds the proposed
771(10) of te Act The substantial body regularoty definitiontobythe
of determinationsby theCommission, as appropriste for puiposesof
wellas the praction beforethategency, identfiging those producrs withastake
provide a subamntle basis rin-Om inGnnw 4rhie)CoJ .v-
understandi"vltttWnam". aT.i f r these

wequireu' eabtlsW * i n : i'adritindrppnvII*pMttsiJ.Il
.of elmak'4rnabil of v. tstlleiiziftohs)ls~~ ~ ~~~~*d awdApd-'t..kml~ . .S''
.d -a t) 'k2 Os. S -0 -

t~d#-....p? 'f.< . .

least 51 paroernt ofan Industry ha .

expressed Itself Inmpport of a petition."
t11is proposed regulation does iot
disturb existing practice in this regard.

rhe phrase 'the like product" appears
ins the existing regulation and its use
hro will not result in a change In
agency practice. The use of "the,' as
opposed to "a," in referrig to like
product ond tffe DepartmerLt's intention
io commit with the Comisesion are not
intended to be overly restrictive or to go
beyond Congressional intent with
respecttn the standing requirement. Pre-
inWtiat io consultations with the
Commission at the staff level permit the
Department to draw onl that agency's
expertise oaid its knowledge of the
Injury requirements for initiation oef a
proceediug. In addition, the regulation
does not circumvent the teaching in
,Roses on pre-Initiation contact with
potential interested parties tflat nriiht be
adversely affected by an investigation
and order. .oses doon lot limit the
Department's pre-litiation
coirrnunications with the Commission.
Sec. 5ss.g6ip). (i)(4),o and (i)(5)

,omnzern: OnP patsy contendtnr that in
defining interestedd p arty," retailers
should not be excluded per se. Retailers
should have the opportunity to
participate if the Department's
determination will affect then.

Departmneni's Po.,etion: Section 771(1)
of the Act is limited to reseller, at the
wholesale level. In accordance with
current prcutire, we have revised
paragraphs (i)(3), (i)(4), and (i)(5) to refer
to sellers of the like product produced in
the United States.
We also note that we are drafting a

regulation to implement section 1326(c)
of the 1988 Act, which expandiu the
deftnition of interested partiels to
include, in investiations involving
processed agricultural products. a
coalition or trade association
representative of (a) procr.essors, (b)
processors and producers, or (c)
processors and gowerti.
Sec. 5.2 () and (a)
Conmment Two parties state that in

these sections the Departat assumes
that it has the authority to terminate
Inveatigattms on the bauis of rescisslons
of inithitlosor invkatikp&ora The Act
dos not contfer ucb autorty. Either
the Dqpautmanl shuld dulete this ,

uo~a nledts~atlputak
condWionsum iVscb arnti rsiswrioul

Lu.rtmet!.I;tr
m u

.as. .
A
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investigation cmd to act to correct

.maruleit earror whichtiWnrts the
proceeding.'h Issue considered In

Gilmore Std Corp,v.i1Uhnited Statese .

Crr 219 (1984) was standing. Since 113,

the Depirtment has rescinded all or
pwits of inttiations in ten cases. Several
dealt with standing, two with the issue
of eubsidloo in nonmarket economies,
and one with programs previously found
not to be ;ountervailsible. See, e.g.,
Geroietoaw-n Steel Corp. v. United
States, Sl1 F.2d 13W (Fed. Cir. 198);
Certain Trextile Mill Products and
Appare!'from Turkey, 50 PR 918 (19&5);
Unprocessed'Float Glass from Mexico,
48 FR I.8095 (1983).
We -aote that because a suspension of'

investigation does not "end" an
investigations, we have deleted that
phraije from paragraph (j).

Sec. 355.2(k)
Note: An erated in tl:e preamble te' the

proposed rule, paragraph (k) defines "the
merchandise." The definition avoids
continual repetitionthroughout the
regulations of the phrase "the class or kind of
merchandise imported or sold, or lrely to be
sold, for importation into the United States,
that is the subject of the proceeding."
Sec. 35520(1)
Comment: All parties commenting on

this section object to the limitation of
"parties to the proceeding" to those
which participate in a particular
decision by the Secretary through the
submission of factual information or
written argument. The parties generally
argue that the provision is an attempt by
the Department to define, without
statutory authority, the jurisdiction of
federal courts. One party argues that the
provision is an unconstitutional
usurpation of Congress' authority to
define the jurisdiction of Article III

courts. Others argue that the definition
is too limited;. U.S. and otate courts have
held that a party not actively
participatinginaproceeding has a right
to appeal a decision reached In the
course of that proceeding.

Others argue that the provision Is not
in accordance with Congress' intention
of streamlining and reducingthe cost of
countervailing duty procesdings,and
will result inneedless duplication of
effort by binterested partio through
protective filings. Recommended
deftniltontIntilude. (1) Dam; (2) any
interested party enteriany

appeaxanesp$w'fthmwvtiqut tmeiinft
Of4X-3 ., .4S
qaaiBfidide thn proper.

to thut 70*oeg.ci O)(3) zY
the TorW Act provides for disclosure of
Iormadon "manr interested party,
then a party t. the pr'ooaedlr4',and
section "7(c3(1)[A) of the Art as

amended by tho I18 Act liit
disclosure of busineasr proprietary
information to "all laterested parries
who are parties to the proceeriin
* * *." Furthermore, the term "party to
the investigetlon." a term thae the
Department Interpmts as being
synonymous with "party to the
proceeding," appears a number of timer
in the statute. See. e.g., section 774(a)(1),
dealing with requests for hearing.
As to the arguments that the

Department is attempting to limit a
party's right to appeal to the court, we
believe the comments prove too much, It
is the province of Congres, to regulate
trade, but that does not argoo that the
Department has no authority to interpret
statutory enactments on frade matters
through its regulations. Section 516A(d)
of the Act limits standing before the
court to "any interested party who was
a party to the proceeding under section
303 of this Act or title VII of this Act

* " Those proceedings an,
administrative processes carried out
before the Department and subject to its
rules. We believe the court will benefit
from the agency's expertise as to the
minimum participation in the
administrative process that will make
possible the party's exhaustion of its
administrative remedies, so that the
time of the court and the parties %ill not
be spent needlessly on matters that
could have been addressed and resolved
by the agency in the first instance. The
court may disagree in the circumstances
of a particular case that adherence to
the regulatory requirements was
consistent with Congressional intent,
but that does not argue for ignoring our
obligation to ensure, to the extent
possible, the orderly, efficient, and
equitable implementation of the law.

Finally, the Department does not
believe that the definitionplaces an
unreasonable burdenon interested
parties. To the extent that parties wish
to make clear their right to litigate issues
raised by other parties, they may
incorporate by reference the other
parties' comments In whole or in part. If
the parties' positions differ, thenthe
Department believes that thesecond

target writh hdn~b :.

Commission's ability toa insider a case
in which revocable afferto to qllmny be
found to Montte n t1lbaofneterin
Injury. One paty er eits that we
modt the regWation either by dropping
the equlfrment that offers be
Irrevocuble or by creating u rebuttable
prmo irption that e101 Offers are
hievocribe.
Another party objects to) the

Department's practice (stated in the
p-tremble to tie proposedrle) of
considering likely wales Trniy in the even
that there are no consumnated sales in
the relevant foreign markets. For
Instance, tim party cites the possibility
that a foreign bid for ah major long-term
contract may be subsidized, forcirij
domestic producers to restructure their
proposals in irder to remain
competitive, even though other recent
sales by the sarie foreign producers are
not subsidized.
Another party states that it is

inconsistent with the Agreement on
Interpretation nd Application of
Articles VI. X, and XY1M of the
General Agmement onl Tariffs and
Trade ("the Agreement") to initiaite En
investigation before the raerchandite is
imported.
Department's Positioir The

Department has defined the term "likely
sole" in order to cover the nituatiorn
where actionable unfair brade practices
can be reasonably expected to exist.
The Issue to be! addressed is the
lHkelihood that n sale will be made. In
our view, that can occur only when an
offer is irrevocable for some time period
sufficient to indicate a likelihood of sale.
Revocable offers encompass such a
wide spectrum of actliities as to provide
no measure of the likelihood of sales.
The definition would not preclude the
Commission from considering revocable
offers in determining the threat of injury,
provided that the Department has
initiated an investigation. We have
decided to retain the requirement that
offers be Irrevocable, without adding a
rebuttable presumption, because we
believe the provision Is adminisbrable
and reasonable as drafted.
Regarding the practice on

consideration of likely sales, the
Department motinues to believe that
sle generally are a more appmpriate
measure of market acvitytha are
offerm Thimnannarin which go ..

t~.i~t~r emdad l&d bty&e~
4rTuflr .SI tnt&OiRNStuAtio~~iert~aA~nt& izsetle 's
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reguatin Isbasd o the .S.tatute,

Agreremnnt. 11he GAIT (Article VI) and
the Agreement (Article 2) peradt t~he
importing country to commence M11
investigation to determine thtexsititence,
degree, arid effect of any aflleed subsidy
on merchandise once it becomes
apparent that a particular import will
benefit from subsidies. Evidence tot anr
irrevocable offer to sell or a sale is
sufficient evidence to satisfy the
requirement lIn Arice 2 thlat there be
'.subsidized imports." 9t would
undermine the purpose of the GATT and
the Agreement to interpret narrowly and
literally the phrase "subsidized Imports"
in Article 2(1). Neither the Agreement
nor the Agreement ort Implementation of
Article VI of the General Agreement on
Tariffs andTrade requires such an
interpretation. In certain situations, such
as large capital equipment purchases,
implementing the Agreement's authority
to impose countervailing duties on
"subsidized imports" requires that the
Investigation be initiated prior to the
actual importation, See, e.g., Railcars
from Canada, 48 FR( 6569 (1983). We
believe the drafters of the Agreement
intended this result, because the
contrary interpretation reduces the
Agreement's authority to a nullity in
those situations. Of course, no
countervailing (or antidumping) duties
are levied until the merchandise is
imported in the formal Customns sense.

Although till of the comments focused
on the likely sale issue, we note that
section 1327 of the 1988 Act lists the
factors to be considered in deciding
whether a lease is equivalent to a sule.
These factors are the terms of the lease,
normal commercial practice within the
industry, the circumstances of the
specific, transaction, the integration of
the product Into the operation of the
lessee or importer, the likelihood of
continuation or renewal of the lease
over a significant period of time, and
other relevant factors, -including the
possibility of avoidance of antidumping
or countervailing duties.
Set. 355.3
Comment: One party reqiests that

respondents and petitionfers not be
required to resubmit evidence or
dpcuments that are already in the
Department's possieuaxs Tovauce ffte
bu -n the riabtA lon vflrold b
w fftwo~i4*

'Depwi~watht'v PWm~lr TAe burduai
lethat wfu~d be creefteL eand die potential
Wamrupitlioa, to mm ordefly ypwto eedlMr that
would iicol.~ iiantn enricwiouw
vomie Olt r'ec10OTrdUI, doe's niot Plestilt tale

DIPatIrrItnt ID provide thid service, Joee
ahod~wiie~Depart anrt's reaponsta to
comments on,3I565.~34(h).

t~inin. Cjt: party asks If the
v'eribn'%'s pevimm,itifl riotei emd verification
d~uvanL'ntotlliat tmretthi'Ier important
nor mtndniral -to the fachual assertions in
the vairificiatlii texcilpt avs secondary
corrnoalu shoflid be included rat them
officials recor(L
Another partly objects to the narrow

time window for filling furtual
infornaQnnir to but included in the official
recowd.All information submitted aiad
not rpbirned by the Department oihould
beconiur part. of the official record.
Oltheiviise, p~ettionevu are penalizd for
denyis caused by reqfodents' late (but
riot "unatirnely") Miins or the
Dparrtment's 1lata release of

adiniriietrativ~e protective ordor ("AP1Y')
inante-rial.

Depanr~meuil ~6 Positiom The verifieyr's
notes am' not Pairt of -the official record
becauitse such nolles munrely form, the first
draft cii the final verilication report. As
for verifli'aticrn documents, those which
clearly are not perthient (whatever their,
"importance") will be excluded fn-orii the
record.
We believe that our rptenition as part

of the official record of untimnely
submitted documented would erode the
principle of timely filliqgs and in turn
would jeopardize our ability to review
submbselons with care within the
statutory deadlines. foi Completion of arn
*investipatiori or review. 'Therefore, we
will not include In tee official record
(i.e., will return to the suibmi~tter) any
unthiniely Ifflirigs. We di) not believe that
gny party obould 6? disadvantaged asr a
result of late tictioni. by another party or
*by tine rItepirtment. The lDopartinent,
therefore, will strictly enlorene Its
deidlfines to avold ouch 1*esults.
We note that we have rlu~irfed that

documents reftnued to a sumiter rmnder
II 355&31(b)(2) arid 85532(g) wil not be
included in the .offciall recrvr. AMl
.will be retmmAe 4m 'the sumh tter with
Wdtter noltce AftfAt ffiMbeWeus for

rro
be

-91o~e urein

CoMment: One pDArY 0oritemnds that
the public; reco-rd of proeaodixgs should
contain Material that =an Ie dicosd to
tlis public. rather thau just what "~tlhi
Sacr~tary dot-Adesan be diclosed."
Another pL-ty also seek uniformity

between the defin~Uorur of "public
record" anid 'public information." It is
not clear whether all "public
ilormonadon" would have to be included
lau the public record.

it~epartr-4nt', JA~sition: The
l~'epartmerit believes there may be sorme
cinbigulty betw ven §§ 355.3(b) and
3554(ael. We are altering the second
sentence of I 355.0(b) to read as follows:
"'Ibe record ivril consist of all material
descaribed in piaragraph (a) of this
section that the Seoretary decides is
public irforwatiorn %within the meaning
anf I 355.4(a), government memoranda or
portions of memoranda that the
Secretary decides may be disclosed to
the general public. plus public versions
of all determinations, notices, and
tramnacxipts.'"
Siec.. 351tt41

Oomnuera: One party suggests that
36it5.4 curne immediately before

§ 355.32 for uaity ol'subject matter.
Also, 4 3ii5.33 is redtzndant in view of

.&pormnor1~'P~r'.n:Adthough the
textl of * 3,55.4 logically could be placed
in Subpart C, ~we prefer to leave that
text in Aubliart A. As for the second
Point, we believe § 355.4 is definitional
and,§S3.3 is operational.
Ssm,. SMA.(a)

CommtanL' 'ne party States that the
Department's proposed standards for
proprietary treatment age Inadequate.
Under the regulation. factual
information aIn a form which cannot be
associated with or used, to identify a
particular firm mone'thaees~may be
proprietary for that firv. Pu. example
would be marketing ishtrateies.
Another party suggests the Inclusion

of those portions of the Ilepartmnent's
imemoranda, memtorandia of ex porte
meetings, and trantscripts cited at
I 35513(a) which d~o not contain
proprietary, privileged, or classified
information within the category of
"public laforriuatlon.~" Also, 'other
official documents~'ini WISA5(a)[4)shold rend .lther publiH~ed.
docnifrivnte.' tismase officad documents

otherwise U%&DUon' and
aenot 3emsall Ic

D~arnneri~v 6!Et'bson SAO fst of
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physically inserting them'into the

record -

IAtpartment'sPlo itiom burdr

that would L* created. end the potential
disruption to an orderly proceed that
would reult, given the anortous
volume of records, doei not permit the
Department to provide this service. See
nJso the Department's response to
comments oil I 355.34(b).
Sec. .55.3(a)

Comment: One party aaks if the
ve.-Mer's pr.sc'nal notes and verification
dot'uments that are neither important
nor material to the fautual asaarrtions in

the verification (ex-tept as secondary
corroboration' should be Included in the
official recchd.

Another party objects to the narrow
time window for filing factual
inform ±1n to he included in the official
record All information submitted and
not returned by the Department should
become part of tfle official reco d.
Otherwise, petitioners aro penalized for
Mheazys caused by respondets' late (but
not "untimely") filings or the
Department's late release of
administrative protective order ("A13O")
material.

Department's Position: The verified's
notes are not part of the official record
because such notes merely form the first
draft of the final verification report. As
for verification documents, those which
clearly are not pertinent (whatever their
importancee') will be excluded from the
record.
We believe that our retention as pail

of the cflicial record of untimely
Submitted documents would erode the
principle of timely filings and in tum
would jeopardize our ability to review
subndauions with care within the
statutory deadlines for completion of ar

. Investigation or riwiew. Therefore, we
will not include in the official record
(i.e., wilt retarin to the submitter) any
untimely fihiga. We do not believe that
any party should be disadvantaged as a
result of late acilonp by another party or
by the Department. Ile Department,
therefore, wlii strioty nfroe its
deadlines to avoid Pich rests.
We note !ha1tv have rlarified that

documents returad a submitter under
I I55.31b)(2) and 35&SZ MDll not be
included In thevaffi&bl mtcord. All

untimelyr ne 'onhnagubmlssons

.,wilgbe rtmmdtodthAbinsttar wft
wr

i ;b zu
A:

l'i\X.u~unbmli

^--~ ~~
- assS -.'''t' - ~i^i''

1;e-X.$,.~~~1

Se. .3(..

CDmnan& ne party otvotelm thut
the public rofpoce should
contan material tuit can be disclosed to

ffie public, rahr than just what "the
Secretary decides can be disclosed."
Another party lso reeks uniformity

between the definitions of "public
record" and publici information." It is
not clear whether all "public
iyormiaion" would have to be included
in the public record.
Department's Position: The

Departmertt believes there may be some
ambiguity Lretween If 365.3(b) and
355.4(a). We are altering the second
sentence of J 355.3(b) to read as follows:
'The record will consist of all material
described In paragraph (a) of this
section that the Secretary decides is
public Information within the meaning
of I 355.4(a), government memoranda or
portions of memrnoeimuds that the
Secretary decides mzay be disclosed to
the general public, plus public versions
of all deterrminations, notices, and
transcripts."

Sec. 355.4

Comment: One )arly suggests that
J 355.4 come immediately before
§ 355.32 for unity of subject matter.
Also, § 355.33 is redwiudant in z'iew of
§ 355.4.
Department s Positiion: Although thp

text of 355.4 logically could be placed
in Subpart C, we prefer to leave that
text in Subpart A. As for the second
point. we believe 355.4 is definitional
and § 3:55.33 is operational.
Sec. 355.4(a)
Corvunent One party states that the

Department's proposed standards for
proprietary treatment are inadequate.
Under the regulation, factual
Information in a form which cannot be
Associated with or used to identify a
particular firm nonetheless may be
proprietary for that firm. An example
would be marketing strategies.

,&nother party suggests the inclusion
of thoan portions of the Department's
memoranda, memorenda of ex porte
weetitgs, end transcripts cited at
3388,(4s) which do not contain

proprietary, privileged, or classified
InormatiNa withi the caMd 'esory of

"public rmation." Alan, ter
.of ial donmersMA" 1i1 &I30.4
should read 'oater ptiblised

; tecuse official documents
xontalp.VW awk Mcuuaaflie. opr
otherv&W&V&i 'iamuo end

JDartmentm1iy &9kd \mi&atis of
oy cpi9 lc

importxtloi of fihe tmb~rd~se, the
3utioaL to bas ed on he Mstamiu,

whiE 1tseltfgIsonsistent with the
Agrs'went. The CAW (Article VI) and
the Agreement (Article 2 permit the
importing country to commnore an
irvestigctimn to determine the eistence,
degree, amd effect &t any alleged subsidy
on merchandise once it betconieu
apparent that a particular Import will
benefit from subs'diea. Evidence of an
irrevocable offer to sell or a stle is
aufricient evidence to satisfy the.
requirevient in Articfle 2 that there be
"'ibeidized imports." It would
undermine iie purpose of the GA"I1' aP46
the Agreement io interpre. narrowly aod
literally the phrase "Aubsidized imltethb"
in Article 2(1). Neither the kgreernent
nor the Agreement on IXmplementation of
Article VI of the Genercl Agreerment in
Tariffs and Trade requires subh an
interpretation. In certain situa&.ow), clich
as large capital equipment p-aichases,
implementing the Agreement's nuthority
to impose countervailing duties on
"subsidized imports" requires that the
investigation be initiated prior to the
actual importation. See, eg., BeRilcars
from Canada, 48 FR 6569 (i9&i). We
believe the drafters of the Agreement
intended this result. because the
contrary interpretation reduces the
Agreement's authority to a nullity in
those situations. Of course, no
countervailing (or antidwuping) duties
are levied until the merchandise in
imported in the formal Customs enuse.

Although all of thne centers focused
on the likely sale issue, we note (liat
section 1327 of the 1988 Act lists the
f3pdtors to be considered in deciding
whether a lease Is equivalent to eaule.
Thase factors are the terms of the lease,
nornmc commercial practice within the
2ncaosy. the circiunstuxices of the
specific Irmsa;Ution. the integration of
the product into the -peraton of the
lessee or importer, the likelihood nf
continuatior¢or renewal cL the lease
over a :-igeniMcidnt period of time, and
other relevant factors, Including the
possibility -'f avoidance of antidumplnS
or ootitenrsiling duties.

Comment One arty requests that
respondents and pet~tiners not be
required to resubmit. eAdemce or
document that w already thte
Deparbment's pomeuom To wadc tlhe
buden the eibiiilo-ishould be

Ub~¶1ia~Icument nculdh&

u*zs~i bait iithe ro amldwp u 1

-.1 _Mk" 1di!& 11 1-1
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proceedings, the ipectal procedw.re
described in I sun(f) am ppropalitse.

Se .
,5.1,(*

N~oWe See Department's puitwn an
D 355.13(o) erriatexplaxatio r'f a dump to
this paragraph.
Sec. 355.12(b)
Cornment*Two parties e-sa.e that the

regulation should clarify that die
administering authority will determene
whether information in"reasonably
available" in light of the circumstamces
of each petitioner: Another party urges
the Department to continue to define the
requirement "loosely" and to provide
"counsal and assistance" to petitioners
that do not have the recources to
develop the required information on
their own.
Department's Position: In deciding

whether to initiate an investigation, the
Department's practice is to take into
account the ability ofthe petitioner to
obtain information in support of the
petition. The type nnd quantity of
relevant formation that is reasonably
available to a, large corporation in a
well-defined industry may not he
available to a small company in an
emerging or less well-defined industry.
The Department's practice of
considering the size and nature of the
business and industry in deciding what
information is "reasonably available" is
not changed In this section. Moreover,
this rule contains a new paragraph (i) in
§ 355.12 which specifically provides for
technical assistance to small businesses.
The Department has consistently
provided such assistance on request.
Sec. S55-12(b)(2)
Comment: One party states that the

regulation should specify on what basis
(e.g.. production or sales) the petitioner
should determine the companies that

production llevels.In addition we have
modified this provision to clarllythat, in
deciding whether a person in the
industry accounts fortwo percent or
more of the industry, the petitioner way
rely on publicly available information
only. The Department includes the two
percent cut-off only to reduce the
potential burden on the petitioner in
industries that include a large number of
small firms. In satisfying the
requirements of paragraph (b)(2), the
Department does not expect petitioners
to obtain business proprietary
information from other, persons in the
industry or otherwise to engage In
activity that arguably might call into
play the U.S. antitrust laws. We believe
there see many methods of
gaikaringthe information that would not
present a problem.
The .-PrjiirmQ lt to include the names

and address es of other persons in the
indistry is consistent wilb the
ae-remen.i that the petition be filtd
"on behalf of an industry. Obviously,
the identity or persons that comprise the
industry is an important fact relevant to
petitioner's assertion. This is especially
true, with respect to known opponents of
the petition. As explained in our
response to comments on § 355.12(b),
the Department will consider the size
and nature of the business and industry
in deciding what information is
reasonably available to a petitioner.
We see no need to define the phrase

"on behalf of' an industry because the
phrase speaks for itself. The Department
will continue to rely on the petitioner's
representation of industry support.
Neither the statute nor the legislative
history requires the petitioner to
establish affirmatively that it has the
support of a particular percentage of the
members of on Industry See the
Department's response to comments on,
§ 355.2(h).

account for two percent of the industry.
Two parties state that the regulation Sec. 355.12(b)(3)

should not require the names and Comment. One party recommends
addresses of members of the industry that we broaden the requirement in this
not supporting the petition because this paragraph to include "the petitioner and
information is not an element necessary anyone purported to be represented by
to obtain relief and. therefore. not a the petitioner *' '.'
statutory requirement Several parties Department.7 Positioiv We see no
express concern that the regulation - need for this proposed modification. The
would unduly burdenpetitionersand Department routinely obtanins from other
might cause petitioners toviolate U.S. agencies relevant information on other

antitrust laws in seeking proprietary trade law proceedings. It is importantto
informationabout their competitions minimlze burden on petitioners.
:m t art*c dth at. . . .' . .: . *
6.i~~~iih~~d*' Si.owwfv w Rost &ftwm

-4 S:Il. vm~ prS tA 'f s ,
L

sxigisfmd ?Xfifed &l- 6 E Xpre ,ioXWrimle ,;if1W,

instances the Secretary may expand or
contract the class or kind of
merdiandise under investigation to
conduct an adequate investigation."
They contend that these statements are
contrary to the Department's
longstanding practice and the rulings of
the Court of International Trade.
Department's Position: Congress has

recognized that "the administrators of
the law have reasonable discretion to
identify the most appropriate group of
products for purposes of both the
subsidy and injury investigations."
S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong.. 1st SeYs. 45
(1979). Moreover, the Court of
International Tradc has acknowledged
that the Department has authority to
clarify the description of the class or
kind of merchandise contained in the
petition. Mitsubishi Electric Corp. v.
United States, Slip Op. 88-152, 12 CTT
- (October 31, 1988); Kokusai Electric
Co. Ltd. v. United States, Slip Op. 86-89.
10 CIT- (March 14.1986). The Court
also has recognized that the Department
has the authority to define the scope of
an investigation. Diversified Products
Corp. v. United States. 8 CIT 155. 159
(1983) (CITing Royal Business Machines
v. UritedSiates. 1 CIT 80. 87 n.18 (1980).
aff'd, 669 F.2d 691 (Fed. Cir. 1922)). This
authority is important for the purpose of
ensuring that the Department's orders
are administrable, clear, enforceable.
and adequate to protect the U.S.
industry from the unfair trade practices
covered by the statute. In defining the
class or kind of merchandise, the
Department may, for example, rely on
information not available to the
petitioner and conclude that the
petitioner's statement of class or kind is
inadequate to prevent easy
circumvention of the order.
We have modified this paragraph to

delete the reference to the Tariff
Schedules of the United Statee. The
reference to "U.S. tariff classification" in
the final rule would cover the
Harmonized Turiff System when It is
implemented in the United States.
Sec.855.12(b)(6)
Comment Several parties object to

the requirement that the petition state
the proportion of total exports to the
United States from eachperson alleged
to have benefitted from a subsidy. They
content that the information is irrelevant
tothe purpose of the petition and often
to onh.1a1ty id ahit, iwns" Inti
reduethe tout~f fZxt Wtub.They
mguggesohatthIf;-~' lb*dtd
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States is not irrelevant because the
Department uses such information in the
preparation of questionnaires and the

reviewof questionnaire andthe

Therefore, to the extent that this
information is reasonably available to
the petitioner, it should be reported in
the petition. To the extent that it would
be unduly burdensome, difficult, or
impossible for a petitioner to obtain this
information, the petition would be
acceptable without It. As we stated in
response to the comments on paragraph
(b)(2) of this section, the petitioner may
rely on publicly available information
Sec. 855.12(b)(7)
Comment: One party urges the

Department to be flexible in applying
this provision to U.S. small business
petitioners.
Department's Position: See the

Department's response to comments on
§ 355.12(b).
Sec.355.12(b)(8)
Comment: Two parties urge adoption

of a 0.5 percent de minimis standard for
measuring whether the upstream
subsidy has a "significanteffect" on the
cost of producing the merchandise.
Another party suggests that the

regulations be expanded in order to
discourage "fishing expeditions"
regarding suspected input subsidies. The
party would have the Department
require, under paragraph (b)(8)(i),
information on the production process in
which the input product is utilized and.
under paragraph (b)(8)(ii), information
showing that the price of the input
product is lower than the price that the
producer would otherwise pay to an
arm's length seller.
Department's Position: The House

Committee on Ways and Means
explained the t the purpose of the
"significant defects" test "is to avoid
needless investigation and verification
of upstream subsidies which, although
passed through to the final merchandise,
are insignificant in affecting the
competitiveness of that final product."
HIR. Rep. No. 725, 98th Cong., 2d Sees.
'34 (1984). We interpret this statement to
mean that an effect on the cost of
produc14 the final products significant
when the upstream subsldy significantly
affects the competitiveness of that final
product. Whetheror not os percentis

case-bbywanasls See, e.g., tCerln
Agricultural Tillage Toolsfrom Bazil,
50 FR 4525, 34(1).8.) .

Regarding the suggestion that the
petition requirements be increased to
include additional information, we
believe that the requirements as stated
in the proposed rule are sufficiently
detailed to permit the Department to
determine whether there is a reasonable
basis to believe or suspect that the
products under investigation benefitted
from an upstream subsidy (and thereby
avoid "fishing expeditions") without
placing unnecessary burdens on
petitioners to supply Information that
normally would be difficult to ob ain. Of
course, nothing would preclude the
petitioner from submitting the kind of
information suggested by the
commenter, and to do so likely would
strengthen any upstream subsidy
allegation.
Sec 355.12(b)(9)
Comment. Three parties suggest

deletion of the requirement that the
petition contain information on
individual sales, customers, and prices
because the requirement is not relevant
to or necessary for countervailing duty
investigations. One party also notes that
the requirement is burdensome to small
business petitioners.
Department's Position: We agree and

have deleted the requirement that the
petition contain information on
individual sales, customers, and prices
pertaining to the imported merchandise.
Sec.355.12(b)(10)
Comment. One party urges the

Department to be flexible in applying
this provision to U.S. small business
petitioners.
Department's Position: See the

Department's response to comments on
I 355.12(b).

circumstancesfinding, requires inter
alia that the productbenefit from
"export subsidies paid or bestowed
inconsistently with the provisions of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade." Therefore, regardless of how
broadly one might interpret the language
of Article 5(9), it is clear that one must
first find that the product has benefitted
from an export subsidy. Paragraph
(b)(12) is consistent with section
703(e)(1)(A) in this regard, but it makes
the export subsidy requirement explicit
for the petitioner whereas section
703(e)(1)(A) dqes not.
We note that if the petitioner alleges

critical circumstances, and if the
relatively short period begins prior to
the date of the filing of the petition, the
petition should provide information on
imports during that period-otherwise,
the information as to "relatively short
period" would not be available at the
time the petition is filed.
Sec. 355.2(d)
Comment: Two parties suggest that

this section be revised not to exclude
from consideration the entire petition,
but only the particular information
which the petitioner claims is
proprietary and which was not
submitted in conformity with the
requirements of § 355.32.
Department's Position: Because the

petitioner can easily resubmit the
petition in proper form, we believe that
it is in the petitioner's interest to do so.
Otherwise, if the information which
does not comply with § 355.32 is
essential the Department would decide
under § 355.13 that the petition does not
properly allege the basis on which a
countervailing duty may be imposed.
Nevertheless, we agree that the choice is
the petitioner's and have revised
paragraph (d) accordingly.

Sec. 355.12(b)(12) See. 5.12(g)
Comment: One party states that in Comment. One party asks whether the

order to conform to section 703(e)(1)(A) service requirement should be extended
of the Act, this paragraph of the to domestic' and foreign interested
regulation must refer to "any alleged parties and, if so, whether the
subsidy inconsistent with the Department or the petitioner should
Agreement" rather thas; the proposed effect service of the petition.
language which state. "an export Departments PositioniThis paragraph
subsidy inconsistent with the and paragraph )(2) of this sectionAgreement." together satisfy the consultation
Departments: The proposed requirementof Article3(1)of the
ulsa 6toiihitX&s oids , .; . g;em sit4o purpoosDiwve by
"goitibiisua euCnhp6liM i astiia service

.1.
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theidentity of all intersted parties,
Once the Department decides to initiate
an investigation the broad services
requirements in 8535 1(g) apply to
documents filedIn the proceeding. Upon
receipt of the petition, the Department
places a public version ofitin the public
record. See § 355.3(b).
Sec. 355.12(b)
Comment: One party contends that

the phrase "derogation of an
international undertaking on official
export credits" is not clear and should
be explained.
Department's Rosition: This

paragraph, which implements section
702(b)(3) of the Act, concerns petitions
which allege that a foreign government
is providing export credit financing on
terms more favorable than those
allowed under international agreements.
See the proviso in paragraph (k) of the
Annex to the Agreement ("Illustrative
List of Export Subsidies"). Section
702(b)(3) is relevant to the
administrationn of the countervailing
duty law only to the extent that it
requires the Department to notify the
Department of the Treasury
"immediately" when a petition that
contains such an allegation is filed. In
order to ensure that Treasury receives
timely notice, paragraph (n) of the
regulation also requires the petitioner
simultaneously to file a copy of the

Departments' Position: Paragraph(i)
is consistent with the Roses decision.
Paragraph (ii)limits therestriction on
communication to Interested parties
definedin paragraph (1)(1) or (1)(2) of
section 355.2 which means that the
Department will accept communications
from domestic Interested parties defined
in paragraphs (1)(3) through (i)(6) of
section 355.2. If a U.S. producer of the
like product(t 355.2(i)(3)) or any other
domestic party communicates with the
Department as an agent of a potential
respondent, the prohibition in paragraph
(j)(1) would apply to that
communication. It is neither necessary
nor appropriate to prohibit all
communication from U.S. producers
related to potential respondents
because, to the extent relevant to the
communication, the U.S. related party
may share the interests and concerns of
non-related U.S. producers of the like
product. Regarding procedural issues,
the Court in Roses held that under no
circumstances waas the Department to
engage in an advocacy proceeding
based on informatic- from potential
respondents at the pre-Initiation stage of
the proceeding. 706 F.2d at 1567. We
believe that this holding precludes the
Department from making fine
disoAnctionr: between law and fact,
procedure and substance, and whether
information is in the public domain,
especially because the Department

will be conducted,if requested, only
when requiredby Article3(1) of the
Agreement or other International
agreement that contains a substantially
equivalent consultation provision. Theprovision isnarrowly drafted to comply
with the requirements of Article3(1).
Because Roses involved an antidumping
duty petition and thereis no such
consultation provision in the Agreement
on Implementation of Article VI of the
General Agreementon Tariffs and
Trade, the Court neither considered
whether Article 3(1)might create an
exception toits "no communication"
rule nor held that It does not create such
an exception. The Act does not byits
terms preclude these pre-initiation
consultations with a foreign government.
International agreements and domestic
statutes should be, to the extent
possible, construed to give effect to
both. See Lake Ontario Land
Development andBeach Protection
Ass'n v. F.P.C., 212 F. 2d227 (DC Cir.),
cert. denied, 347 U.S. 1015 (1953).
Therefore, we believe that paragrapl
(j)(2) is consistent with and a reasonable;
interpretation of U.S. law. Because these
pre-initiation consultations are
authorized by law, we should not
exclude from consideration factual
information and legal argument
presented during the consultations
Sec. 355.13(a)

petition with the Secretary and the correspondencein ordertomake such Comment Two parties recommend
Secretary of the Treasury. distinctions. Such a review of hat, prior to initiation of an

Sec.355.12(i)(1) correspondence would lead to needless investigation, the Department requireSec.355.12 redisputes at;
to each petitioner and the lawyer, if any,

Comment: Several parties state that whether the Department had abided by (1) eprethe petitioncnan inorceationtht
this paragraph on pre-initiation the ruling in Roses in a particular case. r1) thepeavtion contains thormation
communications with the Department is reasonably available ta the petitioners)
more restrictive than the decision of the Lim 355.12U)(2) supporting the allegations in the
Court of Appeals in United States v. Comment. One party states that we petition. (2) the petition does not omit
Roses, Inc., 706 F.2d 1563 (Fed. Cir. should clarify when a foreign important facts which are reasonably
%983). Four parties note that Roses dealt government if entitled to consultation available to the petitionerss; and (3) all
with communications from potential under this paragraph. Another party information in the petition is, to the best
respondents (including foreign stateI that becnuuse th u In ?oivs of each certifier's knowledge, true and
producers, exporters. governments, and held that U.S. law dons not permit pre

it
correct. The purpose of the certification

U.S. importers) and should not be initiation consultations with potential is to prevent te flig of baseless or
interpreted as a restriction on respondents, the Department has no knowinglyoflse allegations for the
communications with petitioners. One of authority to conduct suh ansulftitions Purpose of chilling legitate
those parties suggests that the even If the respondent is w foreip, competition.
Departmentmodify the regulation to jovernmenL.etlon 3Sof tkoe Act Department INPJosition: The
.prohibit eommunications with 'U.S. provides that no provIslon of a trade countervailing duty law requires that the
producers thatam related to potential agreement which kinIconfuct vlth a allegations In a petition be supported by
respondents. Two othr prtles state U.S. statute shall ko giveneeffect If t Ino0ation reasonably available to the
that the Deartment can take into Department does mnk An0xcpton for petitioner and that such Information
account proxedural defects in l, : consultations required bl-AW,de ?(I) of accompany the petition, Asexplained In
petition (such s the stan qithe ...- the Agreement this and anothrkArty,) -the leglslativeistory of section.
petitionaod4:3t nhlv-pvZ tai*th.Dpr .W.m.dnatb 2(b)) . &ot.th4 paprtmnnt in

WidithqU^w noticeJ t: discussed insucbcmnltisIn . dearlyy lv i6 cot.rsmably,- :

ofthose paeks*ho OaQ: determniihfflt t f t e .. Wmuppot.edlW W1Qo44whliC
Ds~atin ; Wentf1u$S{1vj peffo Q. s!cilDS1 4lt;i, omIkbpo ia~wJ ch 531

.Wwb4 i;;";. Dt'8i ". 4 W*WPiANer
71 -7Lo;'3 W9_3Zv0S
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(197B)^ We agree that a certification verificationOne party cgests that on the 2itth day after the petition filed.
requirement Is an appropriate meansof there sehuld be no titme lmit at Ill. In most cast, SO days sould be a
deterring the kind of problems desrbed Several of thee parties object to the reasonable period of time for
in this legislative history. However, we 30.day time limit because of the preparation of the request. It not, the
prefer to apply the certification requlre-ent in paragraph (1) of this Department may nonetheless exclude
requirement to all submissions of factual section that the person requesting the foreign produ ,er or exporter if it
information, not just to those contained exclusion submit with the request that makes a negative final determination
in petitions. Accordingly, we are adding person's certification and the with respect to that producer or
to § 355.31 af new paragraph (i), which certification of the government of the exporter. See Department's response to
requires that all submissions of factual affected country. They state that it comments on § 355.14(c). Alternatively,
information (as defined in § 355.2(g)) be would be impossible to obtain the the foreign producer or exporter may
accompanied by an appropriate government certification within S0 days, request a company-specific revocation
certification of a responsible official of especially when there are a large under I 3M5.25(a)(3) at the earliest
the submitter and the submitter's legal number of foreign government agencies opportunity.
counsel or other representative, if any. and programs involved, It would be The Department cannot extend the
This certification requirement also is difficult for the person submitting the deadline for filing requests for exclusion
incorporated in section 1331 of the 1988 request to provide that person's beyond the W-day period set forth in tie
Act. We also are modifying § 355.12(a) certification because of the amount of proposed rule, because it must decide by
of the proposed rule to cross-reference work involved in researching and that date or shortly thereafter which
§ 355.31(i). preparing the certification. Two parties companies it will investigate and to
Sec. 335.13(c) urge the Department to drop the which it will send questionnaires andrequirement for certification by the begin preparing for verification of
Comment: One party believes that we government of the affected country. One responses. If the certifications were not

should add a sentence at the end of of these parties notes that the firm's submitted until the deadline for
paragraph (c) which states that the certification should be sufficient, submitting questionnaire responses, the
Secretary will not initiate an because proposed § 355.20(e) applies a Department would not have sufficient
investigation without first determining penalty for false certification by the time to issue questionnaires, analyze
that the petition is brought "on behalf of firm. responses, and prepare for verification.
an industry." One party believes that the regulation The certifications by the government
Department's Position: The Secretary should specify that any foreign producer of the affected country and the party

has neither the authority nor the ability or exporter may seek exclusion by requesting exclusion are required in
(in 20 days) to conduct a pre-initiation submitting a questionnaire response in a order to ensure that the requests are
investigation of the petitioner's standing. timely manner. The party believes that carefully considered by all parties that
See the Department's response to the certifications in paragraph (b) are have relevant information. These
comments on § 355.12(j)(1). Based on the unnecessary because the verification certification requirements are analogous
petitioner's representation that the process in effect is the equivalent of to those required under § 355.25(b)(3) for
petition is filed oru behalf of the industry, certification. Another party adds that company-specific revocations. The
the new certification requirement of any company should be permitted, if certifications are required in order to
§ 355.31, and other relevant factual necessary, to request that it be served justify the Department's decision to
information (§ 355.12(b)(2)), the with a questionnaire. If the Department conduct an investigation specifically of
Department decides prior to initiation requires a certified undertaking that the the company submitting the request for
whether the petition is riled "on behalf person will not receive subsidies in the exclusion, an investigation It might not
of " an industry. If, during the future, the Department should permit otherwise conduct. Neither
investigation, there Is "a clear indication submission of the certification shortly questionnaire responses nor verification
that there are grounds to doubt a before the final determination, serve the same purpose as certifications.
petitioner's standing, the Department One party believes that the 30-day Sce Department's response to comments
will investigate" with regard to parties time frame for filing requests should be on I 355.14(c).
that oppose the petition, gee, e.g., adequate but adds that. if the
Certain Electical ConductorAluminum Department extends the deadline In its Sec. 355.14(a)
Redraw Rodfrom Venezuela, 53 1-R final rule, the deadline should be no Comment: One party states that the
24755 (.1988); Certain Fresh Atlantic later than the date the questionnaire request for exclusion should not be
Groundise from Canada, S1 FR 10041 response is due and the request should Irrevocable because a firm that submits
(1988), and the Department will re- be accompanied by sufficient additional the request in good faith may later
examinethe issue based on all available informition to make the Department's discover that It received a benefit the
relevant information verification "plausible for the exclusion -Department-consIders a countervailable

requests." The additional information subsidy. Another party comments that
Sec.355.14(a) and (b) would consist ofcopies all ammual requests for exclusion should not beCommentSeveral parties comment reports forthe Iast 15 years,written producersorexporters which

that the BWdy tim;rlmit anSbmision Statements frim eeb .p i;:. x. report duuli* the most teot sAd
ofrequest. for exclusIons toosborL-. - company audIts aooo A=tl -air year, beyiua the Deipartmet thoidd
soias c tonlawsemasibwti.A regdiam t sdes, aid. makewre.y effort to mcclude eV1
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Departmont's Paoition hAs we broad enough for one or nola: of the the Department will deny the request for
explained in the preamble of the following reasons: (1) foreign producers exclusion. See I 355.21(c).
proposed rule, the Department would try to cimrumvent orders by Finally, the requirement that a non.
structures its Investigations to take into deciding for themselves whether they producer requesting exclusion also
account requests for exclusion. The received "any net soubsidy,;" (2) "any net submit the certification described in
reason for requiring the company and subsidy" does not clearly cover paragraph (b)(1) is reasonable because
the government of the affected country upstream subsidies; (3) only the the non-producer may benefit from net
to certify the accuracy of the Department can determine whether a subsidies (such as export credits) other
information in the request is to permit "net" subsidy has been received; (4) the than or in addition to those provided to
the Department to rely on the word "program" should be changed to the producer. Moreover, the non-
statements made in the request. To "allegation" or "alleged benefit" to producer must certify that it "will not
permit 'withdrawal of requests for avoid the possibility that requesters may apply for or receive any subsidy on the
exclusion would destroy the basis for not include benefits provided on a one- merchandise in the future," as provided
the Department's reliance because it time, or recurring (but non-program) in paragraph (b)(1).
would, in effect, weaken or undermine basis; (5) in addition to subsidy
The company's and the affected practices listed in the initiation notice.Se, 380814(c)
government's incentive to research the certification should cover any Comment: Two parties state that the
thoroughly the facts on which the subsidy practice subsequently included Department should grant requests for
certifications are based. The in the investigation; and (6) the one-year exclusion only when it conducts a
Department must be able to rely on the limitation should be dropped and the thorough investigation and verifies that
accuracy of the certifications in order to producer should be required to certify the requesting company has satisfied the
ensure that it uses its limited that it never applied for or received a requirements set forth in this section.
administrative resources in the most subsidy that, under the Department's One of these parties urges deletion of
efficient and effective manner. interpretation of the measurement of the phrase "to the extent practicable.'
Moreover, if the requests were benefits, would be found to provide a or alternatively, the addition of a
revocable, the Department would have net subsidy during the period of statement that when investigation of E
the additional burden of attempting 'o investigation. One party states that it is request is impracticable, th&r. the
determine whether the request was unreasonable and unnecessary to request will be denied. One party is.
submitted in good faith. Therefore, we require the certifications of non- concerned that 5 355.14 does not permit
are not adopting the comment. producers. petitioners to comment on requests for
The Department can grant an Departmnent's Position: In preparing exclusion. Two other parties suggest

exclusion request only on the basis o1 the certifications required by this that the Department explain in the
facts pertaining to the period of paragraph, the company and the regulation that the phrase "to the extent
investigation. Thet department canoe government will hav'e to consider the practicable" means that the rDepartmentdetermine whether a company receives Department's practice (as set forth in must be able to conduct a thorouphcountervailable subsidiesunless the published determinations and other investigation of the request.
company has exported to the United documents) regarding the identification Several parties argue that theStates during the period of omvestogston. and measurement of subsidies. Because Department has no authority under U.s.To provide special periods of the Department, not the party requesting law or the Agreement to impose
investigation for companies which do exclusion, will determine whether countervailing duties against
not export to the United States during exclusion is warranted, the requester merchandise that did not benefit fromathat period would complicate has nothing to gain by interpreting the subsidy, and that it would be unfair to

investigation. The period of operative language of paragraph (b) in a force a producer or exporter that
investigation is the most recent period manner inconsistent with the received no countervailable benefit to
for which information is available. Department's practice at the time the defend itself during an entire
Exports of foreign companies in earlier certification is made. The phrase "any investigation. One of these parties
periods would not be subject to net subsidy on the merchandise" clearly concludes that due process and the
countervailing duties. Any company that covers upstream subsidies, and the GATT require the Departnent to
begins to export or resumes exporting word "program" includes any exclude innocent parties at the onset of
during a period following the period countervailable benefit provided to a an Investigation. One party notes that if
covered by the investigation be company whether on a one-time or the Department in its final
entitled to revocation based on the recurring basis. The certifying party determination concludes that a producer
procedures in

e 35on2th must consider whether any portion. of a received no net subsidy or a de minimis
We agree that exclusion requests net subsidy, regardless of the time of net subsidy, the Department must

need notarovide cerication Asto bestowal, would be attributed to the automatically exclude that producer
pno tpmsovide Deprtmncat has found investigatory period under the from the countervailigduty order.
nottoX be subject to oowntervaling Department's method of quantification Onearty. states that the Departmtnt
duties, Ead havesnodified the rule and action dbenefits., must Investigate A requests for
accodrigly.11lact-that the Certificatioziieed not cover sulsidy exclusionxndexciude all applicants
Deparlimentar lde to Qa other prctipas ,tlsbtedhnoeprtsentjs . eligible foraxolu#on- because this
oxt4hp.smt.xIazd of notice OfltitiatftGivube.40r time requirement clearly set f~rth In
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Department *hoild Invetigate a *amp0
oTsuch firm and exclude .fibra -

requesting exclusion fau sampled im.
satisfy the Deparment'w erets
Deprfment'a Position: When the

Department Wceives request for
exclusion which comply with the
requirements of this section. the
Department normally will Investigate
the requests in accordance with the
investigatory procedures described in
other sections of this part. For example
the Department will ask each party
requesting exclusion to answer a
questionnaire, submit to verification,
and abide by the procedures on
Information and argument in Subpart C
of this part.
As explained in the preamble to the

proposed rule, the phrase "to the extent
practicable" would permit the
Department to refuse to investigate one
or more of the requests when it
concludes that it could not do so within
the statutory time limits on
investigations. Such refusal might occur,
far example, in a case in which an
extraordinarily large number of requests
for exclusion are submitted. If the
Department refuses to investigate a
request for exclusion, the requester may
be excluded from the countervailing
duty order by requesting a revocation
under I 355.25(b)3). These regulations
do not address the question whether the
Department has authority to exclude all
firms requesting exclusion based on the
results of an investigation of a sample of
those firms. Neither the GAIT nor U.S.
law requires the Department to
investigate every request for exclusion
or every company that produces or
exports the class or kind of merchandise
under investigation.

In compliance with the Agreement.
the Department levies a countervailing
duty only against merchandise which
benefitted from a subsidy. The term
"levy" is defined In the Agreement to
mean "the definitive or final legal
assessment or collection of a duty or
tax." (Art. 4, pare. 2. fn.14.) The
Agreement does not require that
countervailing duties be levied on a
company-spific (rather than country-
wide) basis t only requires thatthe
amout asessed not wxosedthe smamt
-of-the subsiy skmfiss"rdefeema aml
*epdbfie tIbLbIWt

an order any producer or exporter
-without fintoondutting an Inves tiaon
(or admlnlstrive nevew) to deoemine
whether exc o (rrevocation) s
warranted. Obviously, that Is oneof the
purposes of the investigation and review
process.

If the Department Includes a producer
or exporter in Its Investigation and
determines that the producer or exporter
received no countervailable benefits
during the period of investigation, the
Department would automatically
exclude that produce or exporter from
the countervailing duty order even if the
producer or exporter did not request
exclusion under the procedures
described In this seti. The purpose of
this section is merely to provide an
opportunity for producers and exporters
which the Department might not
otherwise include in Its investigation to
request that the Department specifically
include and investigate them. If the
Department investigates a company on
other grounds, no purpose would be
served by an exclusion request.

prior to the date of the preilminary
determination In order to make its
preliminary determination more
accurate. In practica, the Department
usually conducts verification after the
preliminary determination. even when
the petitioner requests an extension of
the date for the preliminary
determination Normally the petitioner
requests an extension for the purpose of
permitting the Department to obtain
additional information from the
respondent. Preparation of the
supplemental questionnaires and
submission and review of responses
consumes 25 to 45 days of the extension
period. Verification Is conducted only
after the Department has provided each
respondent with an adequate
opportunity to submit the information
requested by the Department. The on-
site verification, including associated
preparation and report-writing, normally
requires 30 to 40 days. Because the
period of the extension under paragraph
(c) of this section is not more than 65
days, there is in most cases insufficient

Sec. 355.15 ume for verwcation prior to the date ox
Comment: One party suggests adding the preliminary determination.

the following provisions to this section: (3) Facts available to the Department
(1) when respondents cooperate in the at an early stage of the investigation are
investigation, the best information limited in comparison with those
available is the respondent's reply to the available later in the investigation.
questionnaire when verification occurs Preliminary determinations are simply
after the preliminary determination; (2) interim decisions intended to focus
when petitioner requests a issues and provide the basis for
postponement of the preliminary comment by the parties to the
determination, the Department shall proceeding. They are not subject to
conduct verification prior to the judicial review. One important effect of
preliminary determination; and (3) the a final determination is to correct
Department shall issue and publish a inaccuracies in the preliminary
corrected preliminary determination as determination. Therefore, an additional
soon as it discovers clerical error. procedure for correcting errors in a
Department's Position (1) Section 778 preliminary determination would be

(b) and (c) of the Act and 135537 of this unwarranted waste of the Department's
regulation specify the limited conditions scarce resources We have established a
in which the Department may use 'best practice of correction of clerical errors
information available" In lieu of in final determinations and final results,
information submitted by respondents which is also provided for In section
As explained in the preamble the 1333 of the 18 Act. Se 53 FR 41817
proposed rule, paragraph a) of this (October 2. U8); 53 FR 513 (Febmary
section refers to 'available Information" 26,1988).
in order to indicate that the Department Sgc 8.15(a)
may base Its preliminary determination
on an Information a"ailable to it at the Commn One party states that in
time. "Available Informatloznlndudes. ordor to aoform to setbon7(b) of the
but to notumerll lfiteatoiaeI -Act, p iagnpph (sI) should state that
respondents submissi . exa - the Dpatoent ntdihavs-a sasable
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provisional measures on or after the
date of publication, notthe date of
signing, of the preliminary
determination. Finally, one party states
that paragraph (a)(4) should incorporate
the elements listed in paragraphs (a)(2)
and (a)(3), as well as an invitation for
argument consistent with § 355.38
Department's Position: Because the

word "suspect" appears in section
703(b) of the Act, we have added this
word to paragraph (a) of the regulation.
The suggestion that the Secretary's
determination recite legal precedent
would impose a burden not required by
the statute. To the extent necessary to
explain the determination, the
Department does discuss legal
precedents in its preliminary
determinations. In view of the fact that
the preliminary determination is not
subject to judicial review and is subject
to revision in the final determination,
any additional discussion of
administrative and judicial precedents is
unnecessary
Paragraph(a)(3)(ii) does not

specifically address the question of
when provisional measures take effect.
However, the effective date is the date
of publication of the notice in the
Federal Register, as clearly provided in
section 703(d)(1) of the Act. Finally, the
notice that is published in the Federal
Register, as a matter of practice, does
incorporate the elements of the
preliminary determinations described in
paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3). This issue
was addressed in "Notice of
Withdrawal of Proposed Change in
Format of Federal Register Notices" at
52 FR 1218 (January 12, 1987).
Sec. 355.15 (b) and (c)
Comment. One party asks whether the

terms used in paragraph (b)(2) should be
defined or qualified and whether a
postponement under paragraph (c) could
extend the time for amending the
petition under § 355.31(c)(1). Another
party suggests that paragraph (b) should
provide. as an additional reason for
postponement. the consideration of
requests for exclusion or the calculation
of individual rates for one or more
producers or exporters.
Departments Position: The
Department's precedents, which address
dozens ofvaried situations difficult to
describe ina single definition, provide
adequete guidance regarding the

consideration of additional criteria for
allowing an extension of time.
Postponements Under paragraphs (b)
and (c) would not necessarily affect the
time limits in § 55531(c)(1), but the
appropriate official of the Department
may take into account the fact that the
preliminary determination has been
postponed in considering whether to
grant. under in 355.31(c)(3), request for
extension of the time limits Bet foh in
that section for submission of new
allegations.

Sec. 355.15(d)
Comment: One party suggests that we

modify this paragraph to include a time
limit for submission of upstream subsidy
allegations. The party suggests that a
reasonable deadline would be five
calendar days before the date of the
preliminary determination, in order to
provide petitioners the maximum
opportunity to raise the issue. See also
comment on § 355.20(b).
Department's Position: The

Department agrees that it is appropriate
to include in this paragraph a time limit
for submission of upstream subsidy
allegations. The Department must have
sufficient time to clarify (if necessary,
by obtaining additional information) and
evaluate a request after it is submitted.
Based on past experience, ten days is a
reasonable amount of time for this
purpose. Therefore, we have added a 10-
day time limit in a new paragraph (d)(1).
The text of paragraph (d) that appeared
in the proposed rule is now paragraph
(d)(2) of this final rule.
Sec. 355.15(e)(h)

Comment.' One party argues that
paragraph (e) should permit publication
of the notice of postponement less than
20 days before the scheduled date for
the preliminary determination, provided
the notice is sent to the Federal Refister
not less than 20 days before the
scheduled date. Regarding paragraph (f).
that same party asks: (1) whether
verification can be waived if the
Department does not receive a response
to the questionnaire within 50 days of
initiation; (2) should there be a time limit
for issuing a questionnaire; (3) does this
provision mean th Departmentwlll
nake a preliminmlyndb -.. :
detennlnstionbasdddm theiane
hdonnto, haf4) the Department

elftAM waiver of ve*If-cXtionT
Rsgardiig~ gtap ,Oaert. ;-..

-a-Ma -b

Dep it .

-explain the nature of the information
which the Department will disclose. In
addition, another party suggests that
disclosure be described as a "complete,"
rather than "further,' explanation of th
determination.
Department's Position: Regarding

paragraph (e). the time limit applies only
to the requirement that the Secretary
notify all parties to the proceeding of the
decision to postpone the preliminary
determbiation. It does not apply to the
publication of notice in the Federal
Register. We have revised paragraph (e)
to shorten the time for notice of
postponement for upstream subsidy
investigations under paragtsph (d) from
2u days before the scheduled date for
the preliminary determination to not
later than that scheduled date. The 20-
day time limit for notice of
postponement in extraordinarily
complicated cases (paragraph (b)) and
at the request of the petitioner
(paragraph (c)) are mandated by section
703(c)(2) of the Act. There is no
statutory time limit for notice of
postponement for investigation of
upstream subsidies. The Department
believes it is important to afford as
much time as possible for submission of
an upstream subsidy allegation prior to
the preliminary determination.
Accordingly, we have separated
paragraph (e) into paragraph (e)(I),
which contains most of the proposed
text of paragraph (e), and paragraph
(e)(2), which provides for notice of
postponement for investigation of
upstream subsidies.
Regarding paragraph (fi, the language

of the regulation closely tracks the
language of section 703(b)(3) of the Act.
This provision has not been invoked or
applied in practice. Absent practical
experience in the administration of this
provision, the Department is not in a
position to answer most of the questions
posed. We do not, however, believe It is
necessary to include in paragraph (f)
time limit for issuing a questionnaire
because questionnaires are, as a matter
of practice, Issued as soon as possible
after initiation of an investigation.
Regarding paragraphss, the limitation

on the Commission' authority to
disclose businessproprietary..
information that provided to it by the
Depaetment is tforth in thelast-
sentenoe ofJ2WS2(f)Ias ACommission
lb.Depzmep ermssonSoote ith ,

preAmn tid *.troose idlce*5.1aAb
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calculation rzethodology used in the
determinatit..
Sec 3!;3.16(a)
Comment.' One pay recommends

that paragraph (a)(1) be amended to
read "(a)ny alleged export subsidy
which is inconsistent with the
Agreement" to clarify that only export
subsidies are Inconsistent with the
AgreemenL Conversely, two parties
suggest deleting the word "export" in
§355.12(b)(12)(iii) because they believe

that even a non-export (i.e., domestic)
subsidy may be inconsistent with the
Agreement and, therefore, sufficient to
trigger u critical circumstances
investigation.
One of these parties contends that

there is no statutory authority for the
Department to self-xiitinte an
investigation of critical cicmmstances,
and that the Departmrnt should not
substitute its perception of what is in the
petitioner's interest for that of the
petitioner. Another party states that the
21-day time limit does not afford the
Department sufficient time to conduct
an adequate investigation of critical
circumstances.
Department's Position: We agree with

the comment about an alleged export
subsidy and have revised the regulation
to be consistent with the existing
regulation. The use of the terms "export
subsidy" end subsidyy inconsistent with
the Agreement" is discussed above in
the Departments position on
§ 35.5.1(b);2)(uii. nWe have also revised
this paragraph to codify the
Department's practice of snaking a
determination of the consistency of
export subsidies with the Agreement
only when such subsidies are used by
producers or exporters of the
merchandise.

. Although section 703je) does not
expressly authorize the Department to
find critical circumstances in selft
initiated Investigations, the Department
in such cases is considered the
petitioner and, as such, has authority to
allege and investigate critical
circmstances. Under a similar
interpretation f the statute.tIi
Department has determined that in a
self-hintiated *tetatim the
administering aithmtylboi
"ptitioner" te ,tfwo
rcmstances.wI w

termlinstih invgft s~

enforcement of the countervailinj duty
law. See, eg. HJI Rep. No. h17 R8th
Cong., Set Seo. 8141947).,.
Becuse the principal research

involved is the analyzing of import data,
we believe that 21 days is an adequate
period of time for the Department to
investigate and to make a finding on
critical circumstances.
Sec. 353.16(b)
Comment. Three parties state that

nothing in the Subsidies Code or the
statute precludes a preliminary finding
of critical circumstances prior to the
preliminary determination. They argue
that to allow such a preliminary finding
prior to the date t,; the preliminary
determination, evmn if suspension of
liquidation is not imposed until the date
of the preliminary determination. would
help deter import surges during the
investigation.
Department's Position: We have

revised pargraphs (b)(2)(i), (c), and (g) to
permit the Department to issue a
preliminary critiral circumstances
finding before tho. date of the
prelimi.nary determination under
§ 355.15 in appropriate cases. (We note
that this requirement also is provided in
section 1324 of the 1988 Act.) If a
preliminary critical circumstances
finding is made before the date of the
preliminary determination. suspension
of liquidation will take effect orly at the
time of, and in the event of, an
affirmative preliminary determination.
In order to make an affirrnotive
preliminary finding of critical
circumstances, the Department must
find: (1) that the merchandise has
benefitted from an export subsidy; and
(2) as explained in the Department's
position on comments on paragraphs (f)
and (g), that Imports have increased
significantly during a relatively short
period. A "relatively short period" Is
defined in paragaph (g) as normally the
three-month period beginning either on
the date the proceeding begins, or, when
appropriate. a period of not less than
three months from the date prior to the
initiation of the proceeding on which
mp r and exporters had aon to
believe thateue ng was likely.

~~fle~aV~muuehM~tqve
Insoufflcle"* elrcioshin.m prlicirmw'"
r ~~'D a"1so
WMtf~d-illb*

subsidies if it could establish that the
merchandise.benefitted from a subsidy
which the Department previously had
found to be countervailable. Absent
such information and a prior relevant
determination, the Department could not
make its finding prior to the date of its
preliminary determination under
§ 355.15. ihe critical circumstances
finding in not intended to supplant the
preliminary determination under
§ 355.15.
The Department also cannot make a

preliminary finding of critical
circumstances unless It can obtain
information on shipments of the
merchandise during the relativelyy short
period" as defined in paragraph (gj. This
means that the Department could make
a preliminary finding of critical
circumstances prior to its preliminary
determination in proceedings in which
the date of the preliminary
determination is postponed under
I 355.15(b), (c), or (d), to a date beyond
the 85th day from the date the petition is
filed, in proceedings in which the
"relatively short period" begins on a
date before the petition is filed, or in
unusual situations in which the
"relatively short period" is less than
three months. Section 1324 of the 1988
Act authorizes the Department to
request that the Customs Service
compile the relevant statistics on an
expedited basis.
Sec. 355.16(c)
Comment; Three parties suggest that

this paragaph be redrafted to indicate
more clearly that the Department will
order suspension of liquidation no
earlier than the date of its preliminary
determination. One of the parties
suggests changing the reference to "all
entries" in the first sentence of this
paragraph to "all unliquidated entries,"
because retroactive suspension applies
only to unliquideted entries.
Department's Position: We agree and

have modified paragraph (c) to provide
clearly for suspension of liquidation
only at the time of, or after, an
affirmative preliminary determination
under 1 355.15. See aNso Department's
response to comments on J 355L16b).
Suspension of liquidation can apply

only to unliquldatad entrles In theme
regulations. weJhavadoWthe longer
phrase andssenozaaot an gm..~~tWoebB.&vse
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Sec. 365.16(d) and(e)

Comment Two parties contend that
neither the Department nor the Customs
Service has authority to order the
retroactive collection of a cash deposit
or posting of a bond. Therefore, they
suggest that we delete the reference In
paragraph (d) to cash deposit and bond
and clarify that an affirmative finding of
critical circumstances does not result in
retroactive collection of deposits or
posting of bonds.
Another party suggests that the

Department should be subject to the
same time limits for making findings In
self-initiated investigations (paragraph
(e)] as in investigations based on
petitions (paragraphs (b) and (d)),
because the same standard for
determining critical circumstances
applies to all investigations.
Department's Position: The authority

to impose retroactively a bond or cash
deposit requirement is stated by
implication in section 705(c)(3)(B) and
(c)(4) of the Act. If Congress did not
intend retroactive bonding or cash
deposits, these provisions of the Act
would be superfluous because there
would be nothing to release or refund.
Paragraph (e) provides that the time

limits relating to the submission of
critical circumstances allegations by the
petitioner do not apply in self-initiated
investigations. This paragraph gives the
Department maximum flexibility to
make critical circumstances findings
early in self-initiated investigations.
Sec. 355.16(f)
Comment Several parties advocate

elimination of the reference in
paragraph (i) to a 15 percent increase in
imports over imports during an
"immediately preceding" period. They
contend that a 15 percent increase in
imports is not necessarily indicative of
behavior that would warrant application
of the retroactivity provisions of the
law. Some of these parties believe that
application of the 15 percent standard,
even though it is not an absolute
standard, may lead to arbitrary results
and may discourage importations. On
'the other hand. two of these parties
emphasize that in some cases (even
those in which imports have not
accounted for a preponderance of U.S.
apparent consumption) the15 percent
standardmay betoohigh.
Severalhartiesobject to the statementin the proambleof the proposedralethat
in cases where importsocomm

consumption,anincreaseinimportsof

are "massive." Another party believes
that the word "preponderance" should
be defined in the regulation.
Some of the parties that object to the

15 percent standard suggest dropping it
In favor of a completely adhoc analysis
based on consideration of historical and
seasonal import patterns and other
factors relevant to the decision whether
the Increase in Imports to an attempt to
circumvent the law. One party suggests
that if the Department retains the 15
percent standard, the Department
should provide that any increase of less
than 15 percent (even if imports
accounted for a preponderance of U.S.
apparent consumption) will not be
considered massive. Another party
suggests adding to paragraph (fl a
statement that any interested party may
submit evidence to rebut the
presumption created by the 15 percent
general rule. That party also would
delete the reference to "immediately
preceding period" and would insert
reference to a longer historical period,
preferably three years. Other parties
suggest raising the 15 percent standard
to 25 or 50 percent or adding a
requirement that the increase also must
have accounted for five percent of total
consumption.
One party notes that some increase in

imports is necessary for a finding of
"massive imports," even if the imports
account for a preponderance of U.S.
apparent consumption. Two other
parties conclude that the statute does
not require a surge in imports when the
volume of imports is already "massive."
They urge the Department not to require
evidence of an increase in imports when
the industry is suffering as the result of
a sustained large volume of imports.
Two parties express concern with the

Department's practice of relying on
import statistics compiled by the Bureau
of the Census to measure the volume
and value of imports. One of these
parties suggests adding to paragraph
(f)(1) the phrase "based on the most up-
to-date Information available to the
Secretary." This party suggests that the
Department should ask the Customs
Service to provide d*ta on an expedited
basis.
Departmant'sPosgtiorn Neither the

Act nor the'l 'glailve hlifro defines

Deparimenhlivioncluded Wtheo:-

circumstances provision is to prevent
circumvention of the law, a purpose
which presupposes an increase in
Import activity associated with the
possibility of assessment of
countervailing dutss; and (3) the
requirement is consistent with the
Department's established practice in
defining the term "massive imports."
Thie degree of increase required logically
would depend to some extent on the size
of the import volume In relation to total
U.S. apparent consumption. Moreover,
the Department would consider an
argument in a particular case that It is
unreasonable to infer that the increase
in imports is attributable to the filing of
a petition or the expectation of the filing
of a petition.
As noted in the preamble to the

proposed rule, "[t]he criteria described
in the proposed rule are intended to
clarify the bases for the Secretary's
critical circumstances findings without
adversely affecting the Secretary's
administrative discretion." Any
interested party may submit information
to establish that an increase of less than
15 percent is massive or more than 15
percent is not massive under the
circumstances. For example, a party
may argue that a 15 percent increase is
not massive in the case of a new product
where the market for the product is
expanding rapidly. Any interested
party may also submit information
showing that the increase is
a seasonal import trend unrelated to the
filing of the petition. The 15 percent
benchmark is not intended to limit the
Department's discretion or
responsibility to consider in each case
the factors relevant to a decision
whether imports are "massive."
Paragraph (f) uses the 15 percent
benchmark as a general rule-it is
merely a rough guide which gives some
element of predictability to the process.
Under paragraph (b), the Secretary is

to make the determination "based on
available information." The phrase
"available Information" implies that the
Department has an obligation to use up-
to-date Information whenever possible.
There is no need to Incorporate
additional Is ge'to s effect In
paragraphHAe iiwitr of practice.
the Deps ppkovary efort to;
obtain urredntinf
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length ofthe "relativitya'rtperiod" ayallable information in order to regulations and is carried over into this
when The Depatmentfindsthat. eliminate the possaibilly of chilling paragraph. If withdrawal isIn fact based
importersd r eiprters idia to. legitimate trad and competition m on a quantitative reatraift ageeet,.
believe" that a 'pmrobiewilely"k'i abroad. For example. the Department the Department applies the provisions in
is not consistent with the Congressional would eamine historical and seasonal paragraph tb) of p355.17.'Tose
purpose to deter import aurogas during trends to determine whether or not the provisions Implement the 1VW
the period between initielion ofan increase in imports during the amendment to section 704(e) of the Act,
investigation and a prwiiminary "relatively short period" is normal and which provides more detailed public
determinet;on. On of these parties also appropriate. Interest criteria for terminations based
be~liees the provision is . This paragraph has been revised to on quantitative restraint agreements.
anticompetitive. Several parties believe permit the Department, when
that the provision is subjective and appropriate, to issue criticalSec 5517(b)
unadministrable. circumstances finding prior to the date Comment. One party suggests
Most of these parties favor deletion of of the Department's preliminary clarifying in paragraph bf)(2) that the

this provision, but one party advocates determination under 0 355.15. See Department will consult with other U.S.
revising paragraph (g) to Include a list of Department's response to comments on Government agencies before making the
objective criteria for the Department to § 355.16(b). public interest determination.
refer to in deciding whether the Sec 17(B) Depatment's Position: Paragraph
importers or exporters had "reason to Sc)52()resates Posttor: ragraph
believe" that a "proceeding was likely." Comment: One party Is concerned that s(btf) restates the statutory requiremeo t
On the other hand, two parties the proposed rule does not assure that Act. As a matter of practice, the

contend that the statute permits the the Department will adequately evaluate Department consults with other
Department normally to consider the public interest under this paragraph. aencies when appropriate, on Issues
imports in the period prior to the filing of This party recommends revising affecting the public Interest
the petition. One party states that the paragraph (a) to require petitioners, determination under this paragraph. See
Department should discard the proposed upon withdrawal of a petition, to certify also I 355ap(a).
rule and in its place define the relevant whether they have knowledge of, or
period as a period extending 'no more reason to believe that there is. any Sec. 355.1S(a)(1)
than three months prior to the filing of agreement by the foreign government or CommenLr One party would change
the petition." Another party seems to foreign firms to restrain export prices or this paragraph to state clearly that the
advocate no limitation on the quantities to the United States. or tsid is tobe el yin at the
Departnent's ability to consider import whether any such restraints have been, net subsidy is to be eliminated or offset
surges prior to the filing of the petition. or are expected to be, implemented as completely with respect tothe
Department's Position: Neither the an inducement to withdrawal of the merchandise "sold, or likely to be sold,

statute nor the legislative history defines petition. If the certification is United States"
the phrase "relatively short period." The affirmative, the Department should U nited States."
definition in paragraph (g) is consistent follow the procedures for the public Department's Position: The phrase
with the Congressional purpose of interest determination that are set forth the merchandise," which Is used in
deterring import surges prior to in paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this paragraphcasl), is defined in § 355.2(k)
suspension of liquidation that can be section. as"ite cass or kind of merchandise
attributed to an effort to circumvent the Another party contends that we imported or sold, or likely to be sold, for
effect of the law. The House Report should delete the last sentence of importation into the United States, that
states that the purpose is to "deter paragraph (a)(1), because the statute is the subject of the proceeding." See
exporters whose merchandise is subject only requires the public interest to be also the preamble to the proposed rule
to an investigation from circumventing considered when termination on on § 355.2(k). Therefore, the change is
the intent of the law by increasing their withdrawal of petition is based on a unnecessary.
exports to the United States during the quantitative restriction agreement, as Soo. 3S.18 (b) and (c)
period between initiation of an provided in paragaph lb).
investigation and a preliminary Department's Position:'The Comment One pat states that if the
determination by the Authority." H.R. certification requirement proposed by Commission reaches a negative
Rep. No. 317, N8th Cong., lot Seas. 63 the first commenter Is unnecessary. he determination under section 704(h) of
(1979). We believe that Congress obligation to consider the public interest the Act regarding an agreement
intended that there be a benchmark gives the Department sufficient eliminating Injurious effect the
period unaffected by the possibility of authority to obtain from Interested Department should resume its
the imposition of coumtervalling duties. parties all relevant Information investigation as of the point In time It
I the exporter had aladg tt an concerning withdrawal of petitions. The was suspended. rather than as of the
investigatlonold be a , that requirement that the Deparment date of the Department's preliminary
peodimmtbe pulorto dtftn. la consider whether a ation dete onor te purpose of

tyJ~stco = agreement serves 1he puhulclnterest mead utory tins imits. hfis
.dssuI~gandmrrnatoi~Aderives frmAbe 19I betory procedurewould reduoe delay In the

bst~he*of sectisa )olfatA-rW ivestfaiv'rs.
> beinhoomcnttwluiga*l t Sstates, ico ie i sh an -tA.nothtyahash dIngs
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One party believes that paragraph(c)
is misdirected, becaurse itrafers to85
percent of the merchandise rather than
65 percent of the subsidy, an section
704(c)(2)(B) of the Act requires.
Departwnt'e Position: Section

704(h)(2) of the Act provides that if the
Commission's determination regarding
the elimination of injurious effect Is

negative, the investigation shall be
resumed on the date of publication of
the Commission's determination as if the
Department's affirmative preliminary
determination had been made on that
date. If the Department suspends an
investigation after the date of Its
preliminary determination, the

Department makes every effort, upon
resuming the investigation, to issue its
final determination without delaying the
investigative process.
Paragraph (b)(3) is intended to reflect

the statutory requirement in section
704(d)(1] of the Act. To accomplish more
fully this purpose, we are adding the
phrase ", in addition to other factors the
Secretary considers appropriate," after
the statement "the Secretary may take
into account". This additional language
will indicate clearly that the
Department. as appropriate, may
consider a factor such as the one the
comnmenter suggests adding to this
paragraph.
Paragraph (c) reflects the requirement

in section 704(c)(1) of the Act, which
states that the Department may suspend
an investigation upon acceptance of an
agreement from exporters which (under
section 704(b) of the Act) "account for
substantially all of the imports." The
legislative history of this provision

agreement If a majority of the dometic
of sales)

or Importrs do tot indicate acceptance,
the of suseson Agreement

should be dropped
Department'u Position: The legislative

history of section 704c(4) of the Act
states that "the language of the statute is
general so an to pry 'de the Authority
with flexibility in administering the
provision. However, the provision Is not
intended to be so general as to be
meaningless." HIL Rep. No. 317, Peth
Cong., %t Sees. 54,65 (I9).
The Department recognizes the

importance of obtaining the views of the
domestic industry deciding whether
"extraordinary circumstances" exist.
We believe, however, that more than a
one-time head count of proponents and
opponents (even if weighted by volume
of sales) is required for the Department
to make a reasonable decision on this
issue. The Departments preliminary
conclusion about whether suspension
would be beneflial to the domestic
industry should focus more on the
concept of suspension in general than on
the specific language of an initial draft
agreement. The comments and views of
all interested parties regarding specific
draft proposals iind even suspension
itself, may change significantly as the
Investigation progresses.
Moreover, to the extent practicable,

all interested parties should have the
opportunity to evaluate the possibility of
a suspension of investigation In light of
the Department's preliminary
determination under § 355.15, an
opportunity that would not exist under
the requirement described by the
^--S- W-ea I ano .1nr.

accountants that, based on en
examination of books aid record,, they
find that no benefits or funds to cover
operating losses have been received
from the government. In addition, this
party objects that the second sentence
of paragraph (e) relieves the Department
ofthe obligation to collect pricing
information that may be highly relevant
to any inquiry Into continuing receipt of
subsidies, such as those to cover
operating losses.
Department's Position: Although the

Department recognizes the importance
of effective monitoring, we have not
adopted the commenter's suggestion.
Paragraph (g)(2)(i) provides that each
suspension agreement shall contain a
statement of the procedures to be
followed to monitor compliance. The
monitoring provisions of each agreement
specify the types of information to be
submitted. In practice, the Department
requires submission of relevant
information on a quarterly basis. The
Department may consider it necessary
to require all of the information
identified by the commented but does
not believe it is necessary or
appropriate to require such information
in cases where it is not needed.
The second sentence of paragraph (e)

does not relieve the Department of its
obligation to monitor effectively each
suspension agreement If appropriate,
the Department will obtain price
information described in that sentence.
The regulation merely states that the
Department is not obligated to collect
such information on a continuing basis
Sec. 355.18(g)(1)

states max --suostanuaniy au Ox the LiIUumfMo,.i. uLuuAt W uC n eagtJ,u:t
imports" means "no less than 85 Department consults with the petitioner COtmeiitOne partysubgests that the

percent." S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., st and affords the petitioner a right to 45day tie limit on submission of a

Sess. 54 (19,9). Section 704(c)(2)(B) of comment on specific draft language. The proposed agreement is unnecessarily
the Act, which refers to 85 percent of the Department concludes an agreement restrictive, but another party believes
net subsidy, is implemented in only if it determines that the agreement that the limit should be 80 days, so that
paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of the regulation. is in the public interest, including the consideration of the proposed

S~c. 355.18(d) interest of the domestic industry. suspension agreement will not occur
Sec.3M.5~d) 335.18() )concurrently with preparation of the

Comments One party believes it is final determination.

important to enhance the ability of the Comment One party comments that, One party notes that this paragraph
domestic industry to influence the in order to en e that effective continues to permit the Department to
Department's decision whether monitoring of n agreement Is suspend an investigation up to the date
'tr8e.azorlinaryans practicable is should be of its final deberannatio even though

defied in this paragraph, axiaL An revised to requmat s the the pmpoe of a suspension agreement
affirmative decision is based in parl an foloWng (1) from the Is to elbminats &e unfair trade practices

.a finding that sreIso of the *poaigz Ujisto a .. or k ftseffects roptuly iie.
;knvstifimiwal-h mmIr ibFfictal to ipiU- a theafe thaafitf
the hudns" thm amaf&he emnb w W ueraryand all At d nalder_ eliminate as
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docwuentatiorifor verUication of oz oYbefore the 4"thday for review
benefits and for renunciation of present iuder paragraph (g)l) need not be
and future benefits(2) the domestic served on other interested parties. We
interested parties be given a reasonable are modifying this paragraph to clarify
time thereafter to comment on the that the service requirement only
proposed agreement; and (3) the applies to a proposed agreement
Department make a final decision on the preliminarily accepted by the
proposed suspension agreement not Department. We are amending
later than the scheduled date for the I 3255.31(g) specifically to exempt
preliminary determination, submissions under paragraph (g)(1)(i)
Three parties suggest that we revise from the general service requirements.

paragraph (g)(l) to provide specifically The 15-day period between the deadline
thatay party submitting to the for submission of an initial draft
Department a proposed suspension agmement (paragraph (g)(1)(l)) and
agreement serve It elt the same time >trvice of an agreement preliminarily
directly on domestic Interested parties. accepted by the Department to the
Department's Position:The 45-day petitioner and other interested parties

time limit in this paragraph establishes (paragraphs (g)(1)(ii) and (g)(2)(i)) is
the minimum amount of time the intended to give the Department, not
Department requires to review a interested parties, an opportunity to
proposed agreement and provide the 30 review and, if appropriate, suggest
day notice to the petitioner under modifications to the proposed
paragraph (2)(i). This time limit also agreement. The petitioner and other
affords ample time for the Department interested parties have ample
to prepare the final determination. opportunity to comment beg on
The statute and legislative history the date specified in paragraph (g2)(i).

clearly permit the Department to Sc .8g()ad()3conclude a suspension agreement any 355.18(g)(2 and (gX3)
time prior to:.zs final determination. See, Comment Two parties state that the
e.g., S. Rep. No.249,9oth Cong., 1st Sees. consultation requirement in paragraph
51-52 (1979). The purpose of permitting (g)(2)(ii) should provide explicitly that,
suspension of investigations is, as the on request by the petitioner, the
commenter notes, to "permit rapid and Department will meet and discuss with
pragmatic resolutions of countervailing the petitioner the proposed suspension
duty cases." Id. at 54. See also H.R. Rep. agreement. One party believes that,
No 317, 96th Cong., let Sees. 53-54 although the consultation requirement Is
(1979). In practice, however, it is difficult stated in the existing regulations, the
to reach a pragmatic resolution of cases, Department has interpreted the
especially complex cases, in requirement as satisfied by the separate
significantly lees time than that allowed provision (J 355.31(h)(3) of the existing
by the statute. The Department proceeds regulations) for submission of written
cautiously in signing suspension comments.
agreements to ensure that all statutory Regarding paragraph (g)(3), one party
criteria, including the public interest suggests changing the deadline for
criteria, are satisfied. Therefore, we submitting written argument and factual
have not adopted the suggestion that information from five to 14 days prior to
suspension agreements be concluded no the final determination, in order to
later than the date of the preliminary provide adequate time for consideration
determination. of the submissions. Another party
Although the third commenters suggests thanging "final determination"

proposals would ensure an early to "date of the proposed adoption of the
resolution of the question whether a suspension agreement."
suspension agreement is attainable, It Department's Position: The regulation
would not ensure a "rapid and as drafted addresses the commenters'
pragmatic resolution of coune concerns. Paragraph (g)(2)(i) provides
dutymis" Theproposal would impose foroaiulttatin and parqgh (g)(3) ..
time limits mnuchhorter tIhanhose provides fmaubmaslonofwrItten...F-
,pemittd by statute.-As ammultThn argument &ad factiuhlafioiuon
rospeisii@xeachiag..n eesu'jnt *concerabqathe prapoalynap

u;3gasgfKaated - liesd Mamns*s l,
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information. Accordingly, we have
changed paragraph (g)(3) to establish the
deadline for submissions as ten days
prior to the final determination. To limit
the deadline to 14 days, as suggested,
would unnecessarily restrict the
Department's access to relevant
Information and arguments.
Unless the deadline stated in this

paragraph is keyed to a date known to
or determinable in advance by all
parties to the proceeding, the deadline
would be meaningless. The Department
would sign a suspension agreement
prior to the scheduled date for the final
determination only after the Department
has given all parties their opportunity to
consult and comment on the proposed
agreement. This paragraph necessarily
establishes only the maximum
conceivable time limit on submissions.
Sec, 355.18 (1) and 3)
Comment, One party suggests that

paragraph (i)(2) include a statement of
the effect of a negative final
determination by the Department or the
Commission.

Regarding paragraph (j), one party
contends that there is no statutory
authority for prohibiting entry of
merchandise, as provided in paragraph
(j)(2). This party believes that imports in
excess of the limits in a quantity
restriction agreement are merely a
violation of the agreement, to be
addressed under § 355.19.
Department's Position: The effect of a

negative final determination by the
Department or the Commission is stated
in § 355.17(c). lWe are adding to this
paragraph, however, a sentence to
clarify the effect of a negative final
determination on the suspension
agreement, in accordance with section
704(f)(3)(A) of the Act.
The authority for paragraph (j)(P) is

found In section 704(d)(3) of the Act. The
Department may order Customs to limit
or exclude entry of merchandise under
paragraph (i)(2) and may also determine
under § 355.19 that the agreement has
been violated. The cross-reference in
-paragraph (0)(2 1is corrected to read.
"under paragraph (b)(3)'t rather than

A.-CoamtenkThe-parties object to this
paragraphbecauseIt provides ths, -
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-uitil cbam t1M~.Om fathese The party Gug that& pargah(b)(2) parties believe that my, violation of the
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the agreements tke Depat uastom timiorio thedconderatos fio violation, not just those which the

make '"s doermlnationled on some submissionand conulderatb ofr Department considers significant. One
sort offct finding that therehs, in fact, Eonmts: and (2) to require that the of these parties states that the common
been a violation by the other party." Department explain the reasons and law de minin-ia docrine would apply to
This party also believes that, because basis for its determination, ncluadig its suspension agements even without the
paragraph (a) provides no right of response to the comments submitted. proposed regulation,
comment, but paragraph (b) does Another party contends that it is of the six parties% two suggest that the
provide such a right, the two paragraphs Illogical to impose suspensioxi of definition be modified to apply a
are in conflict. liquidation, as provided under standard based on inadvertence and
One party comments that, in order to paragraph (b)(2)fil), from the date of first inconsequential acts or omissions; three

comply with section 704(i)(2)(D) of the entry of merchandise under the advocate deleting the entire definition;
Act. paragraph (a)(4) must require the agreement because the Department's and one would define "violation" to
Secretary to notify the Commissioner of determination under this paragraph is mean "any breach of terms of a
Customs if the Secretary determines that based on its subjective evaluation suspension agreement ' " ad wod
the violation of the suspension whether circumstances have changed dd a lst ofants by the sindatow
agreement was intentional. This party subsequent to the effective date of the foreign goverfnacnt, producers, or
states that the requirement of paragraph agreement. The suspension of exporterswhoch, in addition to
(a)(4) as drafted-to notify Customs "if liquidation should apply only from the "breaches of specificagreements"stll
appropriate"-is too vague and suggests date the Department makes the be considered violation . These
that Customs must itself determine determination under paragraph (b)(2)(ii). activities, which the party believes
whether the violation was intentional. DePctment'l Positon: In order to should be prohibited by the specific
Department's Position: As stated in avoid any confusion and better reflect terms of an areemeyt. are:1fil

the preamble to the proposed rule, "The the Intent of this paragraph (its title is to pay exporttagxesen are: (ofailure
Secretary would use the 'fast track' 'Determination After Notice and export taxes on benef
approach in paragraph (a) when the Comment"), we are adding the phrase exportation (2) payment of benefits
Secretary decides that the record shows "and after consideration of comn,,ents constrtutn subsidies to otherdivisions
clear evidence of violation and that received," before the phrase "the or subsidiries of a signatory
notice and comment are unnecessary." Secretary will" in paragraph (b)(2). corporation; and (3) application by the
There is no unfairness or violation of Because the notice published under signatory. company for benefits from any
due process when the Department's paragraph (b)(1) will contain a time covered subsidy program or other
determination is based on facts in the period for submission of comments that puodram reasonably coutert. able
record of the case which establish that is reasonable under the circumstances under agency precedents.
the foreign government or the exporters of the case. it is not necessary to provide mall, one party expresses
have failed to comply with the terms of time limits in the regllation. Because the agreement with the proposed definition
an agreement by their own act or statute does not contain such a of "violation," because it clarifies that
omission. This regulation is consistent requirement, it also is not necessary to insignificant acts or omissions will not
with the statute and legislative history. add to the regulation a special be considered violations.
Paragraph (b). which does provide for requirement that the Department Departnment's Position: The purpose uf

notice and comment, covers situations provide reasons for its determination the definition of "violation" is not to
when the evidence of a violation is less and address each comment submitted. permit the Department to ignore
compelling. It also covers situations However, it is the Department's general noncompliance or equate "significant
when the Department has reason to practice to explain its determination and noncompliance" with "intentional
believe that a suspension agreement no address comments received. See, e.g., violations," but to distinguish
longer satisfies the public interest or Iron Ore PelJe&fmm Brazil, 51 FR 10006 noncompliance that wanrants
monitoring requirements of the Act. and 21961 (1908). termination of the agreement from
Paragraphs (a) and (b), therefore, cover Regarding the effective date of noncompliance which is de minimis and
different situations and are not in suspension of liquidation paragraph clearly does not warrant termination.
conflict. (b)(z)(ii) was intended to conform to This is similar to the distinction in
We are revising paragraph (a)(4) by section 704(f)(1)(A)(ii) of the Act, which contract law between "material" and

deleting the phrase "if appropriate" and provides for suspension of liquidation of "immaterial" breach. The word
inerting in its place 'if the Secretary all iqudted entries of the Usignificant" is too vague to accomplish
determines that the violation was merchandise made on after the date this purpose. Therefore, we are
intentional." This change will make the agreement no loge maets statutory modifyig the definition to state that
plain that the Department will refer the requirements, efnif that ae means noncompliance with
violation to the'U.S. Customs Service wasrnthne beXthe dats of the the of a suspensin agreement
when the Depertment considers that the Departments notice under parsaph caused by an ctaoromion of a
agreement was Intentbonafly violated (b(1) We hav uend pa ah signatoryfpegnnt or

(b)(2)(l1) to reflect thatltntw umeeexIIII at the discietia of tbegoc. =19ib ex

k clearly th
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or (b)(2)(ilXC) in order oaeliminate the determinationn on an entry-by-entry in thi. paragraph. Although all six
possibility of repetition ofsuchacts or basis an the 1Th day after the date of pares advocate deletion of this
omissions. each entry. he purpose is to ensure that provision, one party states that at a
see. 355."(20) suspension of liquidation continues on minimum the provision should be

an entry-by-entry basis, rather than on redrafted to make the suspension of
Comment One party states that the the basis of all entries covered by the liquidation terminate on the 121st day

regulations should provide that the preliminary determination, for the after the date of each entry. This party
Department will make a final maximum time permitted by law. states that ouch a provision would
determination not later than 75 days Departments Position: As explained satisfy the purpose of Article 5, para. a
after "the date or' its preliminary In the Department's position on of the Agreement because no single
determination (as under the existing I 355,15(d), we agree that there should entry would remain subject to
regulation) rather than "the date of be a time limit for requesting provisional measure for more than 120
publication of' Its preliminary postponement of the scheduled days. Finally, this party elso comments
determination, as proposed. The party determination to Investgate upstream that paragraph (c)(1) is unclear, because
notes that the preliminary determination subsidies. Because of the greater it suggests that the Secretary will end
may be signed three to five days before workload associated with final suspension of liquidation only at the
It is published in the Federal Register. determinations, we have modified petitioner's request.
which means that under the proposed paragraph (b)(1) to provide a 15-day Regarding the request for
rule the Department may extend the time limit before the scheduled date for postponement described in paragraph
statutory time limit by the same number the Secretary's final determination (as (c)(2), one party states that if is unfair to
of days. opposed to the 10-day time limit the exporter to allow the petitioner to
Another party suggests that paragraph specified in § 355.15(d)(1) for obtain postponement at such a late date

(a)(o)(i) should be modified to require preliminary determinations). Paragraph in ther investigation. Another party
inclusion of administrative and judicial (b)(3) adds a notice and publication comments that if the request for
precedents on which the legal requirement like that set forth in pootponement is made after bearings
conclusions are based. Regarding § 355.15(e)(2). The text of paragraph (be) have been held and briefs filed, the
paragraph (a)(3)(i), one party would in the proposed rule corresponds to the £?epaeinent should specify, upon
insert "publication or' before "the text of paragraph (b)(1) of the final rule, granting the request, that the
countervailing duty order under except for the last sentence which is postponement does not create a right to§355.21." now revised as paragraph (b)(3). If the potnentdsntcraeaigto
Department's Position: We have Department decides on Its own initiative an additional hearing or briefing in the

revised paragraph (a) to state that "In]ot to commence an upstream subsidy onme investigation.
later than 75 days after the date of the investigation, it may postpone the Dortmen Position n nite
Secretary's preliminary determination, scheduled determination (or, under States Steel Corp. v. United States, 9
the Secretary will make a final paragraph (b). the decision concernin CIT 453 (195), the Court of International
determination * ' '." upstream subsidization) by notifing all Trade upheld the Department's

Regarding paragraph (a)(2)(i), it is the parties to the proceeding not later than interpretation of section 705(a)(1) of the
Department's practice to explain in the date of the scheduled determination. Act, as reflected in paragraph (c)(1)(i)
detail the legal conclusions for its final as provided in this paragraph and in of the proposed regulation, and the court
determinations. including, as § 355.15(e). rejected plaintiffs contention that
appropriate, a statement of relevant Regarding the 120-day limit on provisional measures must remain in
legal precedent. This practice fully suspension of liquidation, paragraph force until the Department issues its
complies with section 705(d) of the Act. (b)(I)(ii)(B)(ili) accurately reflects final determination in the postponed
We have modified paragraph (a)(3)(li) Section 703(g)(2)(B)(ii) of the Act, which investigation. The statutory scheme,

by inserting "publication or' before the provides inter ofia that "suspension of moreover, provides for provisional
phrase "the countervailing duty order liquidation ordered in the preliminary suspension of liquidation no longer than
under I 355M" in order to conform this determination shall terminate at the end 120 days from the date such suspension
paragraph to I 355.21(b). of 120 days from the date of publication is first imposed in the investigation, not

of that determination. * *' This 120 days from the date it was imposed&c 35.240(b)rovision specifies that suspension of on each entry. See the Departmeut's
Comment One party suggests that this liquidation shall terminate 120 days response to comments on I 355.20(b).

paragraph be modified to include a time after the date of publication of the We have clarified the language of
limit for submission of upstream subsidy preliminary determination, not 120 days paragraph (c) to provide that suspension
allegations. The party suggests that a after the date of entry of the of liquidation will end after 120 days
reasonable deadline would be five merchandise. Consistent with Article with or without a request from the
calendar days before the date of the 5(3) of the Subsidies Code, the statute petitioner.
final determination in order to pride -clearly places a 1Oday nit on the Regardling paragraph c, It is not
petitioner the maximum opportunity to Imposition generally ofprovisional unfair to any interested-party for the
raise the issue.in addlti mhIs meames, not on an entry-by-mntry Epartment to entertain a request for
,parqrphshouldprovidelhatith5 applicatkmof.themi. *.:"* postponement of the final determination
Secretary may self-initiaiean oupan .. submitted not later than 10 days'before

tiont ftor S y*5.() thed 4te.sflaisbol~dy~nvtip~t ll:m wiln'. _ t W. he'Xdadllec0ti@11 :--
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determination in the countervilingduty of the pruduct and market andthe to discourage suchforeign subsidization.
investigation Moreovar,the purpose of extent of the administrative burden A central purpose of the law Is to
the postponement is to facilitate and associated with calculatlon and encourage foregign not to
simplify parallel investlgationsIor w application of company-specific rates provide pet benefits to their
interested Parties, as well as for the (as determined by the number of non- exporting Industes. The best way to

Department and the Commission. Even g m Investigated or accomplish that end Is by continuing to
if the request la submitted at a date late speiic analyis In e case of the treat the foreign government as the
in the investigation, this purfse Is admInltra burden on the central actor. rather than by piecemeal
served by granting the requested Department and the Customs Service). policing of individual companies to
postponement Of course, postponement Three partiesstate that the country encourage them not to use programs
would not create a right to an additional wide average should not Include offered by those foreign governments.
hearing or extension of the briefing companies with zero or de minimis Furthermore, assigning the same rate to
schedule in the countervalng duty rates. all companies encourages those that
Investigation if a hearing had already According to two parties, paragraph receive less than the maximum
been held and the deadlines for (d) should provide that in applying subsidies available to seek maximal
submitting information and written company-specific rates, the Departnent subsidization, which would probrtbly
argument had already passed. See will treat as a single company all overburden the foreign government. In
§ § 355.31 and 355.38. companies that are directly or indirectly that event, the foreign government
We have added a new paragraph related to each other through stock or would he driven to lower the overall

(c)(3) to provide for notice to all parties government ownership. The reason is level of subsidization or eliminate the
to the proceeding and publication of that producers that are subsidiaries of a program.
notice in the Federal Register. This common state-owned parent can evade Congress directed the Department to
provision corresponds to the notice of countervailing duties by making the develop a "reasonable" standard for
postponement provisions in paragraph subsidiary with the lowest Individual determining under section 706(a)(2)(A)
(b)(3) and I 355.15(e)(2). rate the exporter to the United States for what is a "significant differential

Sec. 355.20(d) the group. between companies receiving subsidy
Comment: Several parties object to Several parties comment that benefits." See id. The Department

the benchmark in paragraph (d)(3) for paragraph (d)(1) lacks clarity. One party considered all relevant factors, including
Identifying a significant differential suggests that the beginning of the the purpose of the countervailing duty
between a company-specific and a paragraph should be modified to read law, the nature and extent of the
country-wide countervailing duty rate. "For a producer or exporter that is administrative burden in implementing
One party believes that the definition of. government owned". In addition, this company-specific rates in past cases.
"significant differential" is so high that party suggests that we define and the concerns of the respondent
it does not conform to Article 4, para. "government owned" to mean more than firms and importers. The Department
of the Agreement. Other parties state 50 percent owned, directly or indirectly, also evaluated the effect that the
that the regulation does not conform t4) by the government, various possible approaches would have
the legislative purpose of section Department's Position: Paragraph (d) on these factors. We agree that the
706(a)(2) of the Act, because the is consistent w.'ith the Agreement for the benclhnark can reach anomalous results
benchmark would apply even in the reason stated in this preamble in the when the country-wide average is 10
absence of evidence of an Department's response to comments on percent or less and an individual firm
administrative burden associated with § 355.14(c). It is consistent with section has been found to have a rate several
calculation of company-specific rates. 706(a)(2) of the Act, because the percentage points below that rate. For
Several parties urge the Department to Department has developed a reasonable example, s firm with a one percent rate
reduce the benchmark in order to standard for measuring a "significant would, under the proposed rule, be
minimize the number of situations in differentiaL. subject to the Country-wide average if
which the expectation of averaging may The purpose of section 706(a)(2) is to that average wnat 10 percent or less In
cause foreign firms to maintain or "lessen the administrative burden on the response to thidlnomaly, we have
increase, rather than decrease, their administering authority stemming from modified the p;iposal to provide a
reliance on suhs'idies. implementing company-specific rates." benchmark of the greater of five
The following benchmarks are FLI Conf. Rep. No. 1158,98th Cong., 2d percentage points or 25 percent.

recommended as a substitute for the -Sess. 180 (94). Congress recognized For the reasons described in the
"greater of 10/25" in the proposed rule: that the administrative burden of preamble to I 355.20(d) of the proposed
greater of 5/25; lesser of 5/25; lesser of calculating and assessing company- rule, we believe the benchmark in
10/25 or, alternatively, more than 10 specific rates Is significant, and did not paragraph (d). wib this modificafion, Is
percentage rItsr, lesser of 5/5GM and rXqure the Department or-the Cstoms reasonable.A benchmark Is preferable
more than 0.5 percent or sme other Service to quanst the burden In each to a completelyadh . case-by-case
minimal lMI. a"e arty thsat case. Such a eqrmment would simply analysis, because GtOp vldkS an
the Departmoen shouldAsto a Uw -added kadditiosa adnive mprtant element ofpedctabiity and
company-specific rate for each company byden A to ome extent at least It lessens the admhilstrve burden
to which it upb a questionmablrPlNon have Gthe G oseicstL i Li -; _ '
par beiivs the dw bad -. Rida loept in InvetgatiooreDe4
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subsidy is to determine the country- extremely large number of exporters. In the burden of proof an the foreign
wide average rate. This rate includes all such a case, companies that request and producers or exporters to show that the
companies. regardless of the level of are granted-excluslon would be taken false certifications were made in good
benefits of each company. If the out of our calculation of the country- faith.
country-wide average is de minimis, our wide rate. Two parties suggest that the
determination would be negative In an A thrd exception occurs when we use Department automatically exclude from
Investigation, and the rate for all generally recognized sampling a final determination all companies for
companies, regardless of the level of techniques. Companies included in the which the Department calculates a de
benefits of each company. would be sample may not request exclusion; they minimis rate.
zero in an administrative review. If the may, however, be excluded if the One party wonders whether there is a
country-wide average is above de Department determines that they conflict between paragraph (e) and
minimis, we then compare individual received zero or de minimis benefits. 3onflict w paragraph (e)apat
company rates with the country-wide Although such companies would be § 355.14(G).Paragraph (e) appears to
average rate to determine whether excluded from the order, they would be require the Department to investigate
significant differentials exist. Because included In the calculation of the each request for exclusion (and verify
we have added to the definition of country-wide rate. We would apply the factual information) in order to calculate
significantt differential" individual rates same methodology in an administrative an individual rate, whereas 1I 355.14(c)
of zero and de minimis (see review; a company included in the states that the Department will do so "to
§ § 355.20(d)(3) mid 355.22(d)(3)), it is at sample may submit notification of zero the extent practicable,"
this point that we remove all zero and or de minimis benefits and obtain a zero The same party suggests that we
de minimis companies (as well as other or de minimis rate, but the company still modify paragraph () to limit the
companies with significantly different would be included in the calculation of Comrnission's right to disseminate
rates) from the calculation. As soon as the country-wide rate. To do otherwise business proprietary information
at least one company is removed from would upset the accuracy of the sample. supplied by the Depariment.
the country-wide rate average, we no The Department is aware of the Department's Position: As proposed.
longer use the country-wide rate for potential for evasion of an order paragraph (e) might require the
duty deposit or assessment purposes. resulting from the shifting of export Department to apply a country-wide rate
Rather, we assign individual company- business to a related company with a to a company that, by the standard
specific rates to those companies that lower company-spacific rate, and described in paragraph (d), received a
are "significantly different" (including believes this is one more good reason net subsidy that was significantly
zero rate and de minimis companies in for the presumptive country-wide rates. different from the weighted-average net
an administrative review)} the remaining However, rather than require by subsidy calculated on a country-wide
companies form the basis of the "all regulation that all foreign producers and basis for the period. To this extent, we
other" rate. An "all other" rate is exporters that are related or believe the proposal is inconsistent with
different from a country-wide rate government-owned be treated as a paragraph (d)'s requirement that
because an "all other" rate Is not based single entity for deposit and, under significantly different rates calculated
on all companies. § 3.21(a). assessment purposes, the by the Department be separately stated

In our experience to date, we have Department believes it is more in the final determination. The
identified three situations that require appropriate to address and correct this paragraph is not intended to penalize
an exception to this general practice. problem on a case-by-case basis. The interested parties that have submitted
One occurs when an investigation or rule suggested by the commenter likely requests for exclusion. Moveover, it is
review does not cover virtually all would result in unfair treatment for neither necessary nor appropriate for
exports of the merchandise to the United many producers and exporters. the Department to attempt to determine
States. If, for example, we examine only Whether or not a company Is whether or not a particular certification
St percent of total exports,end we oy "government owned" for purposes of was submitted in good faith. Therefore.
receive an exclusion request from a

section706(a)(2)(B) of the Act will we have revised the last sentence of
company in the remaining 40percent. depend on the facts developed in a paragraph (e) to conform to paragraph
we would notincluude that companyin particular proceeding. (1) for (d). That sentence now reads, "The
thecalculation of the country wide We have revised paragraph (d)(1) individual rate, calculated in accordance
average rate. In this instance, we would clarity with paragraph (d), will be either the
calculate the country-wide average rate Sec.:355.20(e) and (f) weighted-average net subsidy calculated
in accordance with our general practice Comment Six parties characterize on a countrywide basis or the
aJ though the 60 percent coverage paragraph (e) as an attempt to penalize individual rate.calculated that
definedthe universe" of exports. [NB.: producers or exporters that make false person"
We no longer permit exclusion requests certifications. They believe the penalty The Department would exclude
fom companies within the 60 percent is undulyharshespeciallyif the automatically any company that
total coveragebecause such firms would cetrificadons described in $ 355.14 were reoelved a de minimis net subsidy. See
achieye the same result with our zero or made in good faithOne party.contends Deparonent's response to comments
.de minimis standards. See the that provision contravenssection on 35514(c)
Department response to comments on 708(a)(2) because the Department has Paragraph(e)is consistent with
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In response to the comment om
par ph (O. the Commission may
disclose tuch information only with the

p ion. he

Department's response to comments on

I 355.15(g).
Sec. 355..0(h)

Note: We have added a new paragraph th)
that would require the Department to bold a
disclosure conference, if requested, after a
final determination This paragraph reflects
the Department's current practice, We note
that the purpose of any disclosure conference
Is only to provide an explanation of the
calculation methodology used in a
determination. See the Department's
response to comments on I 355.15(h).
Sec. 355.21(c)
Comment: One party suggests that the

phrase "any net subsidy" be changed to
read "greater than de minimis net
subsidies" to reflect the Department's
practice. Another party agrees that the
regulation should provide for exclusion
of any partly for which the Department
calculated a de minimis net subsidy. but
believes that de minimis should be
defined as three percent or less.
Department's Position: The phrase

"any net subsidy" means any subsidy
greater than zero. A de minirnis subsidy
is considered a zero subsidy. Any party
that receives a zero (including de
minirris) subsidy would be excluded
from the Department's order. See the
Depart nent's response to comments on
§ 355.14(c). The definition of de ndninis
was addressed in the rulemaking which
culminated in publication of a final rule
on de minimis dumping margins and
countervailable subsidies at 52 FR 30660
(August 17, 1987). That rule is included
in these regulations as 355.7.
Paragraph (c), as proposed, only

addressed exclusions based on requests
submitted under 355.14. We have
modified this paragraph to clarify that
any producer or exporter that did not
request exclusion under 355.14 and for
which the Department nonetheless
calculated a zero net subsidy will be
excluded from the order. See
Department's response to comments on
I 355.14(c).
Sec. 355.21(d)
Not:We havy added a new P b (di
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reviews and the requirements for
requests for review, including the
certification requirements.
Regarding the timetable for request

and conducting reviews, one party notes
that, under paragraphs (a) and (c);the
Department can issue the final results of
administrative review almost 14 months
after the anniversary date of the order.
In this party's view, the regulation does
not conforn to section 751(a)(1) of the
Act which requires a review "at least
once during each 12-month period
beginning on the anniversary of the date
of publication of the order I I I."

Several parties identify one or more of
the following practical problems posed
by the timetables for submitting
requests for review: (1) the agency takes
more than 12 months to perform a

review, any interested party will he in
the position of having to request a
second review before the firit has been
completed, because the second review
must be requested during the second
anniversary month of the order. To solve
this problem, one party suggests
extendinag the deadline for submission of
requests for subsequent reviews until
after completion of thE previous review,
and another party would permit
submission of requests for the next
reviciv only after completion of tie
previous review. Other parties believe
that the only acceptable solution is to
require completion of each review
within a 12-month period. See comments
and Department's position on paregrmp,
(c)(7).
The period for submitting requests for

review (the anniversary month) is too
short to provide a reasonable
opportunity for all interested parties to
submit their requests. One party
suggests lengthening the period, and two
other parties recommend that the
Department publish In the Federal
Register at the beginning of each month
a list of those orders or agreements
whose anniversary dates fall within that
month. Another party agrees with this
recommendation. but would include in
the notice the automatic assessment rate
for each producer or exporter (see
paragraph g) and would require the
Department to mail the notice to each
interested party.
Two comments urgd theDepartment

to consider a provion for expeditng
reviews. One commMt wat that't
pettoners should hive th opportunity
to requ lor to t "a-u;

thevaltriie -t~t ra464

The second comment proposed that
foreign producers that are new entrants
into thei U.S. market after the
Investigation was completed should
have the opportunity to request a review
at any time more than six rmonths from
the deadline for exclusion requests in
the last segment of the proceeding. If it
is determined that the new entrant
received no countervailable benefits, the
order would be revoked ab initio with
regard to the products of that party
Regarding the requirements for

requests under paragraph (a)(1), one
party states that individual importers,
foreign producers, and exporters should
not be allowed to request administrative
reviews under this paragraph covering
any exports or imports that do not
directly affect their products. Another
party, who assumes that the reference in
paragraph (a)(1) to "interested party"
means domestic interested party ordy.
states that the Department should
consider adding a requirement that the
party requesting review act on behalf of
an industry. Otherwise, one small
domestic producer could keep the
review process active indefinitely,
without the support of the major part of
the domestic industry.
Regarding paragraph (e)(2), one party

considers the requirements contrary to
both the purpose of section 751 or the
Act, which is to provide for assessment
and cash deposit based on the
circumstances applicable to imports
made during the review period, and the
purpose of the amendments made by the
1984 Act, which provided for reviews on
request but gave the Department no
discretion to impose conditions on
requests for review. This party suggests
that in order to eliminate these and
other conflicts with the Act, the
Department should adopt as its final
rule on administrative reviews the
interim final rule that the Department
published on August 13,1985 (50 FR
32566).
Other parties suggest that we revise

paragraph (a](2) to permit requests for
review whenever the importer, foreign
producer, or exporter believes it could
show that the amount of the nat subsidy
on entries covered by a review had been
reduced substantiallyfrom the last
estiblshed level. Oneparty suggests
That the Department mngt require an

allati of at least a20 percentedlegafo and other parties soest a.-
allnxM4ubt~on lfficgettIo entIle di
ThEUph~'cdin1c-s~pecffc irats
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certifications should be uniform for the
foreign government and foreign
companies.(2) The certifications should
cover any and all subsidies, not just net
subsidies and not Just subsidies
previously found countervallable. (3)
Does "received" Include subsidy
benefits allocated to a current year from
a subsidy provided in an earlier year?
(4) The regulation should include the
form of the certification and indicate
who may certify. For example,
certification could be in the form of an
affidavit attested to by a responsible
officer of the producer who cau legally
commit the company and, for the
government, the responsible official of
the government entity(ies) concerned.
Department's Position: Regarding the

timetable for requesting and conducting
reviews, we agree that proposed
1 355.22 does not comply with the
statutory direction that a review be
conducted "at least once during each 12-
month period beginning on the
anniversary of the date of publication of
the order I' 'I"We have, therefore,
amended paragraph (c)(7) to require that
the review be completed not later than
365 days after the anniversary month
(replacing "Secretary's initiation of").
Consequently, reviews will be
completed by the end of the anniversary
month. In order to ensure that the
Departnent can meet the new deadlines
for completing reviews during the period
of transition to the new final rule, we
have provided that the effective date of
§ 355.22 (a) and (c) will be the first day
of the first month beginning s0 days
after the publication of these rules. Prior
to that date, the interim final rule
published on August 13,1 5(50 FR
32558) will apply.
We recognize the importance to the

party submitting the request for review
of knowing the final results of the
Immediately preceding review, if any.
Therefore, we are modifying paragraph
(a) to permit the party that submits a
request to withdraw the request under
certain conditions. If a relevant review
has not been completed before the end
of the anniversary month during which
the new request -is submitted the party.
.that submitted thenew request may .
withdraw not later than90 days after
the date ofpublication of noticeof

results of administrative review for
other ftims being reviewed. if any).
A one-month request window is

sufficient for all interested parties to
request a review. As a matter of
practice, the Department does publish in
the Federal Register at the beginning of
each month a courtesy listing of reviews
which can be requested during the
month. However, it is the responsibility
of interested parties to follow
developments in a proceeding, even in
the absence of published notice at the
beginning of the anniversary month.
Inclusion of listings of various estimated
countervailing duty rates in the
published notice is unnecessary,
especially because our experience has
been that almost all parties discuss their
options with the Department prior to
filing a request for review.
The Act does not provide for

expedited reviews in countervailing
duty proceedings. Prior to the normal
request month, interested parties may
request that the Department conduct a
changed circumstances review as
described under I 355.22(h). The
suggestion that new entrants after the
publication of a countervailing duty
order be excluded, if our first
examination of those exporters shows
an absence of a subsidy, is not
acceptable. Countervailing duty orders
apply to all imports from a covered
country, except those from firms
specifically excluded from the
countervailing duty order. Exclusions
are based on the examination of a
period prior to initiation of the
investigation, when the respondent firm
presumably acted without regard to the
potential imposition of duties under the
countervailing duty law. Under these
circumstances, the Department can
predict with some reliability the firm's
future actions. Ifwe were to follow the
proposal in the comment, it would be
simple for a firm, knowing of the
countervailing duty order, to enter the
market, ship for one year or less without
accepting subsidies be Uexcluded," and
then begin to accept subsidies. We
believe the revocation procedures of
336525 provide the additional measure

of security necessary before revocation.
Objections to the provision in

paragraph (a)(1) whicprovides that
Interested parties may request Ai.t;
admfidsitlvp reve, ,, q , ,-

r,

subsidy, if demonstrated. automatically
amounts to a significant difference. As
to the suggestion that we amend
paragraph (a)(1) to require review on
behalf of an industry, no such
requirement Is imposed by the statute.
Although section 751(a)(1), as amended
by the 1984 Act, does not specify the
acceptable requesters, the legislative
history specifies that an appropriate
requester Is "an interested party ' I'."
H.R. Rep. No. 725, 98th Cong., 2d Seas. 7
(1984). Therefore, this paragraph of the
regulat' as does not limit an "interested
party" to a domestic interested party.
Moreover, Section 771(9) of the Act does
not limit interested parties to domestic
parties acting on behalf of an industry. 1f
the domestic industry no longer supports
the continued existence of an order, an
interested party can request a changed
circumstances review under paragraph
(h) of this section.
Objections to the special requirements

imposed on a person requesting review
of only that person are misplaced. We
impose no restriction on requesting a
review of all producers or exporters
under paragraph (a)(1). Because
paragraph (a)(2), however, is designed to
deal with only one class of producers or
exporters (those receiving zero or de
minimis benefits, i.e., a significantly
different rate), we must be reasonably
satisfied that the producer or exporter is
entitled to that rate. Thus, we require
the requester's and government's
certification that the requester is so
entitled. Because significant differences,
other than zero or de minimis, cannot be
calculated absent a country-wide
review, we make no provision for
individual producer or exporter review
other than those involving Ems
claiming zero or de minimis benefits.
Regarding the comments on the

certifications described in paragraph
(a)(2), see the Department's position on
I 355.14(b). Although the regulation does
not specify a particular form for
certification, the form described by the
commenter would be appropriate.
Sec. 353.22(b) and (c)
CommenL Regarding the period under

review, one party suggests that we
modify the phrase "the mostrecent
completed reporting year of -the
*oernment of the affected olcun tW.inparagraph (b) to refer to the companies'

otl th governments',reotP°n year,
;ecwAusiele companies VoIYeiars' are

epartmetitoitldIO req edto a;
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Investigation or most recent review.II
the Department initiates a review of an
individual producer or'sxporer under
paragraj`h {a)(2) by publication eya
notice under paragraph (c)(1). the
Department should give other producers
and exporter. S3 days from the date of
publication of the notice to Inform the
Department that they also want a
review.
One party states that the Department

does not have authority to limit the
number of interested parties to which it
sends questionnaires, as provided in
paragraphs (c)(2), (h)(1)(ii), and (i)(3).
because the sampling authority in
section 7?7A of the Act to limited to
antidumping cases. The regulation
should provide that the Department will
mail questionnaires to the government
of the affected country and to all known
foreign producers or exporters of the
merchandise.

Finally, one party believes the 365-day
time limit in paragraph (c)(7) for issuing
the final results of administrative review
should be shortened to six months with
the possibility of extension to nine
months for reviews under paragraph
(a)(1) that involve a large number of
respondents. This party states that the
Department should expedite reviews In
order to reduce uncertainties caused by
long periods of suspension of
liquidation. See also comments on
paragraph (a).
Department's Position: In examining a

period, the Department must often rely
on both government and firm records.
Government and firm reporting (fiscal,
tax, etc.) years often differ. We have
found government records the most
difficult to deal with for periods of less
than one year and, thus, have chosen the
government reporting year as generally
the most appropriate period to review.
However, when special situations
warrant some other period, we will tie
our review to that other period.
We do not agree that all parties to the

segment of a proceeding immediately
preceding the Initiated review must
receive actual notice of the Initiation
under I 355.22(c)(1). However, as a
matter of practice. weliave attempted
and will Continue to atterqpt to provide

.a4ctial nolice to the parties. As to the
sugges i,,hata,'fblowl Initiation of
'an Iidim producer orexporter
Now3 'uiiigtri eJA,(2) thePsI620"e second period o

we.oi'.e'jio so uP
g, =

Me ~~En'iRodo' fA'ax^'¾

party!s request for review of an
individual producer or exporter.
The party that argues that the

sampling authority of ectionMA of
the Act is limited to antidumping cases
Is incorrect. The Confereoce Report of
thd 1984 Act specifically described the
provision as expanding "the Instances In
which the administering authority may
use sampling and averaging techniques
.., in carrying out annual reviews of
outstanding AD or CUD [sic] orders
under section 751 * ' i." H-R, Conf.
Rep. No. 1158,98th Cong., 2d Sese. 188
(1984).
Regarding the suggestion that the

Department shorten the time limit In
paragraph (c)(7) to six or nine months,
the Department requires no less than 365
days in many cases to complete an
administrative review. Any shorter time
limit Is impracticable.
We note that we have extended the

deadline in paragraph (c) for publication
of notices of initiation of edministrative
reviews from 10 days to 15 days after
the anniversary month. This change has
bpen made to reflect the amount of time
that is actually needed f.n publish an
initiation notice. This revision doee not
change the Department's deadline for
completing reviews.
We also no-te that in paragraph (cl we'

have clarified that the Department Mil!
hold a disclosure conference, if
requested, promptly after issuing lth
final results in an administrative review.
In addition, we have clarified that the
purpose of disclosure, whether after the
preliminary results or after thfe final
results, is only to provide an
explanation of the calculation
methodology used in reaching the
results.
Sec. 355.22(d)
Comment. Several parties

incorporated by reference the comments
they made in response to £ 355.20(d) of
the proposed rule on calculation of
individual rates in the final
determination. One of these parties
states that it is "even more imperative
that every effort be made to calculate
individual rates during the review
process since the determination results
in the actual assessment of additional
duties'" See comment in this preamble
on 135520(d). b.: :..
Department'loyairti&e the' -

Department's Cpe t moments

'the merihandise of producers' and
exporters that the Department has
verified -did not receive countervailable
benefits above de minimis during the
period revlet- ad.
One of these parties objects to

paragraph M(3) to the extent that it calls
for imposition of a rate on the produced'
or exporter which exceeds the amount
of the subsidy found to exist with regard
to that producer or exporter.

Six parties object to paragraph (fJ(6)
for one or more of the following reasons:
It is not authorized by law and is based
on a review requirement not authorized
by law; and it penalizes producers for
actions and conditions beyond their
control, such as deficiencies in the
certification mechanisms of their
governments, the Department's lack of
time and resources to conduct a
complete verificatiorn of all alleged
subsidy programs, the Department's.
decision to change its methodology, or
the unintentional or intentional failure
of other producers and exporters to pass
the certificaiiorn test. Two parties
request that we delete the paragraph.
One party suggests that a bar to
additional individual reviews should
apply only to a producer ar exporter
found by the Mepartment to have made
a material misrepresentation of fact in
the certification, and another parts
would require the foreign producer oi
exporter to show that the false
certification was made in good faith.
One party recommends that we revise
the paragraph to permit, but not to
require, the Secretary to refuse to accept
any other requests for review, and
another party agrees that more
discretion is needed but would limit the
discretionary authority to requests for
review from the same producer or
exporter and would make an exception
if that producer or exporter provides
good cause for such a review.
Department's Position: If the

Department Is able to verify that an
individual producer or exporter received
no net subsidy during the period of
review, It will issue instructions to the
Customs Service to assess no
countervailing duties on exports for
entries) during the period of review. If
the Department also finds evidence of a'
net subsidy during a period 'ubsequent
to the ravlewparo it will issue
Instructions requiring a cash deposit of
estimated countirvaling duties.The use

."A. `de~to es amidanid t-
'ambiguity, wehave in modifidthe rule to- a;. q Uet d d
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Paragraph (f)(3) does not call for the
imposition of an excessive rate. The
assessment and cad deposit rate will
be based on the net subsidies foundfor
the individual producer or exporter.
The thrust of the comments regarding

the Department's refusal to entertain
individual producer or exporter requests
following the failed verification of
certifications is that one firm's failure
ought not to affect the ability of another
finn to request a review. It is not,
however, deficiencies in the firm's
certification that require this provision.
Rather, if the government certification is
found to be Incorrect, we must assume
that the government's certification
mechanism is faulty. The Departmsnt
cannot rely on a faulty mechanism as a
basis for action, even though this
mechanism is not within the control of a
particular producer or exporter. Of
course, it is hoped that this provision
will encourage all governments and
firms to be extremely cautious In
preparing certifications.
Sec. 35522(g)

Com.nentf Three parties contend that,
for the purpose of automatic
assessment, the Department should
always apply the most recently
determined rate. For example, the cash
deposit collected on entries made while
a review is being conducted are based
on a rate established by a determination
made before publication of the final
results of the on-going review. These
parties believe that, under these
circumstances, it is more consistent with
the purpose of the law; to assess duties
at the latest determined rate rather than
the cash deposit rate.
Department's Position: Because of

fluctuations in the availability of
programs, levels of benefits, exports,
and benchmarks, the amount of the net
subsidy changes from year to year.
Thus, the results of a later review are
not necessarily a better estimation of
countervailing duties than the results of
an earlier review or determination.
Moreover, because the existing cash
deposit rate Is a primary factor entering
Into each interested party's decision
whether to exercise its right to request a
review, It would make no sense to
chiane the rate after the time or request
.has expired Interestedfarties4Hatbelieve t assessment level-sould be.,
higher or lower than th esttimted

~,mnv~fl dutiesdepo

Xse of the
the in Ih-n h

'these recommendations were adopted.
the'Customs Service would be required
to make adjustments for under. or over-
collections ia well as collecting, or
paying, interest. In any event, the failure
of an interested party to file a timely
request for review constitutes a
determination under section 751 of the
net subsidy for the entries made during
the review period.
We emphasize that when no

interested party requests an
administrative review, the Department
will instruct Customs to liquidate the
entries for that review period at the rate
deposited at the time of entry. This
automatic assessment will occur
regardless of whether litigation is
pending regarding a prior administrative
review or the initial subsidy
investigation. Sec NTNhearing Corp. of
America v. United States, Slip Op. 88-
161, 12 CIT- (November 23, 1988)
(citing Fundicao Tupy S.A. r; United
States, Slip. Op. 87-93, 11 CiT
(August 3, 1987)).
Sec. 35522 (h) and (i)
Commenfr One party suggests that we

delete the phrase "If appropriate" in
paragraph (h](1)(vi), because timely
disclosure would always be appropriate.
Another party suggests adding the
following sentence at the end of
paragraph (h)(2): "Changed
circumstances reviews may be
requested at any time, including periods
other than anniversary months."
Regarding paragraph (i), one party

notes that section 762 of the Act refers
to the "President," not "a designee."
Because "a designee" might be an
official not confirmed by the Congress
or responsive to requests to appear
before Congress, the authority should be
restricted to the President. Another
party wonders whether section 762(b) of
the Act would preclude the preliminary
determination described in paragraph
(i)(4), and whether the Department
would verify information received.
Another party states that, in order to
conform to the requirement in section
762 that the order be "effective with
respect to merchandise entered on and
after the date on which the agreement
terminate.," we should revise paragraph
(i)(11) to reqrdpblcation in the
Federal ReIter of the unterveili
duty order on or biforeJhe date onu
which the "ree t teniine."
J8bstWees,'.4

determination that tan be disclosed. to
any party to the proceeding that.
requests disclosure, As modified. this
paragraph conforms to paragraph (c)(8)
of this section and to §'355.15(h).
Paragraph (h)(1) does not place any

limit on a party's right to request a
changed circumstances review or to
bring relevant information to the
Department's attention. We agree that it
is appropriate, to clarify specifically that
changed circumstances reviews may be
requested at any time. Therefore, we
have added in a new paragraph (h)(2)
the suggested sentence.
We note that we have added a new

paragraph (h)(1)(iii) providing that the
Department will conduct verifications if
appropriate. We also note that we have
added a new paragraph 'h)r1)(xi) to
clarify that the Department will .:old a
disclosure conference, if requested,
promptly after issuing the final results in
a changed circumstances administrative
review.
The reference to "a designee" in

paragraph (i) is a recognition of the
President's authority to delegate the
authority vested by section 762 of the
Act, and is necessary for sound
management purposes The decision
called for by paragraph (i) is significant
and would be made either by the
President or by another high-ranking
official in the Executive Branch. Section
762(b) provides that the Department
shall prescribe procedures for
conducting proceedings under section
762. The procedures prescribed in this
paragraph, including the provision for a
preliminary determination, are
consistent with section 762 and relevant
legislative history. Generally, these
proceedings are analogous procedurally
to administrative reviews. Whether
verification of information is required
would depend in part on the facts of
each case. Regarding the effective date
of the order, the Department would
provide in the published notice an
effective date that conforms to section
762(b). The Department cannot issue or
publish the order until it knows that the
agreement has terminated. For example,
if an agreement accepted under section
704(a)(2) of the Act is extended, there
would be no need to publish an order.
We note that we have added a new

paragraph (lJ[12) to clarify that the
Deptment will hold a disclosure
conhrnce, If requested, promptly after

Bet. 255.23
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707(a) of the Act andthe Departmeit's revocation or termination based on the
practice. Section 707(a) states that the absence of a subsidy that are set forth in
"cape on assessment of duties on entries paragraph (a). One party would apply a
made during the period between the one-year rather than three-year
Department'spreliminary determination standard for the government in order to
under section 703(d)(2) and the make the policy regarding revocations
Cornmission's final determination under and terminations consistent with the
section 705(b) is the cash deposit rate policy in investigations. In
set by the Department in its preliminary investigations, this party notes, the
determination under section 703(d)(2) of Department issues a final negative
the Act, Section 707(a) does not determination when the government has
authorize the Department to establish a abolished the countervailable subsidy
new cap at the time it issues Its final programs, without requiring any
determination under section 705(a) of established waiting period. Three
the Act, as this section of the regulation parties suggest keeping the current two-
would do. year period of no subsidization for both
Department's Position: Section 355.23 the government and the producers and

is consistent with section 707(a) of the exporters, because they believe the
Act and the Department's practice. Department's current practice has
Section 707(s) of the Act provides that worked well, Alternatively, two parties
the "cap" on the assessment of duties on state that If the current two-year period
an entry made prior to the date of the is to be extended, three years for both
Commission's final affirmative the government and the companies
determination is the amount of the cash would be sufficient. Two parties
deposit or bond required as security for recommend five years for both the
that entry. For an entry made between government and the companies. One of
the Department's preliminary and final these parties argues that evidence of
determinations, the cash deposit or bond government abolition of a subsidy
is set by the Department's preliminary program for a period of three years may
determination. For an entry made after not eneure that no company is receiving
the final determination, the cash deposit benefits from a pre-existing program,
or bond is set by the Department's final because the Department'R practice is to
determination. Nothing in section 707 allocate certain benefits to later years.
precludes the Department from changing Finally, the same party believes that the
the amount required as security (the required period of no subsidization,
bond or deposit rate) when it issues its whatever its length in years. should end
final affirmative determination, In fact, on the date of the Department's
if the rate in the final determination is tentative determination to revoke.
higher than the rate In the preliminary Regarding the consequences of receipt
determination, it is necessary to order of a net subsidy subsequent to
the larger security, in order to assure revocation or termination, three parties
that the duty can be collected at the would like the reinstatement provision
appropriate time. The Department has in paragraph (a)(3)(iii) expanded to
consistently followed the practice cover both the government and any or
reflected in f35523. See, e.g., Forged all producers and exporters. Two ofUndercarriage Componentsfeomnta.o, these parties believe the Departmentnd44r52111, 5218 (1983) should consider the original injury48 FRr 52111, 52116 (' 1 Efinding to have continuing validity
Sec.35520) unless the Commission subsequently

Cc-nment.-One party wonders where has made a finding of no injury under
tlerate described in paragraph(bwmawe section 751 of the Act. One of these
beobtained parties suggests that the Department
bepaortainted Position.The rates should immediately conduct a changed
undersection :621of the Intemal circumstances review under I355.22(h)under section 6821fof then ws baed o aternatlbRevenue Code of 1954 are established if revocation was based on a request by
byethe Internal Revenue Service end theGovernment (paragraph (a)(1)) or all
knay be obtained from thatagency. a exorters.praph

Sec. 355.25One party belIeve. ls rferncesin
~~ ~~w 'XiS~~paragraphs (a)(1)(11), (a)(2)(ii)

haa k dfii~tail~, Jo1§j@*wij-.1a)(3)(11) toW.ubuantlully T enet
yffo04"bfthth t1fWW s°.u$

H

ileccan.g Aber'4 .-
9Ecun~r.Ii -oxree~~Both or 1 oprogramihWerdo t fhe.,-lj mii,

the Xr'sd'

the period of time that must be
examined under the existing regulations.
Even though the existing regulations
require a two-year period without
subsidy, the practice adopted in
antidumping proceedings requires the
examination of, at a minimum, about
two years and nine months. That is
because the Department examines the
period between the end of the two-year
period and the date of the tentative
revocation or termination (the "gap
period"). The adoption in § 355.25(c)(3)
of the day after the end of the three-yea
period as the effective revocation date
eliminates the need for an examination
of the gap period.

Section 751(c) of the Act grants the
Department broad authority to revoke.
orders and terminate investigations aitei
review under section 751. The
Department has long held the view that
the absence of a subsidy program, alone,
is an insufficient basis for revocation.
Section 355.42(a) of the existing
regulations provides that, before acting.
the Secretary must be "satisfied that
there Is no likelihood of resumption of
the subsidy." A number of factors enter
into this question of likelihood of
resumption, including the length of time
over which producers and exporte:i
have functioned without a subsidy.
Because government elimination of
subsidy programs can generally only be
reversed through relatively transparent
and time consuming actions (legislation.
regulations, or administrative
determinations), we believe that the
three-year period in § 355.25(a)(1)li), in
combination with the government's
certification required in J 355.25(b)(1), is
a sufficient basis to conclude that no
resumption of subsidies is likely. As to
the shorter and longer periods
recommended by commenters, the
Department is neither satisfied that'the
shorter periods are sufficient to meet the
likelihood requirements nor convinced
that the longer periods are necessary.
Thus, we will adhere to a period
substantially.the same as that
contemplated by the existing regulation
for government elimination of benefits.
Regarding the contention that a one-

year rather -than a three-year standard
should apply to governments that
elimliiats progams in order to make the
policy on revocation conistent with
that In Investildns, the analogy to
buIga tia,8Qtw.tWtspprojirsIaitX. ThiIe

deter hiu? W&i'ii46ivesfldonon any
subsidy.pwymtitit fis
abolished pH14* bou attltiatlon
of thoutedl the
acted fiu bB o $.
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countervailing duty low and ertainly
without regard to the not-yet-Isued
countervailing duty order. Under these
circumstances, the Department ca be
assured to a reasonable degree that the
government will not reinstitute the
subsidy program in response to any
specific U.S. action under the
countervailing duty law. On the other
hand-elminiation of subsidy programs
after the date of initiation of a U.S.
countervailig duty investigation or
after publication of a U.S. countervailing
duty order provides no such reasonable
assurance. Elimination of the program
under these circumstances might well be
the government's short-term response to
the U.S. action. The three-year waiting
period for revocation provides a
reasonable measure of assurance that
the government has no intention of
reinstating the same or other
countervailable programs.
Regarding non-use by producers or

exporters of programs, we are not
convinced that a three-year period
provides the Department adequate
assurance that there is no likelihood of
resumed use of subsidies. This is
because resumption of use is not as
easily identifiable as government action
to reinstitute a program and can be
accomplished-quickly. We note that the
practice of the Department has been not
to grant partial revocation of an order
for producers or exporters that do not
use countervaailable programs. In
changing the approach to company-
specific revocation for such producers or
exporters in countervailing duty cases,
the Department intends to proceed
cautiously to ensure that it grants no
unwarranted revocations. Thus we
believe that the five-year period is
necessary before revocation or
termination.
Regarding the concern that subsidies

may be allocated to periods after the
period of receipt. the Department will
not revoke an order or terminate a
suspendedinvestigation as long as there
is a net subsidy on the merchandise,
computed in accordance with the
Department's subsidy methodology.
Aithouglthe Departmtha the

authorityto renstatea producer ntoan
e0d$W* =dwa.th&eDeparhwt does -not
beliom itas the sauwt lo rinstate a
-I, .SasmtiJmWL.....*

Phvctonuaili e~stce; 'an.
ciMder ! iafoe f .3

w !-.: G i l All; .'
Jo

*IgV""8^8 ~A

certifications required by paragraphs (bj Regarding "chaged irumatancas'
(1) and (b)(2) of thi section revocations or terminations described In

n paragraph (a)(I)U). (a)(2)(l). paragraph (d)l) and (dl(2). em party
(a)(3)(i) and (b)(1). to eliminate any believes that the Department shouldambiguity, we have, as requested. revise paragraphs (d)l) to clarify the
dropped the reference to "substantially meaning of the phrase "other changed
equivalent programs" and inserted in its circumstances." Specifically, changed
place the phrase "countervallable circumstances do not exist if one or
programs* more of the original petitioners or a
gsc. 355.25(b) domestic producer whose productioncapacity accounts for a significantComment One party believes that a portion of the domestic industry
request for a review under this section. continues to have an interest in the
which the party characterizes as proceeding. Should some but not all"essentially a changed circumstances members of the domestic industry favor
review," should be permitted at ainye revocation or termination, this party
time after the initial qualifying period of believes that the Commission is "the
no subsidies. appropriate body to weigh the
Another party states that a request by conflicting concerns of the members of

a foreign government for revocation or the domestic industry I' ' under the
termination under the standard set forth review procedure." Another partyin paragraph (a)(1) should include suggests that we revise paragraphtd)(2)certifications by the foreign producers to provide that a changed circumstancesand exporters. in addition, any request review may be requested at any time,submitted under paragraph (b) should. , ,
include the agreement of the party or the Regarding the "sunset" provision in
government to immediate reinstatement paragraph (d)(4), one party wants the
of the order. provision deleted, because there is no
Deportment's Position: The changed statutory basis for it and it cannot be

circumstances review mechanism justified otherwise. For example,
should not be available to a party that keeping an inactive order in effect does
fails to use the request and review not adversely affect the Department's
mechanism established in paragraphs resources. Another party would have us
(b) and (c) of this section, which allows extend the period for objecting to the
a party to secure a revocation in the proposed revocation, as described in
shortest possible time, given the paragraph (d)(4)(ili), from one to two
minimum waiting period requirements. months. A third party recommends

Certifications by producers and initiation of the procedure described in
exporters with requests for revocation paragraph (d)(4)(i) 90 days before the
as a result of the government's third anniversary month followed by
elimination of programs would be revocation or termination if no
superfluous. Section 355.25(b(1) objections ore received by ihe end of
requires the government to certify that it that anniversary month.
will neither reinstate the program nor Department's Position: Section
substitute other countervailable 355.31(g) requires that any document
programs. See the Department's presented to the Department. including a
response to comments on § 355.25(a) for, request for revocation or termination
a discussion of the reinstatement under I355.25(b), be provided to all
provisions, parties on the Department's service list.

It is then the party's responsibility eitherSec. 355.25 (c) and (d) to watch for publication of the initiation
Comments Two parties recommend and announcement of the request

that, given the importance of revocation required by paragraph (c)(2)(i), or to
and termination. the Department contact the Department for information.
directly notify domestic Interested As to the notice of intention to revoke or
parties at the time It publishes the terminate required by paragraph
notices described in paragraph [c)[2)X1) (d)(4)(il actual notice to each party to
and (d)(4)(1). heygpoint out that, the proceeding and to other known
especially for small businesses located producers or seller Is required by
outside the WobiagtFB.t. ;m:. paragraph (d)(4i(lH). Because, however,
noticedIothe ed ll inJr9y.b. the notice of Initiation and consideration

or tuiininao rovIdad

Oe~tWu*)eyWellh heo wesal tadded*
sbland) -)d
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revoke an order in which the domestic
industry no longerinterested. The
Secretary cannot conclude that the.
domestic industry is no longer Interested
in an order if parties which account for
a significant proportion of domestic
production continue to favor
maintenance of the order. On the other
hand, an affirmative statement of no
interest by parties representing a

significant portion of domestic
production is certainly an inducement to
conduct a review and may Indicate
changed circumstances sufficient to
warrant revocation or termination. The
opposition of one or more domestic
parties, including the petitioner, would
be evaluated within the context of the
continuing requirement that the order
have the support of the industry. Of
course, an interested party may request
the Commission to conduct a changed
circumstances review. Furthermore, if
the domestic interested parties take
conflicting positions, the Department
may find that circumstances have not
changed sufficiently to warrant
revocation or termination.

Paragraph (d)(2) is clear on its fare
that a request for revocation, or
termination based on changed
circumstances may be submitted at eny
time.

Congress has recognized that the
Department may revoke or terminate in

the absence of domestic party interest in
continuation of the order or suspended
investigation. See H.R. Rep. No. 1156,
98th Cong., 2d Sess. 181 (1984). The so6
called sunset provision is merely a

means for ascertaining if interest in
continuation exists. As to the suggestion
that we extend the period for objecting
to revocation, we can see no reason to
do so. Surely, a one-month period is
sufficient to decide if objection is
warranted. Finally, if parties believe
that five years is too long to wait for a

revocation in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph [d)(4). they may
request revocation under the other
provisions of § 35525.

verified, or after verification, even
thou such information may rebut.
claif or correct earlier submissions.
one party suggests that for both

investigations and administrative
reviews, the Department establish a

deadline of 10 days subsequent to
verification or 30 days prior to a final
determination or final results of review
for submission of factual information
that is publicly available and verifiable
by reference to "well recognized and
respected sources." One party favors
retention of the more discretionary
guidelines in 355.34(a)(1) of the
existing regulations, which permit the
Department to issue specific instructions
regarding specific submissions arnd
extend the deadline for submission
when warranted. Several parties urge
retention of the flexibility afforded by
the existing regulation to extend
established deadlines, whatever
deadlines are included in the new
regulations. One party suggests that the
regulations be revised to permit the
Department to accept at any time
information that corrects or clarifies
earlier submissions, as under current
practice.
Seven parties focus specifically or. the

effect of the deadlines on the ability of
petitioners to participate fully in
proceedings. They emphasize that the
deadlines in paragraph (a) are
appropriate for respondents but would
make it impossible for petitioners to
organize and to focus their investigative
efforts on particular issues raised in
respondents' submissions, because
respondents' submissions are often
made just prior to the deadline
established in this paragraph. The effect
of the deadlines would be to defeat the
legislative intent to permit all interested
parties a meaningful right to comment. It
would also adversely affect the
domestic industry's right to judicial
review based on substantial evidence of
record.
Two parties suggest thatwe permit

submission of factual information by
petitioners a reasonable period

Sec. 355.(e) "normally 14 days") ("not less than 30

Note: We have added claling e days") after information submitted by
to paragraph [a) regarding a finding by the respondents has been released to
Commission on a suspension agreement petitioners underadmliWtrative
wbich would result in termiation of a protective order. Another party suggests
auspeuded investigation,- that the deadlines for respondent be one
A.c * week.bafoaw erWifiao begins a dln

-an adminlstratlr-vreview without

Comment 5oIefarftis believe that .vwtficaian. one wekhsfor. Xth.e.
ifsiciaal' M iLntmd i CtAIl Imte tion.

.1rbfd mt Bi mil l ud tui ! &y im h tt~a~ 3ti a: ..:

So tbwop~it*desdh5 b mi15tSwy propripIzaftinadon wd protective

jrvouldprinit idh WU
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and to comment. Another party suggests
that domestic interested parties be given
"ten days to two weeks" after the date
all proprietary material becomes
available under administrative
protective order. One party believes the
standard in paragraph (a)(2) should
conform to § 355.38(b) and provide that
the Department will consider factual
information submitted after an
applicable time limit if "sufficient time
remains" to consider It. Other parties
believe the Department should establish
specific deadlines in each case, as under
current practice.
Department ' Position: The purpose of

this section is to provide ill interested
parties a reasonable opportunity to
submit factual information for the
Department to consider in the final
determination or the final results of
review. The "flexible" approach to
deadlines for submission of factual
information, which means that the
Department establishes time limits
separately for each investigation or
review, has led to seemingly endless
confusion and time-consuming debate
about what is a reasonable time limit.
The comments have not persuaded ut.

that the time limits for submission of
factual information by respondensF
(interested parties as defined in
paragraph (i)(1) or (i)(2) of 355.2) ala
unfair or unreasonable If the
Department deems additional factuui
information to be critical to the
investigation or review, the Dcparir.-ern
will request the information under
§ 355.31(b)(1). Such information migh.
include information that to some extent
clarifies or corrects earlier timely
submissions and that could be, fo0
example, requested orally at
verification.
We do agree, however, that tie,

proposed rule does not provide domestic
Interested parties (interested parties as

defined in paragraphs (i)(3), (i)(4). (i)(5),
or (i)(6) of§ 355.2) an adequate
opportunity to rebut clarify. or correct
earlier submissions of factual
information by respondents.
Accordingly. we have modified
paragraph (a) of this section to provide a

period of 10 days from the date such
factual Information is available to
domestic Interested psrie for them to
submit factual information that clarifies,
rebuts, orcorects earlier submissions
by respondents. The Information Is

party sItitswethurserved onlt or; f
the information t business ;roprietary
informatonzat Is not served dimctly
on the dets sda4.

et~ vnelsrt:e
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Although paragraph (a)()(1) of this consider unsolicited questionnaire of the respondents' submissions and the
suction permits submission offactual Tespones. See 501R24 (195). The Department'. verification reports. Four
infomation the daybefore {he - - - Department normally includes in its parties would mvise that paragraph to
scheduled starting date of verification in Investigation foreign producers and provide that new subsidy allegations
an investigation, it is incumbent on exporters accounting foremost of the may be submitted as long as "sufficient
parties and their counsel to provide such exports of the merchandise. In addition, time remains to include them in the
information before verification a party may request exclusion from an investigation," as provided in
commences. Otherwise, the Department investigation under § 355.14 or § 355.39(a). Another party would also
cannot verify the information and revocation under £ 355.25, as add to paragraph (c) the provision in
cannot use it. because section >78 of the appropriate. In unusual circumstances, I 355.39(b)(2) regarding deferral of
Act precludes reliance on unverified paragraph (b)(2) permits the Department consideration until the next
information in making the final to consider unsolicited questionnaire administrative review.
determination. It is therefore pointless to responses. We note that we have added Regarding paragraph (c)(2), one party
submit factual information before a sentence to paragraph (b)(2) to clarify suggests that the Department should
verification has technically begun but that untimely or unsolicited consider during an investigation an
after the verifier can use it. questionnaire responses rejected by the allegation that petitioner no longer has
We note that the deadlines for Department will be returned to the standing whenever there is evidence to

submissions of questionnaire responses, submitter with written notice specifying support such an allegation.
including deficiency responses, and the reasons why the Department Department's Position: The time limit
submissions by petitioners of new rejected the information, for submission of additional allegations
allegations, are controlled by Requests for extension must be of subsidies is intended to ensure that
paragraphs (b) and (c). approved in writing, as provided in the Department is informed of any
We also note that we have clarified paragraph (b)(3), in order to avoid allegation that it must include in its

that factual information submitted after confusion and ensure fair and equitable investigation or review sufficiently earlythe applicable deadline-will be returned treatment for all parties. if the min the proceeding for it to obtain
to the submitter with written notice designated official is not available to act information, conduct verification,and
stating the reason for return of the on a request, the official will have informatin, end finalinformation. designated someone else to act iin the desue its preimnaary end final
Sec. 355.31(b) official's absence. *detemi nationsan reutsothThe first sentence of paragraph (b)(3) edditonalallegations. A party ma,
Comment. One party suggests that the emphasizes the fact that an extension of request in paragnafthe timeliMirt, as

last sentence of paragraph (b)(2) should time for submitting a questionnaire provided in paragraph (c)t3). Moreover,
read: "The Secretary will consider response is difficult to obtain. The even after the time limit stated In th-5
unsolicited questionnaire responses if Department will judge each request cn paragraph has passed, the Depart.n'.t.
submitted on or before the due date of its own merits and grant requests when under § 355.39(a). would inrludae in its
solicited responses." In this way, all the requester can establish a legitimate investigation or review any newly
producers would have an opportunity to need for additional time. discovered practice that appears to
have the Department include them in the provide a subsidy, provided it concludes
investigation and, if appropriate, Sec. 355.31(c) that sufficient time remains before the
calculate for them an individual rate. Comment: Seven parties comment that scheduled date of the final
Another party contends that the deadline in paragraph (c)(I) for determination or final results of review.

paragraph (b)(3) should be revised to submission of allegations of subsidies is In practice the Department has
permit requests for extension to be unreasonably short. One of these parties identified and included in an
submitted and approved orally and states that Congress did not include any investigation new subsidies discovered
thereafter confirmed by written time limit in section 775 of the Act and at verification. See, e.g., Certain Atlantic
memorandum to be placed in the public recognized the importance of having the Groundfish from Canada, 51 FR 10041,
record. The written request requirement Department examine all potential 10050 (1980).
is unnecessary and may prove subsidies, subject only to the caveat that Submitters should note that the
unadministrable as a result of examination of allegations of additional adequacy of new allegations, including
unforeseeable contingencies. Moreover, subsidy practices not delay the upstream subsidy allegations, would be
the approving officials should not be investigation more than absolutely judged by the same standard as would
limited by regulation, because the necessary. S. Rep. No. 249,89th Cong.. have applied if the allegations had been
designated officials may be unavailable 1st Seas. 98 (1970). Moreover, in contained in the petition.
due to other obligations. practice, the Department has identified We agree that the time limit may be
One party believes that under potential sides during ad even unnecessarily short in investigations in

paragraph (b)(3) the Department should after veication without delaying the which the Department has extended the
provide that each request will be Judged invesiatio If the petitioner Identifies scheduled date of its preliminary
on its own merts. It is inappropriate to a new subsidy after aralysing the determination. If the preliminary
provide thastrequests fotmxtenslon respond's m and s determination in an investigation is
ordinartly wril not be ted, because Department's tfoatlOK that. extended under 1 355.15 (b) or (c), the
the Aeed for additlo~dti~me subsidy shkod be ludded*miko*- t:.time limit for submission of now

m-;e^FX .t."- ;; X~zb: Xawinveatigauft.1-iallegatiorsnlsotould extended
i;ej k ?,iwikt' ma d't withou^wt uftsng additional delayin

ina peambl, to tht o lee 1 do d ad Thehestgaton.-w are
shest tatutak m imidsA lhew . theD imnt riir de a.odftg I5.2(c)f1))tod. n n
womplwxI*yzlf ; faiioform vtisn. "-diode-Jo;'r. (not thanj40 days
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days after thedate of publicatoion of theproective order, should beso
ntCOq From heaOtanAip.Individua., Coman'n ordr to avoidinvestigationand110days itter of rno pat enG these fi eceusary expese on pry uq
date In " svisga Idn~ eB requirements i ' havecteer erent reurthnepart he

355AWt havielmto leatos eomu dwud eettevr rlet uhe trnltinmyreuti

triviaL However, ro6m the do oensEspartyethationIspubmitt ed bl ielearly theDepartment.an submitter to provide an English
cin) tenpc i eiuto'the efficient the y spe ingorta translationfor any submitted documenttimelimitn Iparagrap adiit atindothe rogam3 Ifecho

or designated portion thereof, within
in an investigation o administratve the hundreds of submittere of DepartmentoeAnother patssestevte
review may request a review during the information were fre todep1ar from the weparamo n An toeprovdely

fist orfooing18iprant;hoer ver,ito we modify aaesndrtn hwt blne thbe regedstonthe Dparovietha

firstor fompllowi annivhersarymonthdan filing requirements, the cumulative ocumn sh a ompa by
provided in section 355M2, to include bude ncumDpateneoudneEnlshtasholatosadfeacmaniedto
that alleged subsidy. burdat onthe Department woes be agaistransiofandsure to
Regarding the time limit on allegations enormous, and would defeat the very Provide such translation ma result in

petitioner's lack of standing, the pauros forhav dfling requirements rejection of the document. This
Department must ensure that the d deadlines. Therefore,the ag w te the burden on
allegationis submitted sufficiently early Department cannot accept "substantial theaDeparte to waien writing the
in the proceeding to permit adequate compliance" as a norm. By spelling out tasainrqieet
investigation of the allegationsAs stated in detail each ling requirement, the DePartment's Position ,We believe
in the preamble to the proposed rule, Department has made It easy for paragraph (f) as drafted properly
standingg is important; however, it Is interested parties to understand how to balances the needs of the Department
also complex and the Department needs file documents timely and in the proper for an English translation of a document
time to gather and evaluate the facts." form. TheDepartment does not against the desire of the submitter to
50 FR 24214 (June 10, 1985). The anticipate a need to create exceptions to meet deadlines and avoid unnecessary
cfoepartmeb-lives the time limit is the straight-forward filing requirements. administrative burdens.
reasonable based on exp(ritnce In - aRegadd the exception to-the filing We note 4hat we-have modifieda
dealing with such allegations. See, ecg., requirement in paragraph (e)(3), the paragraph (g) to make exceptions o the
Certain At antic Groundfish from Department will consider the "burden in service requirement for petitions,
Canada, 51 PR 10041, 10043 (1986). time and expense" without necessarily proposed suspension agreements, and
Sec. 355.3o(e) requiring that both be demonstrated in factual information submitted under

Comment:ne prty tate tha the each case. If the burden can be § 385.32(a) that is not required to beComarment:solO ne t

p rtysaesjtht th measured in terms of both time and served on an interested party. See the

submission which substantially expense, however, the submitted should Department's response to comments on
conforms to the requirements stated in address both. In evaluating such claims, I 355.18(g)(1).
paragraphs (e)(1) and(e)(2t , and that the the Department will draw on its We note that we have added as
regulation should provide an automatic knowledge of the submitter and on its paragraph (i) to the final rule a
right for a party to resubmit a document own expertise in computer operations. certification requirement for
In acceptable form when the initial Although the Department is likely to submi'ssions of factual information. See
submission was unsatisfactory solely accept the submitter's description of the the Department's response to cominente
because it failed to comply with the additional burden it would incur, the on I 355.t3(a). We believe that the
requirements set forth in these Department will decide whether such certification requirement will help to
paragraphs. burden is unreasonable. The ensure the completeness and accuracy
Regarding paragraph (e)(3), one party Department will require computer tapes of factual submissions.

believes that a time or expense, rather to be submitted in an Investigation or So 355s2(a)
than time and expense. standard would administrative review only if the
be fairer to foreign producers. Another Department believes that computer Commentd hne party recommends
party would add a statement that, tapes are necessary and appropriate in that we delete the requirement in
absent clear evidence to the contrary, the particular segment of the proceeding paragraph (a)(2) that the submitter
the Department will accept a submitter's in question, explain why each piece of factual
representation that It would be unable In order to -improve the speed and secrmtion inzpofpthetact. reqauiresa
to submit a computer tape without efcec fdcmn adig h eto 7()2 fte c eursa
unreasonable additional burden in time effciencpt of document handling, toh explanation of reasons for the
and expense. Another party would Department Is reflsingvpesgraph (e) to: designation only when the Department
delete this paragraph, because the (13 crease frm five to seven the determines that such designation isof tior~mentol unnecessaly for-the ftype number of copesof alcumet we should reverequirpmant4 vnnecessary far-themt""required in an dmti'verevew; (2) uarerapnted requirevanbf Wanatio~aormallyrequesto PhU ) or -ea
.nutevlln uy nm ~ ~ pelr ht fiSEI .~I~ xlIain 9UI7 fr inormatidn outside
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requirements nore specific in darto.
make the summaries offactual t
information more-usef for the
personnel of client organizations or
firms who do not have acces to the
business proprietary information. They
suggest that the regulation require all
numeric information to be summarized
within 10 percent of the actual figure,
except that columns of numbers one
page or more in leng may be indexed
by page within range of 10 percent of
the average foe the page. Inaddition,
one of these parties would require that
the text of any business proprietary
financial statement be summarized
(rather than deleted), unless the
submitter supports a claim that the text
cannot be summarized adequately.
Furthermore, that party would require a
submitter to characterize the type of
customer, supplier, or distributor, the
name of which is deleted as proprietary
information, unless the submitter
supports a claim that to do so would
reveal the business proprietary
information.
On the other hand, four parties

suggest modifications that would make
paragraph (Ib) less burdensome to the
submitter. One of these parties urges the
Department to clarify that the reference
to "an individual portion" of data means
an entire request (such as all sales
listings) rather than a smaller segment
of the submission. Two of these parties
suggested that the Department delete
the reference to ranging within 10
percent of the actual figure because,
especially when the actual figure is
small, the ranging may not sufficiently
mask the proprietary information. For
voluminous data, one party suggests
that the submitter be permitted to
summarize a representative sample.
Two of the four parties would modify
the regulation to require a detailed
nonproprietary summary only when
domestic interested parties have
established a particular need for such a
detailed summary. ieD apartment
retains the proposed ile e a 2'
Inodiw tone$

WexpxaleedIi pramble to the Gn'
proposed rue, thil*- e.A3 ; ¢
flmp~yietary isunl jprmtted b;
&troverule lsbn
Xh Act as almendedri r '~~.>*Ao ,
To some extent. what Is "sufficlent

detail" and what is "feasl epend
on the facts of each cause including the
identity of the parties, the number of
items of information, and whether or not
the submitter has computer capability.
The general requirement that numeric
data be grouped within percent of the
actual fig 1 intended to alert parties
to an approach which our experience
shows has been adequate In the past in
many situations to meet the statutory
purpose. The relation recognizes what
the conflicting comments make clear-
that ad hoc decisions as to particular
data may be necessary. Some of the
suggestions are excellent ways to deal
with particular submissions, and the
Department will take account of these
approaches in specific case-s
The fact that the data subdItted are

voluminous does not by Itself excuse the
submitter from the burden of providing a
public summary that would afford
parties not entitled to receive the
proprietary data an opportunity for " a
reasonable understanding of the
substance of the information submitted
in confidence." We note that we have
clarified that if a portion of a submission
is voluminous, the numeric data
summarized must be representative of
that portion.
To extend the deadline for submission

of the nonproprietary summary of
information would delay the availability
of such information to parties that may
rely on having access to it in the
proceeding. The Department has found
that the requirement can be met without
allowing additional time for submission
of the nonproprietary summary.
Sec 35.32(c)
Comment. Two parties suggest that

ordinarily the Department should be
required to release under protective
or°er (subject to the right to withdraw
the information) all proprietary
information except (1) customer names,
(2) Wdeotif0,10 M wof

shodiSsu4bhioE~urs to
rebut arguments li sv4 uf disclosure
after the Deoihtm ii es suel
arguments ,; iiS' t should
modify the last aentenceoY this
paragraph didWY '

Departmei1Position Althotg the
D~lepartent his made Its practice
known in numerous Instances, It is not
an appropriate subject for rulemaking.
In practice, the Department has not
released Information which Identifies
specific customers (such as customer
names or codes) or which Identifies the
specific sources of information regarding
the operation of a foreign interested
party (such as the sources of
Information in market research surveys),
and other especially sensitive
information (such as secret production
formulas). However, the Department in
each case balances the need for
disclosure against the need of the
submitter to protect the information
from the possibility of inadvertent
disclosure. See, eg., Monsanto
Industrial Chemical Co. V. United
States, 6 CIT 241 (1983). For this reason,
we are not prepared to state that we will
not ordinarily release any other data
under APO. Practitioners are advised,
however, that we will look very
carefully at requests for nonrelease of
data that do not fall into the categories
listed above.

It is unnecessary to provide in the
regulation an additional opportunity for
argument in opposition to release of
submitted information under protective
order. Our experience has been that the
submitted almost always is aware of the
arguments at the time the information is
submitted. Therefore, the submitter is
capable of pressing any arguments
against disclosure at that time.
Moreover, this requirement is essential
to avoid unnecensary delay in release of
such information which in the past has
resulted from repetitive submissions
supporting and opposing release. Only
in the most extraordinary situation
would the Department make an
exception to this rule and provide the
submitted an additional opportunity for
oommenLtAs drafted, the last sentence
ofts egraph adequtely covers
.such anqw~woaft.o..
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reqiirements this secton are clearly
stated and known to the submitter In
advance of submission, the submitter
should have no difficulty meeting the
short deadline for resubmission.
Nonconforming portions of a public
summary should be quidly and easily

informiaia~xeleaaeaua er rotectide e.
order. Thei'#otect lv4r 'ei would,
identiri eaRh&ndliidlai bbrized
access, either bg rm or by reference'
to the section of the applicton W(rm
ITA-386) whih lts names of

authorized support staff.
Soc 85.33

Comment: One party suggests that the
Department list In this wedtion the types

En:

the rtparP representative does not
neecLA sli ankt a iistratve.'
protectiive.order would perit counsel or
other representatives to have scrs's to
information thot is not essential, and
may be hirelevant, to the representation
of their clients. It also unnecessarily
increases the risk of inadvertent
disclosure.
SeC 35534(a)

correctable by the local representative of of proprietary information that Will not Comment: One party believes that the
the submitter.-We agree that the time be disclosed under administrative Department should modify this
should rn from receipt, but, in order to protective order, including customer paragraph to clarify that one protective

deal with unusual situations, we have names, verification exhibits, and trade order application serves as a continuing
changed the regulation to refer to receipt secrets. Two parties suggest that the

of the Depmrtment's explanation, and Department modify this section to administrative review, and that the
not of the returned information itself. indicate that information and order covers release of all proprietary
When the submitter picks up the documentation obtained during information submitted by parties to the

returned information and explanation at verification will be released in proceeding as well as that submitted
the Department, the time of receipt is the accordance with 1 355.34. One paty into the record by the Department in the
time of pick-up. In order to clarify that suggests that we include a provision form of verification reports and other
the 48-hourperiod does not include stating that proprietary Liformation memoranda. On the other hand, another
weekends and federal holidays, we are which the Department obtains from the party argues that by requiring a decision

changing the stated deadline to "two Commission may be released only by on release before submission of this

business days." We have modified the the Commission, not the Department. information. the proposed rule prevents

proposal to clarify that nonconforming Department s Psitionw See the the Department from conducting the
information will not be considered. Departments position on 355.32(c) for balancing test described in this

Sec. 355.32(f) theaty bnfrmated, or not paragraph. The Department cannot
Comment: One party suggests that the released, under protective order. The bnc ing interest without

Department should: (1) modify comments are inappropriate, because knowing why the requested believes the

paragraph Wf)(4) to specify that this section deals with nonrelease of nonproprietary summaries are
disclosure to the Customs Service is privileged and classified information, as inadequate for the requesters purposes

limited to investigations regarding fraud those terms are defined in 355.4 (c) and without knot what formation
relating directly to the countervailing and (d) of these regulations. "Privileged" is submitted. One party suggests more
duty investigation, as required by information includes information generally that the regulation should
section 777(b)(1) of the Act and (2) protected by Executive Privilege. describe the Department's method of
delete the phrase "Unless the Secretary Similarly, information which the balancing competing iterests,
otherwise provides" from the last Department obtains from the Several parties would expedite
sentence of paragraph (0(6), because the Commission may be disclosed to release of information by having the
Secretary has no authority to authorize interested parties by the Commission Department rule on the "blanket"
the person covered by a protective order (not by the Department), but this application within a short time
to disclose the proprietary information information is not necessarily "exempted (specified in the regulation) after it is
to another person after the material has from disclosure. filed. and by providing in the regulation
been obtained under the terms of a that the party submitting proprietary

protective order. Sec. 35534 information subject to the protective
Department' Position' We have No: The following comment was order must serve the information on the

modified the language of paragraph submitted in response to the proposed rui on protective order recipient either at the
(f)(4) in order to clarify that the scope of procedures for Imposing sanctions for same time or within 24 hours after
this provision in limited to matters violation of an untidumping or countervailing submission to the Department. One of
relating to countervailing duty du t od these parties would also have the
proceedings. We have also modified Comment: One partr suggests that all Deprtment serve within 24 hours on the
paragraph to permit release of counsel In pao oadby order cipient all business

proprietsryimms dertart nd blat . proprietorvWfonmiti whch the

of this tif MPaiM) to aFo; , , * A D@p ecord a.!he
charge v1S ^p P ni i - *vh;'t p~ o t W = m
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infomation to consultants, the
Department in effect is admitting its
own inability to develop an adequate
record. The proceeding becomes
adjudicatory in nature, but the
procedural safeguards of the
Administrative Procedure Act do not
apply. Another party states that because
the legislative history of section 777 of
the Act generally limits disclosure only
to attorneys, the regulation goes too far.
Release to consultants and non-attorney
representatives should be the "rare
exception," and the regulation should
define the special circumstances under
which such release might occur.
Two parties are concerned that

release to consultants and in-house
counsel may increase the risk of
inadvertent disclosure. Another party
believes that disclosure to economic
consultrils lslnappropriaterbecause
consultants are not subject to the same
ethical standards as attorneys and are
not subject to disbarment. Moreover,
release to consultants makes the
proposed safeguards in paragraph (b)(4)
ineffective because of the high risk that
unauthorized disclosure may occur
without the knowledge of the attorney
responsible. Regarding release to in-
house counsel, one of these parties
suggests that the Department adopt the
following guidelines: (1) no release to in-
house counsel who also play a
managerial role in the company; (2) no
release to in-house counsel in
proceedings in which the interested
party is also represented by outside
counsel; and (3) in-house counsel are
permitted to examine protective order
material only at the Department or
another location not belonging to the
company. Another party suggests that
the Department provide more specific
rules for release to parties not
represented by counsel and to parties
represented by in-house counsel.
The preamble to the proposed rule

states that the Department will not
release proprietary information after It
makes a judicially reviewable
determination "because the need to
prepare for judicial review Is not an

adequate reason for additional
disclosure." One'party argues that If the
Department refuies to disclose final

rAculations (whether before orafter a
final determination), the detc
interested-iartiss ca&nodtifdf,
,derlcl Loreins Xb de ainio..
cause theeparme h it.
authority to cor t-
errosm d&ilosi - I,
under protexiy ldsr it the
Depar 'I

,.

Department ' Position: Paragraph (b)
of this section clearly indicates that a
protective order application. If granted,
would entitle the applicant to receive
proprietary information not yet
submitted to the Department at the time
the application is filed with the
Department.
Approval of release of information in

advance of its submission does not
Impede the Department's ability to
balance the competing interests of
submitter and requester. The types of
information submitted in countervailing
duty proceedings are well-known to all
parties in advance of submission. See,
e.g., § 355.4. The existence of an
adequate public summary does not
affect the balancing test or a party's
representative's right to access under
protective order to the proprietary
Information. The summary Is for the
benefit of tlioToe wlio do not have access
to the proprietary information. The
protective order is intended to maximize
access to proprietary information for the
purpose of permitting interested parties
to contribute to the objectives of the
proceeding. See S. Rep. No. 249, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. 100 (1979). Paragraph (a)
identifies the factors that make up the
Department's balancing of competing
interests; the specifics depend on the
facts of an individual case, and it would
be futile to attempt to spell these out in
this general description of the balancing
factors.
Use of the phrase "proprietary

information" in this section clearly
indicates that an application covers, at
the election of the applicant, any factual
information submitted to or obtained by
the Department which the Department
considers proprietary and which is part
of the record of the proceeding. See
1§ 355.3(a), 355.4(b), and 355.32. In
practice, the Department releases under
protective order its verification reports
which contain such information.
Whether it would also release an
internal memorandum containing such
information would depend on the nature
and contents of the memorandum. The
Department, for example, would not
normally release a pre-deciuional staff
memorandum Simply because it contains
some proprietary Jnormnatkn extracted
from a repondent'ssubmisslbdio.,.
factual informa'io!;-.
Th Depiatment miIes very effort to'
ec~~slo~ pirorleas. ofiev iMd'm_-e

Department may need some additional
time. We have modified paragraph (b) to
indicate that the normal time period for
the Department's decision Is not more
than 14 days. This is reflected in section
1332 of the 1988 Act; we are drafting
revised regulations to incorporate this
statutory requirement.
Regarding service cf proprietary

information subject to protective order,
we are modifying paragraph (a) to
indicate that the Department may
require direct service of the proprietary
information on the recipient of the
protective order. The first sentence of
paragraph (a) now reads in part "the
Secretary may disclose, or require to be
disclosed' ' '." The Department
normally would require direct service
when the submitter has agreed in
advance, under I 355.32(c), to release
submitted information under protective
order..
Release to consultants and other non-

attorney representatives does not
change the character of the
countervailing duty proceeding from fact
finding to adjudication. The
Department's role as investigator is
clearly established in the Act (see, e.g.,
sections 703(b)(1), 705(a)(1), and 751(a)).
The Act does not empower any
interested party to conduct independent
investigations or develop a separate
record for judicial review. The
Department releases proprietary
information under protective order to
consultants and non-attorney
representatives when it concludes that
there is sufficient evidence of a
particular need for the individual's
expertise in analyzing the information
on behalf of a party to the proceeding,
and only when the Department is
satisfied that the information will be
protected from unauthorized disclosure.
Consistent with the legislative history of
section 777 of the Act, the Department
'generally" releases information under
administrative protective order "only to
attorneys who are subject to disbarment
from practice before the agency in the
event of a violation of the order." S. Rep.
No.249,96th Cong., 1st Sees. 101 (1979).
When the Department releases
Information under administrtive
protective order to consultants and
other non-attorney representatives,
these Individuals are subject to the same
sanctions as are attorneys for any
violatioa'ofMe order.,See the.

- aftii~i~or SIp~olbguiione for
Violation of an Antidumping or
Counterilhz thybtectivi Order,"
3 PR47OINoyembear l8i
' nconidats~ Wbtt"'4:bltz
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Department gives special consideration another investigation in which the later, 10 days lifter the date the
to the situation of in-house counsel and information is relevant. representative's client or employer
the possibility of Inadvertent disclosure. Regarding pamgrapbh(b)4), one party becomes a prty to the proceeding, but
For example, we do not permit suggests that the proposed rule be in no event later than the date the case
disclosure to any in-house counsel who modified to enfrnue that "the taint of a briefs, under j 355.38, am due. The time
is also an officer of the company that is person who violates a protective order" limits are reasonable and consistent
a party to the proceeding. The does not affect that person's firm, with the purpose of the Act.
Department's policy for evaluating partner, associates, employees, and The standard form requirement
competing interests in requests for employer after that person is no longer reduces significantly the administrative
disclosure to in-house counsel, employed or associated, and likewise burden of reviewing requests for
consultants, and other non-attorney does not affect the new firm or employer consistency with the law. It also
representatives has developed in the of that person. Another party disagrees simplifies the process fcr the requester.
context of specific proceedings. Given with the requirement (stated in the The standard form covers "special
the fact that we still have relatively 'ittle preamble to the proposed rule) that the situations" such as in-house counsel and
experience with respect to disclosure to party's attorney (and the law firin) take non-attorney representatives. The
such persons, we do not believe that this responsivity for violation of a requirement thqt '1, copies he submitted
i aen appropriate subject for rulemaking protecU-ve crfdpr by consultants assisting reflects the Departnent's reed in manv
ft this time, the attorrcy. '71.s part) believes that the cases, end ik cexmsistent wit, tCle general
Regarding disclosure of the sanctions listed would apply with the filing iequiremenits In § 335 Itl.

Department's calculations after issuing same cfffct to consultants and that the Section 355.32(f) Itss a'! perLics to
its final determination, the Department person committing the violation should whom the Secretary many d:sclasn
has provided for such disclosure in the be held responsible. There should be no informationunder protective order,
clerical error correction procedures distinction'between consultants who including anyone authorized by the
(published at 53 FR 41617 (October 24, work with attorneys and those who do submitter in writing to receive it
1983) and 53 FR 5813 (February 28, 198)) not. (parasraph (f)(5)) end those partiesand in paragraph 355.20(h) of these One party would add a new authorized by law to receive it
regulations. paragraph (b)X5) requiring the (paragraphs (f)(2), (0)(?), and (f),4)).
Se. 3S534(b) Department to inform the requester Specticn 777(b) limits t6e use of

within 10 days of submission whether proprietary information to the single
Comment: One party wonders if the the request meets a'l the requiremerds of proceeding for which the informE tion

Department has authority to deny a paragraph (b). If rot, the Department was submitted, and tbus it cannot be
request for disclosure submitted later will exr!aiW the deficiencies and permit used in another investigation. Thus, the
than the time limits specified in the requester to resubmit the request information cannot be used by anyone
paragraph (b)(1). Another party sees no within five days. other than the submitter of the data in
valid reason for the short time limits. Thepartmwrrs PIsit:on. Time limits for any other proceeding. For the definition
For example, although a party may at requesting dirlclopure of infurrnation of proceeding, see f 355.2(n). Paragraph
first choose not to participate actively in under administrative protective order (b)(3)(ii) goes further in limiting use of
a proceeding, the party may decide later arE necessary to eliminate the the irfcrmition ruicased to the "sa-mont
in the proreeding to participate actively possibility that the Department w ill cf the proceeding in which [theand, therefore, to request access to receive a request too late in the informationI was submitted " The
information under protective order. The proceeding to process it in time to reason is that the potential '.encfits of
Department should consider requests for ensure timely disclosure of information. erlareing the poo! of infornr nation
release of information evcn if submitted The time limits are also intended to available in a particular segment are
later than the tine limits specified in eliminate the administrative burden of small relative to the risk of inadvertent
paragraph (bltl). processing multiple requests from the disclosure if the proprietary data could

Regarding paragraph (b)(2). one party samre person and to encourage the riling be retained and used over years of
suggests that the regulation specify that of requests that cover information not successive section 751 administrative
submission of five copies of the request yet submitted in the proceeding. See reviews. In addition, the Department's
is sufficient. rather than the 10 copies H.R. Rep. No. 725,98th Cong., 2d Sess. limited resources would be diverted
required by § 355.31(e). Another party 44-45 (1984). Because the application away from the real work of a review. In
asks that we delete the standard form may be submitted in advance of order to implement the comment,
requirement4 because it ignores the submission of the information, there is protective orders would have to extend
possibility that special circumstances no reason for a party that may want to in time from the initial investigation
may justify deviation From the standard participate An a proceeding to delay through all administrative review,
form. submitting the requests. 0n the other which means keeping such orders active
Regarding.pararaph fb(S), one party hand. submission of the mpplicntion for for ten year, or more in some cases The

suggests that we allow disclosure to disclosure does not obligate a party to chance that proprietary material can be
anyone authorized by the submitter In -participate actively li the procedft. m aged adequately under those
writing r Where o&hr.Vis ow Arlze.d We doagmeeorthat th time circumstances is slim. and the fik,
by lf*. AnotherV" quetns the ..limits In'tw pwopoed pae ay be therefore, of Inadvertent disclosure is
requirementinta b) lj, that........b....nortei rlt*4Setnsnd p incredw Moe , parties

adeasid NM iliedrpos. ,iu ti oa~ffyng" w flmif It Teooftiry toftresenuec
the segmnat of eWONtho e again that hadawady b~ohmolved as
prog :0 -eiis !* ' i ford b u enot lae - - to the particular facts In prior reviews,
protecting the Is '-. ^-~ thanither3Sdye aftstlhedata ei. thus ensuring'tht no topic Is ever put tb

t_ -d. 'W i
Pg itt 0.- '.a :
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review. These dangers are not
warranted by the potential benefits
Identified in the comment, Our
experience has been that parties can
raise issues in a review without
resorting to use of proprietary
information obtained in another segment
of the proceeding. Furthermore, the
Department is aware of the information
contained in its own files and, in Its
discretion, draws upon essential
information in order to fulfill its
investigative duties. Finally, this
limitation also maintains the statutory
scheme of segmented proceedings, each
with a separate administrative record
for judicial review.
We have modified paragraph (b)(4) to

reference the sanctions listed in 1 354.3
of the Department's final rule entitled
"Procedures for Imposing Sanctions for
Violation of an Antidumping or
Countervailing Duty Protective Order,"
53 FR 47916 (November 28, 1988). The
sanctions are necessary and appropriate
for ensuring the effectiveness of the
Department's protective orders. Under
the proposed rules, the person who
violates a protective order is held
responsible, be it an attorney or other
professional representative. Holding the
employer, partner, and others in the firm
or company responsible to the extent of
disbarring the firm or company from
practice before the Department is
consistent with the need for strict
compliance with the terms of protective
orders, although that sanction would be
exceedingly rare and would be
appropriate only when the firm's
actions, practices, or policies have
contributed to the violation. Section
354.3 gives the decisionmaker a broad
range of sanctions to deal with all
possible types and degree of violations.
With regard to the last comment. the

Department notifies the requester
promptly of any deficiencies in the
request. This practice has worked well,
and deficiencies are quickly corrected.
We have changed paragraph (b)(3)(ii)

to refer to the "segment of the
proceeding in which [the information)
was submitted" instead of "the segment
of the proceeding then in progress" to
allow for the possibility that segments
may occur simultaneously.
Sm 35MS(c)
Commant Two parties Mtate that the

-or~mot. dzsv.f .
Lidoran isloreuaqnabby otJ .-
beause il does not providsanadequate

One party suggests that paragraph (c)
be revised to include a 5-day time limit
for the Department's decision to release
submitted information over the
objection of the submitter. as well as the
24-hour time limit for withdrawal of the
submitted information.
Department's Position: Because the

submitter of proprietary information can
and should anticipate that disclosure
under protective order Is possible, the
submitter should also anticipate having
to decide whether or not to withdraw
the information submittedc Nonetheless,
we have modified the time limit to two
business days inorder to ensure that all
parties have an opportunity to consider
withdrawing after the Department
makes its decision to disclose the
information. Five days for this purpose
would unnecessarily delay disclosure.
Regarding a time limit for the

Department to make its decision on the
request for disclosure in spite of
objection by the submitter of the
information, see the Department's
position on 5 355.34(a).
Sec. 355.34 (d) and (e)

merely would increase the risk that they
might be lost or disclosed inadvertently.
We have modified this paragraph to

provide that alleged violations of
protective orders will be handled under
the procedures of Part 354 of this title.
See the Department's final rule entitled
"Procedures for Imposing Sanctions for
Violation of an Antidumping or
Countervailing Duty Protective Order,"
53 FR 478M6 (November 28, 1988).
Soc. 355.35
Comments One party suggests that we

should define "factual information."
Another party contends that, in order to
conform to the Congressional intent that
all parties to the proceeding be "fully
aware," of representations to the
Department at exparte meetings (H.R.
Rep. No. 317,96th Cong., 1st Seas. 77
(1989)), this section should require the
memorandum of the expart meeting to
report all legal arguments and
nonfactual representations.
Department's Position: "Factual

information" is defined in § 355.2(g) of
the regulation. This section conforms to
the requirements of section 777feI(3l of

Comment: According to one party, the Act, and is consistent with the cited
there is no need to impose an arbitrary legislative history of that section of the
15-day time limit on filing a request for a Act.
judicial protective order. When judicial
action is instituted, all interested parties SIc. 355*35(a)
should be allowed to retain the Note.-In order to conform the numbering
information obtained under of Subpart C to that under the proposed
administrative protective order until antidumping regulations, we have moved
they no longer have the opportunity to 55 355.36 to 355.39 in the final rule.
intervene in the judicial proceeding. Correspondingly, we have renumbered

Depatmet's osiion:Theproposed § 5 355.37. 355.38, and 355.39 so that in theDepartment's Position: the pronose rle31ith~ey are num9bered as -id 355.36,
rule significantly expands the right of a 355.7 and 355.38, respectively.
person to retain protective order '

a

information after the end of a judicially CommentsTwo parties contend that
reviewable segment of an administrative paragraph (a)(1I(iv)(B) violates section
proceeding. The time limit set forth in 776(b) of the Act by requiring
this paragraph might be 120 days after verification on request during an
the date of publication of a administrative review when the
countervailing duty order, because (1) a Department has conducted no
party to the proceeding has 30 days from verification "during either of the two
that date to file the summons and immediately preceding administrative
another 30 days to file the complaint, (2) reviews." They contend that section
the Department has 45 days from the 776(b) requires verification (on request)
latter date to file the administrative unless the Department has conducted a

record, and (3) the party which has the verification during both of the two
information subject to administrative previous consecutive reviews.
protective order has an additional 15 Moreover, the flouse Report
days to file a request for judicial accompanying the 198 Act specifies
protective order. To permitpary to that verification would not be required
retain the information until the part no "after recent verifications have taken
longer hass arhtto Intervene in thea place °." H. Rep. No.72X 98th
judicial propmdingw deinAW MP C:ig.d Se. 43 1( 4). jEmphasis

didro byaf*.,; I.".SCdde.. .
date late In the Judicial -Your partel contend that there Is no
Unless the party decide$ tedp {hrth sttutory authority for the sampling
matter promptlyin court. ;. pxedure described in paragraph (a)(2).
season toallow that fr a authorityin
business propriatary informa ofthu~c~s IlnhIsd iq the,
Continuedetetion of th uordimpleInsis o§sdAd
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price Information. and does not cover
sampling In selection of respondents for
questionnaire presponses or verification
One of these parties suggests that
verification samples should be allowed
only with the petitioner's concurrence.
Another believes that the regulation
should permit sampling only if both the
party requesting the verfication and
other domestic interested parties to the
proceeding agree to sampling. Others
argue that it would be unreasonableto
apply the results of one company';
verification to other companies whose
submissions have not been verified. One
of these parties contends that to do so
would violate the requirements in
section 776(c) of the Act for use of best
information available, because there
would be no evidence that parties not
included in the sample have been
uncooperative. Moreover, because the
Department cannot levy a countervailing
duty when the respondent has received
no countervailable subsidy, interested
parties have an absolute right to
verification
Department's Position: Section 776(b)

of the Act requires the Department to
conduct a verification, upon request, if
no verification was conducted "during
the 2 immediately preceding reviews" of
the same order. In addition, the statute
permits the Department to verify any
administrative review for good cause.
The legislative history expands upon the
statutory directive, stating that the
Department need not conduct a
verification of the third administrative
review if it has verified "in the two
immediately previous [administrative]
reviews" of that order or finding. H.R.
Rep. No. 725, 98th Cong., zd Sees. 43
(1984). This means that the Department
only is required to conduct a verification
upon request in the third review if there
were no verification in the first or
second review. This interpretation is
consistent with the further
admonishment In the legislative history
that the purpose of the amendment was
to eliminate "an unnecessary
administrative burden on the
Department of Commerce" and
perfunctoryy wenficatlimn." Id The
amendments Implict4yovenuled Al
Tech Spwvaity~thW 046- v. Lluted
Sta"iOclT'243 (196) 745 F.2d
632 (Fe& Cir. 94 which baldhd t the .-
DepertumltS Om'ac adm*lsamiW
;of U400 adm^l A n;;

was good cause for verification )L
Cont Rep. No. 1156 ath Cong.. Id Sees4
17 (1984). Riarding the Department'.
practc ses Stheys Stee Wire ROd
.firom Fmc .48 FR 2006-9 (18). In
view of thelangac of section 776(b)
and the legislative purposeI paragraph
(a)(1)(iv)(B) of the proposed rule is a
reasonable interpretation of section
776(b) of the Act. Unless the Department
"decides that good cause for verification
exists" (I 855.98a)(1)(lii)), there is no
need for verification in more than one
out of three consecutive administrative
reviews.
Regarding the authority to use

sampling in selecting respondents that
will receive questionnaires or in
conducting verifications in
administrative reviews of countervailing
duty orders, section 777A of the Act
states that the Department may use
generally recognized sampling
techniques "for the purpose of carrying
out [administrative] reviews under
section 751." The Conference Report on
the 1984 Act specifically describes the
provision as expanding "the instances in
which the administering authority may
use sampling and averaging
techniques ' ' 'in carrying out
[administrative] reviews of outstanding
AD or CUD Isic) orders under section
751 '' '." H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 1156,
98th Cong., 2d Sess. 186 (1984). The only
qualification in section 777A is that "a
significant volume of sales is involved or
a significant number of adjustments to
prices is required." Under the
circumstances described in
I 355.36(a)(2), this qualification is
satisfied.

Section 777A(b) specifically provides
that the Department has exclusive
authority to select "appropriate"
samples and averages (whether of
respondents or of programs) that are
"representative of the transactions
under investigation." Because the
provisions of this section are
independent of the authority In section
776(c) for use of best Information
available, there to no requirement that
the Department establish that the
parties not Included In the sample have
been uncoopeav Al to the comments
thatitIs unreasonabletoapplythe
resulte ofone company's varification
another, the ,~,

an investigation as well as In an
an investigation as well as inI an
administrative review.
Sec 3S5iB(b)
Comment Two parties urge the

Department to provide in the regulation
for advance notice of verification
schedules and outlines, and an
opportunity for interested parties to
comment. One of these parties suggests
a two-day comment period prior to
verification.
Department's Position: The

Department prepares verification
outlines as far in advance of the
scheduled dates for verification as
possible. Normally all parties to the
proceeding have an opportunity to
submit comments and suggestions. This
practice has worked well and there is no
reason to define the practice or time
limits in the regulation. Verification
schedules are frequently subject to
modification as the result of
unforeseeable circumstances. Such
administrative matters are appropriately
matters of agency discretion.
Sec. 35536(c)
ComrnenL Regarding verification

procedures, one party believes we
should modify paragraph (c) to indicate
that the Department will verify the
completeness as well as the accuracy of
submissions.

Several parties suggest that we add to
the regulation a statement of procedures
for issuing verification reports and
receiving comments an the reports. Two
parties recommend that the regulation
require the Department to issue its
report within 14 days, arid one party
recommends seven days, after
verification. One party suggests that the
proprietary version of the report include
all proprietary exhibits requested in the
questionnaire but not received until
verification. The public version of the
report should include all exhibits that
are not proprietary. The regulation
should provide 10 days for comment
after receipt of the report.
One party would modify paragraph (c)

to state that "whenever feasible,
verification will take place prior to a
preliminary determination."
D0ep ent'sPofitionx Section 776(b)

of the Act states that "[l1f the
aediniltoznanthorityIs unable to
verify themwumqyof ihe information
Jaubritte~tvhallo iwbt, .B

.it'ittsitebaree
,. added).t^pmiii~e, the D rtmnov.
dumtaG awenwmp.twS. la
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The Department places the highest
priority on prompt preparation and
release of verification reports. However,
the required time is a function of the
complexity and length of 'verification,
the date and place of verification, and
other demands on the verifiers' time
(such as statutory deadlines in other
pending cases). Under these
circumstances, regulatory deadlines are
inappropriate. Similarly, the content of
the verification report is an
administrative matter best left to a case-
by-case approach.
We have decided not to modify

paragraph (c) to provide that "whenever
feasible" verification will take place
prior to the date of the preliminary
determination. Although the Department
does in practice conduct verification as
early as possible, nothing is gained by
placing on the Department an obligation
to explain its decision to verify after a
preliminary determination rather than
before. The Department is a6 much
concerned about the quality of the
verification as about its timing. We
conduct verification after the date of the
preliminary determination when we
determine that there is inadequate time
or opportunity to conduct a thorough
verification before that date.
Sec. 355.37(a)

The Department has broad discretion
to determine whether to reject an entire
submission when the Department is
unable to verify submitted information.
The Department evaluates each
situation on the facts. In practice,
depending on the scope of the
deficiency, the Depatent may use
portions of a submission which have
en verified and not use portions

which cannot be verified. See, e.g.,
Certain Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip
Products from Spain, 49 FR 35338 (194).
Because the statute requires that
information the Department relies on be
verified, not "substantially verified," the
Department has no authority to add a
'substantial completeness" test to the
regulation. The verification requirement
is neither punitive nor remedial; it is an
integral part of the investigatory
process.

Prior to resorting to best information
available, the Department as a matter of
practice often allows a respondent to
correct a deficiency in a submission.
First, the Department may request a
supplemental submission of information
after it receives a deficient response to
the questionnaire referred to in
§ 355.31(b) Second, the Department
often permits a respondent to correct a
deficiency during the verification
Process. defending on the nature and

Comment- One party suggests that the scopeof the deficiency. Under

regulation specify that the Department 355.31(b). the Department has the
will use best information available only authority to request an additional
if the inability to verify the information submission at any time during the
submitted is due to the fault of the proceeding. but. under section 355.31 (a),
respondent. Another party suggests that the respondent's right to submit factual
the regulation specify that when the information is subject to certain time
inability to verify is not the fault of the limits necessitated by statutory
respondent, the best information deadlines. Although the statute does not
available will be deemed to be the require it, the Department usually does
factual information submitted. notify respondents of deficiencies in
According to one party, the regulation submissions.

should contain a "substantial
completeness" standard in order to So 355.7(b)

prevent punitive, rather than remedial, CommentL Two parties suggest that, as

use of this regulation. The Department drafted, this paragraph required the
should not reject an entire submission if Department to use as best information
only a part of it is defective. Prior to available the information In the petition
using best information available, the and other information submitted by
Department should be required to notify domestic interested parties. Because this
the producer or exporter of the punitive intent is not supported by
deficiencie; in Its submissionsm and section 778(c) of the AIt" the regulation
allow that party to correct or should beredraitdtoI t but not
supplementithe incomplete or Inaccurate require, use of such Imnaon. For

data. ;x eampl the zegilation might also refer
Depoment' Poispndamerlflicallois tnfooilloniubrltdbPer

destdto esob he&M. In te er"

*rep'Us& ddies-iSM;i- bell O
cannotbe ablH6&tagiil aof thaWb Ai an

"fault,"Ihe D t r the administrative reviewcanot include
j"in

because the Department "should always
use the most up-toidate information
available." HlLRRep. No. 317,96th
Cong., lot Sees. 77 (17).
Department's Position: Paragraph (b)

is intended to permit, rather than
require, use of factual information
submitted in support of the petition as
best information available. To make thiE
point as clear as possible, we have
modified the paragraph to state "mae
include" rather than "includes."
We disagree that section 776(b)

eliminates the Department's authority to
use Information submitted in support of
the petition as best information
available in an administrative review.
The statute merely highlights the
possibility of using such information
during an investigation without
precluding its use during an
administrative review. This
interpretation is supported by the
following statement in the legislative
history: "The express reference in the
statute to the use of information
submitted in support of the petition ae
the best information available for
purposes of final determinations in
investigations should not be interpreted
as precluding the administering
authority from using the best
information available for purposes, of
administrative reviews." H.R. Conf. Rep.
No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 177 (1984)
Sec. 355.38
Comment: Seveial parties state that

the time limits for submission of case
briefs are unreasonable for one or more
nf the following rear-ons: (1) the
Department often does not issue its
verification reports until after the time
limits expire; (2) the Department often
does not provide information under
protective order until shortly before oy
even after the time limits expire; (3)
respondents often do not obtain
disclosure of the preliminary
determination or results of review until
two weeks after it it published and, at
the same time, they may be preparing
for verification; and (4) the Departnent
has extended the time limit for
submIssIon of Information (for example,
in case. In which the inilekanination
ispostponed)tXadateaf4heste
limit foraubmiiision of the case brief.
The reasonable time limits In
pargeha (b) end t) nakelI.* moa-iblrinterested pavtes
esecllyd~ domstlclntreta -rtes
to comment an portant Inforniatlon In
the record of the prooeedng.z
; Three of thes paBye Pges that wev
"delete " ivefionfin M6%4"the
bn *3*l5 itiet6n Xf
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establishing specific deadlines in each practice allows the parties to the interested party may attach to the case
proceeding. Alternatively, thues and proceeding sufficient opportunity for brief as appendices the relevant
other parties suggest one of the preparation of case and rebuttal briefs portions or eAlier submissions rather
following modifications in this section: after they have obtained access to the than re-wmte an entire argument.
(1) measure the time limit for the case verification report and all factual We agree that the submitter of a case
brief from the date of release of the Information. In investigations, the or rebuttal brief should be required to
verification report (one party suggests 10 regulation will encourage the serve a copy of the brief on any U.S.
days); (2) permit separate submission of Department to conduct its verification Govcrnment agency that has submitted
written comments on the verification as early as possible. We have extended a case brief. Accordingly, we have
report not later than 15 days before the the deadlines for submission of case and modified paragraph (e) (proposed
scheduled date for the final rebuttal briefs in Investigations in order paragraph (d)) to include this
determination; (3) permit submission of to increase ihe likelihood that parties requirement.
written comments not later than 10 days will be able to comment on verification Regarding introduction of exhibits at
after submission of any factual reports or other factual information in bearings, te Department has not found
information; and (4) permit the those briefs, without curtailing the it necessary to include non-documentaryDepartment to modify any of the time Department's capability of considering exhibits in a record of a proceeding. Anlimits for submission of briefs. One and addressing the parties' comments in interested party may use alternativeparty believes that the Depart-nent the final determination. Paragraph (c) instexpaty suchasthrtsvoshould distribute more evenly the time (proposed paragraph (b)) already means of explanation, such as charts or
limits for case and rebuttal briefs. contains adequate authority for the diagrams, which are easily incorporated
O-e party believes we should amend Dcpartment to alter the time limits for into the official and public record.

the regulation to provide for submission submission of case briefs in an We note that we have revised
of written comment prior to the date of investigation to cover the situations paragraph (a) to clarify that the
the preliminary determination and the described in the comments. Paragraph Department will return untimely
case brief. (d) (proposed paragraph (c)) likewise submissions to the submitter withl

Several parties urge the Department to permits the Department, as appropriate, written notice stating the reasons for
permit post-hearing briefs. They believe to adjust the time limit for submission of return of the document in question.
such briefs are necessary to cover new rebuttal briefs. Ln this manner, the We also note that we have added a
argments brought out at the hearing, to regulation ensures that the Department new paragraph (b), which concerns
clarify statements made at the hearing. ret ins the necessary discretion to requests for hearings. We have added
and to provide complete answers to establish realistic time limits in any this paragraph to allow sufficient time
questions raised by the Department at proceedding in which the normal time for all parties and the Department to
the hearing. One party suggests that the limits are too short, prepare for a hearing.
Department could limit the length of The regulation does not limit

S 3
such briefs to 10 double-spaced pages. submissions of written argument prior to
as the Commission does. in order to the date of the preliminary Note.-The following comments were
ensure that the arguments are concise detennination or after that date and submitted in response to the proposed rule on
and selective. prior to the submission of the case brief. procedures for imposing sanctions for
Regarding paragraph (1), two parties Regarding the suggestion that the violation of an antidumping or countervailing

suggest that, rather than requiring all Department permit post-hearing briefs, duty protective order.
issues relevant to the final we believe the case and rebuttal briefs Comment Two parties recommenddetermination or results of review to be afford each party to the proceeding Dep t lo the
"presented in full" in the case brief, the ample opportunity to address the issues that the Department close the
Department should require all such and comment on the factual information. an train duypoei s
issues to be identified and, to the extent Mcreover, under paragraph (f)(3) and countervtlmgduty proceedings
not previously briefed, presented in full. (proposed paragraph (e)(3)) of this when necessary to permit disclosure of
For issues previously briefed, the section, the presiding officer at the proprietary information. One of these
submitter should be required to hearing "may question any interested parties suggests that a portion of the
reference the document in which the party or witness and may request hearing be closed only when all parties
argument is presented in full. interested parties to present additional to the investigation consent. The other
Regarding paragraph (d), one party written argument." These procedures party suggests that the Department

recommends that The Department we believe. eliminate the need for post- withhold copies of the transcript from
require the submitter of the case or hearing briefs in every case, particularly the public for 48 hours to permit counsel
rebuttal brief to serve a copy on any in view of the fact that all Issues to delete proprietary information from It.
U.S. Government agency that has addressed at the hearing first must be The jxpntaneous nature of testimony at
submitted a cae brieE addressed in the case or rebuttal brief a hearing increases the risk of an
One party sugets that the The requirement In par pIc) dverte ofprpetary

Depar t modifypaaph (e) to (proposed paragr lb).thatthe party information Closed hearings would
pexlt Antodutin ofson- mentay "[ejeparately present i f" all reduce this risk.
exhibits at harns. - arguments wuich thetary wants the Depa ' Atiw C g
Depwtaswusidw.W~ s .DepartmenUtt mu1~rl~e al hearings to tthediusin

'DepartX mt Moldithat£ lhdetnX hA w* dewt nfrmbteonis;
Pahisctl2a i intlybut.d Nab htmdsrastlivayytnfeaafllle.DateX lnib

sathat~sia__ te X Zwhicpsrh*atsdpwone-havedices to;sch
co ma th 'Z n eprocee Thln *f partly foptniarprotective

VvcE--vcidr rder an d lr hose iadopAct

~ Z~to-xcesish kA1d tunee.. Wtem asb-vigS
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It could be ascertained In a reasonable
time.

Indeed, If different partiesproprietary
data were to be disclosed at various
times during the hearing, individuals
would likely be permitted to attend or
be barred from the proceeding at
particular times, depending on whether
or not they have access to the data
under protective order. Furthermore,
special arrangements would be
necessary to grant the court reporter
access to the information under
protective order, and sanitized versions
of the hearing transcripts perhaps in
multiple versions, would need to be
created, at substantial cost to the
Department. For these reasons, the
Department has consistently denied
requests to close hearings. Furthermore,
we have never encountered a situation
where an issue could not be addressed
at a hearing without disclosing
proprietary data.
We note that we have modified

paragraph (f) (proposed paragraph (e))
to provide that hearings ordinarily will
be held seven days (instead of 14 days)
after the scheduled date for submission
of rebuttal briefs in an administrative
review. We also have modified
paragraph (f)(3) (proposed paragraph
(e)(3)) to clarify that parties may submit
additional written argument only at the
Department's request.
Sec. 355.39

even a preliminary analysis of the
newly-discovered practices.
Another party suggests that we

expand this section to describe how the
Department would investigate a subsidy
practice discovered during an
antidumping investigation. The
Department would be required either to
examine the subsidy practice in an
ongoing countervailing duty proceeding,
or, if there is no such proceeding, to
inform petitioners in the antidumping
case how to file a countervailing duty
petition.

Department's Position: Regarding the
time limit for submission of additional
subsidy allegations, see the
Department's position on § 355.31(c).

In considering whether "sufficient
time remains" to investigate an
additional subsidy practice, the
Department would take into account the
potential significance of the additional
subsidy to the outcome of the
investigation and would, if appropriate,
declare the investigation
"extraordinarily complicated" under
i 355.15(b). The Department would
apply the criteria specified in
§ 355.15(b)(2) in making this decision
under that section. It is not necessary to
modify § 355.30 to provide authority for
the Department to do what I 355.15(b)
already authorizes the Department to
do. There is no authority to postpone the
final determination on the basis of
"extraordinary circumstances," as

Sec.
855.3 Record of procedings.
855.4 Public, proprietary, privileged, and

classified Information.
355.5 lUbery of foreign subsidy practices

and countervailing measures.
355.6 Trde and Tariff Act of 1984-

effective date.
355.7 Deminimis net subsidies disregarded,
Subpart B-Countervalilng Duty
Procedurs
355.11 Self-initiation.
355.12 Petition requirements.
855.13 Determination of sufficiency of

petition.
355.14 Request for exclusion from

countervailing duty order.
355.15 Preliminary determination.
355.16 Critical circumstances findings.
355.17 Termination of investigation.
355.18 Suspension of investigation.
355.19 Vriolation of agreement.
355.20 Final determination.
355.21 Countervailing duty order,
355.22 Administrative review of orders and

suspension agreements.
355.23 Provisional measures deposit cap.
355.24 Interest on certain overpayments and

underpayments.
355.25 Revocation of orders; termination of

suspended investigation.
Subpart C-Information and Argument
355.31 Submission of factual information.
355.32 Request for proprietary treatment of

information.
355.33 Wormation exempt from disclosure.
355.34 Disclosure of proprietary information.

under administrative protective order.
355.35 Ex partie meeting.Comment: Two parties believe that suggested by the comment. 355.30 Verification of information.

the time limits for submission of Similarly, it would add nothing to the 355.37 Best information available.
additional subsidy allegations (6 355.31) regulation to include in § 355.39 a 355.38 Written ailment and hearings.
and the time frame for considering statement describing how the 355.39 Subsidy practice discovered during
additional subsidy practices discovered Department would investigate a subsidy investigation or review.
by the Department should be consistent. practice discovered during an
They recommend that the Department antidumping investigation. These Subpart GuotaChes subsidy
adopt the standard in I 355.39(a) ("if the regulations adequately describe theDetermination
Secretary concludes that sufficient time requirements for the initiation and 355.41 Definition of "subsidy."
remains * * I") because it is reasonable conduct of a countervailing duty 355.42 Annual ist and quarterly update.
and practical. investigation. as well as limitations on 355.44 Complaint of price undercutting by
Regarding deferral of examination of the Department's use of proprietary subsidized imports.

a subsidy (paragraph (b)), two parties information. 5545 Access to information.
would limit the Department's discretion. UIst of Subjects in 19 CFR Part 35 ANNEX ist countriesunder the
because the Department's decision to Agreement.
defer consideration might mean the Business adinde atry, Foreign trade, eANNEX H1-Time limit for submissions
difference between a de minimis and an Impots, Tade practice specified In this part.
above de minimia rate of susIdization Date: December2iIN, AutboMtyr The authority for Part 535
and might significantly afftect JanW. Maresm -except as otherwise noted below, is 5 U.S.C.801; 19 USB.CL 1303:19 U.S.C. 250 note; TitleCommission's detehninnatlon of injury Assustant Secretary forimport
These parties woulddmodify paragraph Administration Sbttleof ParitffAct of ad i asamnded
(b) to provide that the Department could Subtitle IV. PartsII, III,andIV),as amended
either (1)declare the investigation Forthe reasons. setforthInthe * .by71teIofthe TadaAgraemintsActof

Extraordinary d'~dsr .preambles,4 I10 CFRPart 355 is revised, Pub. L 'No. 4W-80,O Stat. 1i0 sectaonread asfollows:rea
- ..wo w Mtl.4o the'Tadeug=d TariffActpracfice couldsignificantlythe PART 355 -COUNTERVAIL DUTIESTitle XVIIII, Subtitle A Chapter of the Tax

outcome ofAise Act ofiOK PubL. No. 90-514,100
that "extraordinaryclpctums DefonablesSupart A-Scopeande: a - br'Otols I

i|Xi *rjj~@.ff . Aid-'.Jbi*s*_ *@;-1U, Kvsmbbp4iiX;
Ads IJa

ime
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708 to the Tariff Aci
1671a[b])(3), 1671[b][2]

the authority for
section 702 of the Tr
1979, 9 U.S.C. 12
Subpart A-Scope

$355.1 355.1 Scope.
This part sets fc

rules applicable ti
section 303 and T!
Act of 1930, as an
and 1671-1877(h))
the imposition of
and under section
Agreements Act c
note) ("Trade Agr
relating to subsidy
This part incorpo
changes made pu
Trade and Tariff A
98-573; October 31
XVII, Subtitle B,
Reform Act of 198
(October 22, 1988f'
the regulations in
to proceedings un
Act in the case of
a country that is r
the Agreement." &
701(b) of the Act,
to an injury test u
Act for the merch,
for such proceedih

(a) No deternir
Commission under
705(b)(1) of the Ai

(b) No investing
suspended by the
section 704(c) of t

(c) No finding o
circumstances ma
Secretary, under

(d) If an allegat
information regar
subsidies is requi
an allegation or fs
regarding subsidie

(a) Act. "Act"

1930, as amended
(b) Agreement.

-the "Agreement on
Application ofAr
.XXI of the Gene

TariffsandTrade

Wen

Of.I.I,; U.S.C possessionsof foreign countries in a
(2],and 1871 g customs union outside the United States,
II 355.41 through 355.40 is (e) Customs Service. "Customs
,de Agreamenst Act of Service" means heUnited States
note . Customs Service of the United States
and Definitions Deparent ofthe Treasury.

(f)Department. Department" means
theUnited States Department of

north procedures and Commerce.
oproceedings under (g) Factual information. "Factual
Title VII of the Tariff information" means:
ended (19 U.S.C. 1303 (1) Initial and supplemental
(the "Act"), relating to questionnaire responses;
countervailing duties, (2) Data or statements of facts in
702 of the Trade support of allegations;if 1979 (19 U.S.C. 1202 (3) Other data or statements of facts;
eements Act"), and
,es on quota cheese. (4) Documentary evidence.
rates the regulatory (h) Indusby. "Industry" means the
rsuant to Title VI of the producers In the United States
Act of 1984 (Pub. L. No. collectively of the like product, except
D, 1984) and Title those producers in the United States
Chapter 3 of the Tax that the Secretary excludes under

8, Pub. L No. 9"514 section 771(4)(B) of the Act on the
Certain portions of grounds that they are also importers (or

this part do not apply are related to importers. producers, or
der section 303 of the exporters) of the merchandise. Under
the merchandise from section 771(4)(C) of the Act, an
iot a "country under "industry" may mean producers in the
is defined in section United States, as defined above in this
and also is not entitled paragraph, in a particular market in the
rnder section 303 of the United States if such producers sell all
andise. Specifically, or almost all of their production of the
aigs under section 303: like product in that market and if the
ation by the demand for the like product in that

!r section 703(a), 704, or market is not supplied to any substantial
Dt is required: degree by producers of the like product
ition may be located elsewhere in the United States.
Secretary under (i) Interestedpurty. "Interested party"
he Act and § 355.18(b); means:
f Critical (1) A producer, exporter, or United
,y be made by the States importer of the merchandise, or a

1 355.16; end trade or business association a majority
ion or factual of the members of which are importers
ding injury and of the merchandise;
red by this part only (2) The government of the country in
actual information which the merchandise Is produced (the
es is required. affected country):

(3) A producer in the United States of
L the like product or seller (other than a

2eans the Tariff Act of retailer) in the United States of the like
product produced in the United States;

"Agreement" means (4) A certified or recognized union or
in Interpretation and group of workers which is
tfides VL XVL and representative of the industry or of
ral Agreement on sellers (other than retailers) In the
," that Is, the Subsidies UnitedStatesof the like product
amendments accepted by produced the United Stat

(5) A trade or business associstion a
Commission" moans majority of theammbers of which and
InternationalTrade producerst the United Statesof the

Countrymeans msamaiet;jser1hVt46takt9Efial~dttheA
*idut et.tj4: Xrz -o ls ot

-
.a-

O) Investigation, An "Investigation"
begins on the date of publication of
notice of initiation of investigation and
ends on the date of publication of the
earliest of (1) notice of termination of
investigation. (2) notice of rescission of
investigation. (3) notice of a negative
determination that has the effect of
terminating the proceeding, or (4) an
order.

(k) The merchandise. "The
merchandise" means the class or kind of
merchandise Imported or sold, or likely
to be sold. for importation into the
United States, that is the subject of the
proceeding.

(I) Party to the proceeding. "Party to
the proceeding" means any interested
party, within the meaning of paragraph
(i) of this section, whicb actively
participates, through written
submissions of factual information or
written argument, in a particular
decision by the Secretary subject to
judicial review. Participation in a prior
reviewable decision will not confer on
any interested party "party to the
proceeding" status in a subsequent
decision by the Secretary subject to
judicial review.

(m) Person. "Person" includes any
"Interested party" as well as any other
individual, enterprise, or entity, as
appropriate.

(n) Proceeding. A "proceeding" begins
on the date of the filing of a petition,
publication of notice of initiation under
0 355.11, or publication of notice of
initiation under § 355.22(i) if the review
is of the merchandise subject to an
understanding or other kind of
agreement accepted I 355.17(b), and
ends on the date of publication of the
earliest of notice of (1) dismissal of
petition, (2) rescission of initiation, (3)
termination of investigation, (4) a
negative determination that has the
effect of terminating the proceeding, (5)
revocation of an order, or (6)
termination of a suspended
investigation.

(o) Producernproduction. "Producer"
means a manufacturer or producer.
"Production" means manufacture or
production.

(p) Salelikely sale. A "sale" includes
a contract o sell and a lease that is
equivalent to a sile. A likely sale"
meansa person irmvoable offer to

(q)Secretary, means the
TheSSecretaryhas delegatedtotheAssistantSecretary forimport
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Administration, Investigations, and
Compliance have other delegated
authority relating to countervailing
duties.
35 Record of proceedins.
(a) Offialrecor.The Secretary will

maintain in the Import Administration
Central Records Unit, at the location
stated in § 355.31(d), an official record of
each proceeding. The Secretary will
include in the record all factual
information, written argument or other
material developed by, presented to, or
obtained by the Secretary during the
course of the proceeding which pertains
to the proceeding. The record will
Include government memoranda
pertaining to the proceeding,
memoranda of ex parte meetings,
determinations, notices published in the
Federal Register, and transcripts of
bearings. The record will not include
any factual information, written
argument, or other material which is not
timely filed or which the Secretary
returns to the submitter under
§ § 355.31(b)(2), 355.32(d), 355.32(g), or
355.34(c). The record will contain
material that is public, proprietary,
privileged, and classified. For purposes
of section 516A(b)(Z) of the Act, the
record is the official record of each
judicially reviewable segment of the
proceeding.

(b) Public record. The Secretary will
maintain in the Central Records Unit a
public ra ord of each proceeding. The
record will consist of all material
described in paragraph (a) of this
section that the Secretary decides is
public information within the meaning
of 1 355.4(a). governmental memoranda
or portions of memoranda that the
Secretary decides may be disclosed to
the general public, plus public versions
of all determinations, notices, and
transcripts. The public record will be
available to the public for inspection
and copying in the Central Records Unit
(see 355M31(d)). The Secretary will
charge an appropriate fee for providing
copies of documents.

(c) Protection ofrecord. Unless
ordered by the Secretary or required by
law,norecorder Portion ofa record will
be removed the Departmemt.53564 Public,propertary privileged,and
normality
be public

otherwisemade-availabletotheproble
en ~~~~~~SOI ':I

(2) Factual Information that Is not 12356 of April 2,198243 PR 28949) or
designated proprietary by the person successor executive order, if applicable.

(3) ac Inforaton which, 355.5Library of forxin subsidy
although designated proprietay by the practice id courntrvaoling masures
person submitting it. is in a form which The Secretary will maintain in th`e
cannot be associated with or otherwise Central Records Unit a library of public
used to identify acfivities of a particular information relating to all foreign
person; subsidy practices and countervailing

(4) Publicly available laws, measures that are known to the
regulations, decrees, orders, and other Secretary, whether or not the subject of
official documents of a country, aincluding English translations; and a prceedin the Secreary will made(5) Written argument relating to the documents wi the library available toehoproceeding that is not designated public and will charges anappropriate
proprietary. fee for providing copies of document,

(b) Proprietary information. The For further information, contact the
Secretary normally will consider the Central Records Unit at the location
following factual information to be stated in § 355.31(d).
proprietary information, if so designated § 355.6 Trade and Tariff Act of 1984-by the submitter efctvda.(1) Business or trade secrets effective date.
concerning the nature of a product or In accordance with section 626 of the
production process;- Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 (Pub. L. No.

(2) Production costs (but not the 98-573) (for purposes of this subpart,
identity of the production components referred to as "the 1984 Act"), the
unless a particular component is a trade amendments to the Act made by Title VI
secret); of the 1984 Act are deemed effective as

(3) Distribution costs (but not follows:
channels of distribution); (a) Exccpt as provided in paragraphs

(4) Terms of sale (but not terms of sale (b), (c). and (d) of this section, all
offered to the public); amendments made by Title VI of the

(5) Prices of individual sales, likely 1984 Act which afect authoritie
sales, or other offers (but not (i) administered by the Secretary are
components of prices, such as efectheSecrera retransportation, if based on published effective on October 30,1984.
schedules, (ii) dates of sale, (iii) product (b) Ameniments made by sections
descriptions except as described in 602, 611, 612, and 620 of the 1984 Act
paragraph (b)(1), or (iv) order numbers); which affect authorities administered by

(6) The names of particular customers, the Secretary take effect immediately
distributors, or suppliers (but not with respect to all investigations and
destination of sale or designation of administrative reviews begun on or after
type of customer, distributor, or supplier, October 30, 1984.
unless the destination or designation (c) Amendments made by section 623
would reveal the name); of the 1984 Act, regarding judicial

(7) The exact amounts of the gross or review, apply with respect to civil
net subsidies received and used by a actions pending on, or filed on or after,
person (but not descriptions of the October 30, 1984.
operations of the subsidies, or the
amount if included in official public (d) Notwithstanding the provisions of
statements or published documents) paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section,

(8) The names of particular persons the Secretary may implement the
from whom proprietary information was amendments of the 1984 Act at a date
obtained; and later than October 30,1984, if the

(9) Any other specific business Secretary determines that
Information the release of which to the implementation in accordance with
public would cause substantial harm to paragraphs (a) or (b) of this section
the competitive positho idf the would prevent the Department from
submitter. complying with other requirements of(c)Privilegedinformation.
Secretarywillconsider Informationprivilegedif,basedonprinciplesoflaw I 357 De minimisnet subsidies

concerningprivileged information,the charged,, Secretarydecidesthattheinformationthis part, and
should not be releasedto the publc Sectaiyi lldisreir u*ymet subsidythattheSecrertary

determinesis lessthan
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Subpart 8-Countervallng DIt
Procedures
1355.11 Self-initiation.

(a) bn general. (1) If the Secretary
determines from available information
that an Investigation is warranted with
respect to the merchandise, the
Secretary will initiate an investigation
and publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Initiation of Countervailing
Duty Investigation." The Secretary will
publish the notice only after providing
the government of the affected country
an opportunity for consultation to the
extent required by Article 3(1) of the
Agreement or by a substantially
equivalent obligation.

(2) The notice will include:
(i) A description of the merchandise,

after consultation as appropriate with
the Commission;

(ii) The name of the country in which
the merchandise is produced and, if the
merchandise is imported from a country
other than that in which it is produced,
the name of the intermediate country;
and

(iii) A summary of the available
information that would, if accurate,
support the imposition of countervailing
duties.

(b) Infornnation provided to the
commission. If the merchandise is from
a country entitled to an injury test for
the merchandise, the Secretary will
notify the Comnmission at the time of
initiation of the investigation and v.ill
make available to it and io its
employees directly involved in the
proceeding all information upon which
the Secretary based the initiation and
which the Commiissin may consider
relevant to its injury determinations.
§ 355.12 Pettiofn requirements.

(a) In general. Any interested party,
as defined in paragraph (i)(3), (i)(4),
(i)(5), or (i)(6) of I 355.2 may file on
behalf of an industry a petition under
this section requesting the imposition of
countervailing duties equal to the
alleged subsidy, If that person has
reason to believe that:

(1) A subsidy in being -provided with
respect -to themerchandise, afid
12) Ifthemerchandle is from a

country entitled to anInjuyp ete fourth
merchandise, an Industry is mateilly
inwedL.lihatened with material

Factal inoni h poeutionsshallbenotified,asproviddedin
b'rtu' ifit,

(1) The name and address of the
petitioner awd any person the petitdoner
represents:

(2) The identity of the industry on
behalf of which the petitioner IN'filing,
including the names and addresses of
other persons in the industry (If
numerous, provide Information at least
for persons that, based on publicly
available information, individually
accounted for two percent or more of the
industry, in terms of sales or production
levels, during the most recent 12-month
period);

(3) A statement indicating whether the
petitioner has filed for import relief
under sections 337 or 732 of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1337 or 1873a), sections 201 or 301
of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2251
or 2411), or section 232 of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862)
with respect to the merchandise;

(4) A detailed description of the
merchandise that defines the requested
scope of the investigation, Including
technical characteristics and uses of the
merchandise, and its current U.S. tariff
classification number;

(5) The name of the country in which
the merchandise is produced and, if the
merchandise is imported from a country
other than that in which it is produced,
the name of the intermediate country.

(6) The names and addresses of each
person the petitioner believes benefits
from the subsidy and exports the
merchandise to the United Stajes and
the proportion of total exports to the
United States which each person
accounted for during the most recent 12-
month period (if numerous, provide
information at least for persons that,
based on publicly available information,
individually accounted for two percent
or more of the exports);

(7) The alleged subsidy and factual
information (particularly documentary
evidence) relevant to the alleged
subsidy, including the authority under
which it is provided the manner in
which it is paid, and the value of the
subsidy to producers or exporters of the
merchandise;

(8) If the petitioneralleges an
upstream subsidy under section 771A of
the Act. factual information regarding

(i) Domestlcwubsld i described in
section 771t5) ifte At'thatthe-
government offtb'bthedboitiny
provides to be uim i

-fin Mm competitive:Wt.

period that the petitioner believes to be
more arpreaantaf-ir or, If the
merchandise was not imported during
the two-year period, information as to
the likelihood of its sale for importation;

(10) The name and address of each
person the petitioner believes imports
or, if there were no importations, is
likely to import the merchandise;

(11) If the merchandise is from a
country entitled to an injury test for the
merchandise, factual information
regang material injury, threat of
material injury, or material retardation.
as described in 19 CFR § § 207.11 and
207.26;

(12) If the petitioner alleges "critical
circumstances" under £ 355.16, factual
information regarding:

(i) Material injury which is difficult to
repair;

(ii) Massive imports in a relatively
short period; and

(iii) An export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement; and

(13) Any other factual information on
which the petitioner relies.

(c) Simultaneous filing with the
Commission. If the merchandise is from
a country entitled to an injury test for
the merchandise, the petitioner must file
a copy of the petition with the
Commission and the Secretary on the
same day and so certify in submitting
the petition to the Secretary.

(d) Proprietary status ofinformation.
The Secretary will not consider any
factual information for which the
petitioner requests proprietary treatment
unless the petitioner meets the
requirements of 1 355.32.

(e) Amendment ofpetition. The
Secretary will allow timely amendment
of the petition. If the merchandise is
from a country entitled to an injury test
for the merchandise. the petitioner must
file an amendment with the Commission
and the Secretary on the same day and
so certify in submitting the amendment
to the Secretary. The timeliness of new
allegationsIs controlled under § 355.31.

(f) Where to file: time offiling: format
andnumber ofcopies. The requirements
of I 355.31(d), (e), and (f) apply to this
section.

(g) Notification of affectedcountry
representative Upon recept of a
petition, theSecretary willdelivera
public version of the positionas
described in355.31[e][2]to
representative inWashingtonDCofthe
(h) Position basedupon derogationof

an internationalundertakingonofficial
exporty inaddition to theother

basis of a*- s ou1ud
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export credits, the Secretar will
immediately notify the Secretary of the
fTeasury of the filing. The petitoner
shall file a copy of the petition with the
Secretary of the treasury and the
Secretary on the same day and so
certify in submitting the petition to the
Secretary.

(i) Assistance to smal businesses
additionalinformation.

(1) Te Secretary will provide
technical assistance to eligible small
businesses, as defined In section 339 of
the Act, to enable them to prepue and
file petitions. The Secretary may deny
assistance if the Secretary concludes
that the petition, if filed, could not
satisfy the requirements of § 355.13.

(2) For additional information
concerning petitions, contact the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Investigations,
Import Administration, International
Trade Administration, Room B099, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Pennsylvania
Avenue and 14th Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20230; (202) 377-5497.

(U) Limitation on communication
before initiation.

(1) Except as provided in paragraph
0)(2) of this section, before the Secretary
decides whether to initiate an
investigation, the Secretary will not
accept from an interested party, as
defined in paragraph (i)(1) or (i)(2) of
* 355.2, oral or written communication
regarding a petition except inquiries
concerning the status of the proceeding.

(2) The Secretary will provide the
government of the affected country an
opportunity for consultntion to the
extent required by Article 3(1) of the
Agreement or by a substantially
equivalent obligation.

(The information collection requirements
contained in paragraph (b) have been
approved by the Office of Management and
Budget wader control number 0025-0148.)
$355.13 Determination of sufficiencyof
position

(a) Determination ofaufficiency. Not
later than 20 days after a petition s filed
uidr I 355.12, the Semtarly will
determine whether the petition properly
alleges the basis on which a
countervailing duty may be Impoed
-under section 701[s]oflhe.Act aztains
Information amooably aiabl to the
petitine suppoatbnteOwallgations.
and is filed paninatedjim .se
-eflned In a' 1(,0 1 MGMl..

rS{iHi48.^ wCto rMte

notice will include the infmatitm
described in I 355.1(a)(a3. Ifthe
memhandlise is from a country entitled
to an injury test for the merchandise, the
Secretary will notify the Commission at
the time of initiation of the investigation
and will make available to it and to its
employees directly involved in the
proceeding all information upon which
the Secretary based the initiation and
which the Commission may consider
relevant to its injury determination.

(c) insuffiviency ofpetitioam If the
Secretary determines that a petition is
insufficient under paragraph (a) of this
section, the Secreiary will dismiss the
petition in whole or in part and, if
appropriate, terminate the proceeding.
The Secreta will notify the petitioner
in writing of the reasons for dismiasal,
notify the Commission of the dismissal.
if appropriate, and publish in the
Fedendl Register notice of "Dismissal of
Countervailing Duty Petition."
sumnarizing the reasons for dismissal.
§ 355.14 Request for exclusion from
countervaIlIng duty order.

(a) Any producer or exporter which
exported the merchandise to the United
States during the period described in
paragraph (b)(1) of this section and
which desires exclusion from a
countervailing duty order must submit to
the Secretary, not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of the
notice of initiation under £ 355.11 or
§ 355.13, an irrevocable written request
for exclusion.

(b) The person must submit with the
requestL

(1) The person's certification that the
person did not apply for or receive any
net subsidy on the merchandise, during
the period from the beginning of the last
fisal year for which the perswn has
records to the date of filing of the
petition. from any program listed in the
Secretary's notice of initiation (except
programs that the Secretary has
previously found, in a notice published
under I 55 or I 355.=2cM8). not to be
countervailable) and will not apply for
or receive any subsidy on the
mecandise In the futre(2)The cartificationof thegovernment
of the ectd oiy hat te
government didaot d that
personanynetsubsidy daringthe
period describedinparagraph (b)(1) of

thish.is ,seol InaoSwx. ofthemerchandise, the certification
paragraph(b)(1)ofthissectionofthe

merchandisesandtheparagrapg(B)(1))VM9VM* Mn Al(c) The'Secretary will Investigate
requests for exclusion to the extent
practicable in each Investigation.
* 355.15 Preflnktary determination.

(a) In general. (I) Not later then 85
days after the date of filing of a petition
or the date of publication of notice of
initiation under 1 355.11, the Secretary
will make a determination based on the
available information at the time
whether there Is a reasonable basis to
believe or suspect that a subsidy Is
being provided with respect to the
merchandise. If the merchandise is from
a country entitled to an injury test for
the merchandise, the Secretary will not
mako the determination unless the
Commission has made an affirmative
preliminary determination.

(2) The Secretary's determination will
include:

(i) The factual and legal conclusions
on which the determination is based;

(ii) The estimated net subsidy, if any,
stated on a country-wide basis, except
as provided in § 355.20(d); and

(iii) A preliminary finding on critical
circumstances, if appropriate, under
§ 355.1DGb)(2)(i).

(3) If affirmative, the Secretary's
determination will also:

(i) Order the suspension of liquidation
of all entries of the merchandise
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption on or after the date of
publication of the notice of the
Secretary's preliminary determination;
and

(ii) impose provisional measures by
instructing the Customs Service to
require for each entry of the
merchandise suspended under this
paragraph a cash deposit or bond equal
to the estimated net subsidy.

(4) The Secretary will publish in the
Fedwil Regider notice of "Affirmative
(Negative) Preliminary Countervailing
Duty Determination," including the
estimated net subsidy, if any, and an
invitation for argument consistent with
I 355.38

(5) The Secretary will notify all
parties to the reading. If the
merchandise is frcm a country entitled
to an injury tes for the merchandise the

(bl) in trXinangj
Secetay dcids ls hnvestigatiesah

serta mP=0 P
determination to not laterthao1

~]NeeeaPh. k
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(1) The respondent parties to the
proceeding are cooperting in the
Investigation;

(2) The hivestigation Is extraordinarily
complicated by reason of (I) the large
number or complex nature of the alleged
subsidies, (ii) novel issues raised. (iii)
the need to determine the extent to
which particular subsidies are used by
individual producers or exporters, or (iv)
the large number of producers and
exporters; and

(3) Additional time is needed to make
the preliminary determination.

(c) Postponement at die request of the
petitioner. If the petitioner, not later
than 25 days before the scheduled date
for the Secretary's preliminary
determination, requests a postponement
and states the reasons for the request.
the Secretary will postpone the
preliminary determination to not later
than 150 days after the date of filing of
the petition unless the Secretary finds
compelling reasons to deny the request.

(d) Postponement to investigate
upstream subsidies. (1) Any interested
party shall submit in writing any
allegation of upstream subsidies not
later than 10 days before the scheduled
date for the Secretary's preliminary
determination under this part.

(2) If the Secrctary decides to
investigate an upstream subsidy
allegation and concludes that additional
time is needed to investigate the
allegation, the Secretary may postpone
the preliminary determination to not
later than 250 days after the proceeding
begins (up to 310 days if also postponed
under paragraph (b) or (c) of this
section).

(e) Notice ofpostponement. (1) If the
Secretary decides to postpone the
preliminary determination under
paragraph (b) or (c) of this section, the
Secretary will notify all parties to the
proceeding not later than 20 days before
the scheduled date for the Secretary's
preliminary determination and will
publish in the Federal Register notice of
"Postponement of Preliminary
Countervailing Duty Determination."
stating the reasons for the
postponement

(2)1 If the Secretary decides to
postpone the preliminary determination
under parasraph .(d)(2) of this section.
the Secretary will notify all parties to
the proceeding not later ta theSchedykednatsforthe Secretaws
stating t!icQo RegisternoticeofPreliminaryCounteryallingDutyDeterminations

after the initiation of an investigation,
under 5355.13. the Secretary will review
the record of the first 50 days of the
Investigation. If the available
information Is sufficient for the
Secretary to make a preliminary
determination, the Secretary will
disclose to the petitioner, and any
interested party that has requested
disclosure, all available public and
proprietary information (subject to the
requirements of 1 355.34). If, not later
than three business days after
disclosure, each party to whom
disclosure was made ftunishes an
irrevocable written waiver of
verification and agrees to a preliminary
determination based on Information in
the record on the 50th day of the
investigation, the Secretary will make
an expedited preliminary determination.

(g) Commission access to information.
If the merchandise is from a country
entitled to an injury test for the
merchandise. the Secretary will make
available to the Commission and to
employees of the Commission directly
involved in the proceeding all
information upon which the Secretary
based the determination and which the
Commission may consider relevant to its
injury determination.

(h) Disclosure. Promptly after making
the preliminary determination, the
Secretary will provide to parties to the
proceeding which request disclosure a
further explanation of the calculation
methodology used in making the
determination.
* 355.16 CrItical circumstances findings.

(a) In general. If the merchandise is
from a country entitled to an injury test
for the merchandise and if a petitioner
submits to the Secretary a written
allegation of critical circumstances, with
reasonably available factual
information supporting the allegation.
not later than 21 days before the
scheduled date of the Secretary's final
determination, or on the Secretary's own
initiative in an investigation under
* 355.11, the Secretary will make a
finding whether

(1) Any alleged export subsidy that
benefits the merchandise is inconsistent
with the Agreement and

(2) There have been massive imports
of the merchandise over a relatively
short period.

(b)Preliminaryfilmsaryfin' F2)iJfIh
petiUoner-subn;1t1sacriticalcircumstancesnotlaterthan 50
day-before the
Secretary'sfinal ia determination atyipmiu'e.
available

that critical circumstances as described
In paragraph (a) of this section exist.

(2) The Secretary will issue the
preliminary finding:

(i) Not later than the Secretary's
preliminary determination under
§ 355.15, if the allegation is submitted
not later than 20 days before the
scheduled date for the preliminary
determination; or

(ii) Not later than 30 days after the
petitioner submits the allegation, if the
allegation is submitted later than 20
days before the scheduled date for the
Secretary's preliminary determination.
The Secretary will notify the

Commission and publish in the Federal
Register notice of the preliminary
finding.

(c) Suspension ofliquidation. If the
Secretary makes an affirmative
preliminary finding of critical
circumstances, either before or at the
time of an affirmative preliminary
determination under 5 355.15, any
suspension of liquidation ordered under
J 355.15 will apply to all entries of the
merchandise covered by the finding
entered, or withdrawn frorn warehouse,
for consumption on or after 90 days
before the date of the order of
suspension of liquidation. If the
Secretary makes an affirmative
preliminary finding of critical
circumstances after an affirmative
preliminary determination under
J 355.15, the Secretary will amend the
order suspending liquidation to apply to
all entries of the merchandise covered
by the finding entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or
after 90 days before the date suspension
of liquidation was first ordered.

(d) Finalfinding. For any allegation
submitted not later than 21 days before
the scheduled date for the Secretary's
final determination under 1 355.20, the
Secretary will make a final finding on
critical circumstances. If the final
finding is affimative and if the
Secretary did not make an affirmative
preliminary finding of critical
circumstances. the Secretary will order
the suspension of liquidation of all
entries of the merchandise entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse. for
consumption on or after 90 days before
the date the Secretary.ordered-
suspension of liquldation either as partdetermination.Ifthefinal finding is
negative and if theSecretarymade an
affirmativepreliminary finding of
critcal Alamstaubwm kWecetr will
end theretroactivesuspendion ofofthissectionand will instruct the
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Customs service to release the cash
deposit or bond.

(e) Mdirp in .elf-Witted
investigations. In investigations initiated
under 0 355.114 the Secretary will make
a preliminary and final Aid on
critical circumstances without regard to
the time limits In paragrap (b) and
of this section.

(f) Massive imports. (1)In determining
for the purpose of paragraph (a) the
section whether imports of the
merchandise have been massive, the
Secretary normally will examine:

(i) The volume and value of the
imports;

(ii) Seasonal trends; and
(iii) The share of domestic

consumption accounted for by the
imports.

(2) In general, unless the imports
during the period identified in paragraph
(g) of this section have increased by at
least 15 percent over the imports during
an immediately preceding period of
comparable duration. the Secretary will
not consider the Imports massive.

(g) Relatively short period. For the
purpose of paragraph (a) of this section,
the Secretary normally will consider the
period beginning on the date the
proceeding begins and ending
approximately three months later.
However, if the Secretary finds that
importers or exporters had reason to
believe, at some time prior to the
beginning of the proceeding that a

proceeding was likely, then the
Secretary may consider a period of not
less than three months from that earlier
time.I 35S.17 Termination ofinvestigation

(a) Withdrowal ofpetition. (1) Except
as provided in paragraph (b) of this
section. the Secretary may terminate an

investigation upon withdrawal of the
petition by the petitioner, or on the
Secretary's own initiative in an
investigation initiated under § 355.11,
after notifying all parties to the
proceeding and if the merchandise is
from a country entitled to an Injury test

on the merchandise, after consultationmay notterminate an investigation
unless the Secretary concludesthe
terminationisinthe publicinterest.

Invetigation,theSecretary will publishintheFederalRegisternotice of
"TerminationofCountervailing Duty

4"*'0W my
-Goi v h'.

agreement. (1) The Scretary may not
terminate under p (a) of this
section an Iny c ting an
understanding or other Of

agreement with the government of the
affected country to restrict the volume of
the merchandise unless the secretary,
taking into account the factors listed in
section 704(a)(2)(B) of the Act, is
satisfied that termination is In the public
interest.

(2) In deciding for the purpose of
paragraph (b)(1) of this section whether
termination is in the public interest, the
Secretary, to the extent practicable, will
consult with representatives of
potentially affected United States
consuming industries and potentially
affected persons in the industry.
including persons not parties to the
proceeding.

(3) At the direction of the President of
the United States or a designee, the
Secretary will modify any understanding
or other kind of quantitative restriction
agreement accepted under paragraph
(b)(1) of this section as a result of
consultations entered into under section
761(a) of the Act.

(c) Negative determination. An
investigation terminates, without further
comment or action, upon publication in
the Federal Register of the Secretary's
negative final determination or the
Commission's negative preliminary or
final determination.

(d) End ofsuspension ofliquidation. If
the Secretary previously ordered
suspension of liquidation, the Secretary
will order the suspension ended on the
date of publication of the notice of
termination under paragraph (a) of this
section or on the date of publication of a
negative determination referred to in

paragraph (c) of this section, and will
instruct the Customs Service to release
any cash deposit or bond.
§355.16 Suspensio of investigation.

(a) Agreement to eliminate or offset
completely a subsidy or to cease
exports. the Secretary is satisfied that
suspension Is in the public interest the
Secretary may suspend an vestigation
at any time before the Secretary's final
determination by aocepting an

agreement with the governent of the
affected country or exported that
account for substantially of the
merchandise:completely netsubsidy with

Z~ osaseexpo wsisfma s-(2)Tocaseexport
afterthedateofnotice of suspensible of investigation

effscV(1) As fide-'

andpaaihbXz) or a(3). the
Seretary may suspend an investigation
at any time before the Secretary's final
determination if the merchandise is from
a country entitled to an Injury test for
the merchandise and if the Secretary:

(i) Is atsfied that the proposed
suspension Is in the public interest.

(il) Finds that extraordinary
circumstances are present and

(III) Finds that the agreement will
eliminate completely the njious effect
of the merchandise.

(2) The Secretary may suspend an
investigation under paragraph (b)(1) of
this section by accepting an agreement
with the government of the affected
country or exporters that account for
substantially all of the merchandise, if
the Secretary finds that:

(i) The agreement will prevent the
suppression or undercutting by the
merchandise of prices of like products
produced in the United States; and

(0i) The agreement will eliminate or
offset completely at least 85 percent of
the net subsidy.

(3) The Secretary may suspend an
investigation under paragraph (b)(1) of
this section by accepting an agreement
with the government of the affected
country to restrict the volume of the
merchandise. In considering for the
purpose of this paragraph whether
suspension is in the public interest, the
Secretary will take into account, in
addition to other factors the Secretary
considers appropriate, the factors listed
in section 704(a)(2)(B) of the Act. To the
extent practicable, the Secretary will
consult with representatives of
potentially affected United States
consuming industries and potentially
affected persons in the industry,
including persons not party to the
proceeding.

(c) Definition of '"ubstantially all."
For purposes of paragraphs (a) and
(b)(2) of this section. exporters which
account for "substantially all" of the
merchandise means exporters that have
accounted for not less than 65 percent
by value or volume of the merchandise
during the period for which the
Department Is measuring benefits in the
Investigation or scw other period that
the Secetay oonsiders representative.(d) Definition"extraordinary"
paragraph(b)ofthe action,

extraordinarycircumstances"means

ofthelnvestigationwillbemore
beneficaltotheindustrythan
continuationoftheinvestigation and (2)
therearealarge
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complicated. the raised are novel, factual or legal conclusions the, .
or the number of exportere is large. Secretary reached in or after the

(e)Monitoring.The Sectary will not affirmative preliminary determination.
accept an agreement unless effective (2) If the Secretary suspends an
monitoring of the agreement by the investigation based on an agreement
Secretary is practicable. In monitoring under paragraph (a) of this section, the
an agreement under paragraph (b) of Secretary will not order the suspension
this section, the Secretary will not be of liquidation of entries of the
obliged to ascertain on a continuing merchandise. If the Secretary previously
basis the prices in the United States of ordered suspension of liquidation, the
the merchandise or of like products 'Secretary will order suspension of
produced in the United States, liquidation ended ot the effective date

(1) Exports not increase during of notice of suspension of investigation
interimperiod. The Secretary will not and will instruct the Customs Service to
accept an agreement under paragraph release any cash deposit or bond.
(a) of this section unless the agreement (3) If the Secretary suspends an

ensures that the quantity of the investigation based on an agreement

merchandise exported during the interim under paragraph (b) of this section, the
period set forth in the agreement does Secretary will order the suspension of
not exceed the quantity of the liquidation to continue or to begin, as

merchandise exported during a period of appropriate. The suspension of
comparable duration that the Secretary liquidation will not end until the

considers representative. Commission completes any requested

(g) Pocedure for suspension of review, under section 704(h) of the Act,

investigation. (1) The government of the of the agreement. If the Commission

affected country or the exporters, as receives no request for review within 20

appropriate, shall: days after the date of publication of the
(I) Submit to the Secretary a proposed notice of suspension of investigation, the

agreement not later than 45 days before Secretary will order the suspension of
the scheduled date for the Secretary's liquidation ended on the 21st day after
final determination under J 355.20; and the date of publication and will instruct

(ii)Serve a copy of an agreement Service to releaseanycash
preliminarilyaccepted by the Secretarydeposit bond.
on other parties to the proceeding not deosuI theCorbndsionundthesalater than the day following the (4)n ifathnComgremin undertskestaSecretary's preliminary acceptance. review ofthe Agreemen dutenrine tion

(2) The Secretary will: the agreement a thtatddeatermI the
(i) Not later thanSo days before the agreementwill not eliminatethe

date the Secretary suspends the
investigation notify all parties to the resume theinvestigation on the date of

proceeding of the proposed suspension publication of the Commission'ms
and provide to the petitioner a copy of determination as if the Secretary's
the agreement preliminarily accepted by affirmative preliminary determination
the Secretary (the agreement shall bad been made on that date. If the

contain the procedures for monitoring Commission determines that the

compliance and a statement of the agreement will eliminate the Injurious

compatibility of the agreement with the effect. the Secretary will continue the

requirement. of this section): and suspension of investigation. order the

(II) Consult with the petitioner suspension of liquidation ended on the

concerning the proposed suspension. date of publication of the Commission's

(3) The Secrepty will provide all determination, and instruct the Customs

interested parties and United States Service to release any cash deposit or

Government agencies an opportunity to bond.

submit not later than days, before the (I) Continuation ofinvestigation.
scheduled date for the Secretary'sfinal (1) An Interested party, as defined in

determination, written agrument and paragraph(1)(2)1)(3),(4) (5) or

(i)(6) of I 355.2 not later O4 s

th te

notice suspension of investigaSecretaryacceptsan agreement matrequestinwriting that the
SecretaryA:=~~~~~~M

- aX1~se
So A l i~~tryasm. smeiiIuflhe .vIsaje-

Commission will continue the
Investigation.

(1)If the Secretary and the
Commission make affirmative final
determinations, the suspension
agreement will remain in effect in
accordance with the factual and legal
conclusions in the Secretary's final
determination. This paragraph does not
affect the provisions of paragraph (h) of
this section regarding suspension of
liquidation.

(ii) If the Secretary or the Commission
makes a negative final determination,
the agreement shall have no force or
effect.

(J) Merchandise imported in excess of
alowedquantity. (1) The Secretary may
instruct the Customs Service not to
accept entries, or withdrawals from
warehouse, for consumption of the
merchandise in excess of any quantity
allowed by paragraph (f) or by an
agreement under paragraph (a) or (b) of
this section.

(2) Imports in excess of the quantity
allowed by an agreement may be
exported or destroyed under Customs
Service supervision, except that if the
agreement is under paragraph (b)(3) of
this section. the excess merchandise
may be held for future opening under the
agreement by placing it in a foreign
trade zone or by entering it for
warehouse.
M Modification of quantitative

restriction agreements. At the direction
of the President or a designee, the
Secretary will modify an agreement
accepted under paragraph (b)(2) of this
section as a result of consultation under
section 761(a) of the Act
355.19 Volation of agreemet
(a) Immediate determination. If the

Secretary determines that the signatory
foreign government or exporters have
violated a suspension agreement, the
Secretary, without Jight of comment,
will:

(1) Order the suspension of liquidation
of all entries.of the merchandise
entered, or wilthdawn from warehouse,
for.ponumptionna or after the later of
(i)A.days before date ofpublication
ofthe notice of cancallationof

agreement of (i) the date offirstentry.
or withdrawalform warehouse for

(2) Iftheinvestigation wasnot
completedunder355.18(i) resumethe

theSecretary

i* noet4 4m~

32351
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Customs Service to require for each
entry of the merchandise suspended
under paraph (a)(1) of this section a
cash deposit or bond equal to the
estimated net subsidy determined in the
affirmative preliminary dtermlnation=

(3) If the investigation was completed
under I 5.18(i), issue a cou'ntervailing
duty order for all entries au',,,, to
suspension of liquidation unXer
paragraph (a)(1) of this sectkn and
instruct the Customs Service to require
for each entry of the merchandise
suspended under this paragraph a cash
deposit equal to the estimated net
subsidy determined in the affirmative
final determination;

(4) Notify all persons who are or were
parties to the proceeding, the
Commission if appropriate, and if the
Secretary determiner that the violation
was Intentional, the Commissioner of
Customs; and

(5) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Countervailing Duty Order
(Resumption of Countervailing Duty
Investigation); Cancellation of
Suspension Agreement."

(b) Determinotion after notice and
comment. (1) Notwithstanding
paragraph (a) of this section. if the
Secretary has reason to believe that the
signatory government or exporters have
violated an agreement or that an
agreement no longer meets the
requirements of section 704(d)(1) of the
Act, the Secretary will publish in the
Federal Register notice of 'Invitation for
Comment on Countervailing Duty
Suspension Agreement."

(2) After publication of the notice
inviting comment and after
consideration of comments received the
Secretary will:

(i] If the Secretary determines that the
signatory government or exporters have
violated the agreement. take appropriate
action as described En paagraphs (ea)1)
through (aXl5 of this section or

(ii) if the Secretary determines that
the agreement no longer meets the
reqlutwments of section 704(d)(1) of the

Act:.
(A) Takeaappropriate action as

described In paragapha (axi)l h
(a)(s)ofthissectionexcept that far
paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this section,thetstushallbe thedateoffirstentry,or
the Act

on-

Secretary opt visd
ageeMent. meets the applicable
asquirements of section 704(dl)a of the
Act, and publish in the Fera Regiter

notice of "Reviion of Agreent

Suspending Counte ing Duty

Investigation;" or
(C) Continue the suspension of

investigation by accepting a revised
suspension agreement under I 855.18(b)
(whether or not the Secretary accepted
theoriginal agreement under that
paragraphthat, at the time the
Secretary accepts the revised
agreement, meets the applicable
requirements of section 704(d)(1) of the
Act, and publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Revision of Agreement
Suspending Countervailing Duty
Investigation." If the Secretary
continues to suspend an investigation
based on a revised agreement accepted
under I 355.18(b). the Secretary will
order suspension of liquidation to begin.
The suspension will not end until the
Commission completes any requested
review of the agreement under section
704(h) of the Act. If the Commission
receives no request for review within 20
days after the date of publication of the
notice of the revision, the Secretary will
order the suspension of liquidation
ended on the 21st day after the date of
publication and will instruct the
Customs Service to release any cash
deposit or bond. If the Commission
undertakes a review under section
704(h) of the Act, the provisions of
i 355.18(h)(4) will apply.

(iii) If the Secretary decides neither to
consider the order violated nor to revise
the agreement, the Secretary will
publish in the Federal Regter notice of
the Secretary's decision under
paragraph [b)(2) of this section,
including a statement of the factual and
legal conclusions on which the decision
is based.

(c) Additional sgnatones. If the
Secretary decides that the agreement no
longer meets the requirements of
I 355.18(b)X1)XiiI) or that the signatory
exporters no longer account for
substantially all of the merchandise, the
Secretary may rise the agreement to
include additional signatoryat ortr

(d) Definition vialatiob.Forthe
purposeof this se

meansnoucompliancewith the termsofa suspenmentcausedbyan
actor:Actor _ G il

AIMMM040;;04

preliminarydetermination the Secretary
will make a final determination whether
a net subsidy b being provided with
respect to the merchandise.

(2) The Secretary's determination will
Include:

(i) The factual and legal conclusions
on which the determination is based;

(II) The estimated net subsidy, if any,
stated on a country-wide basis, except
as provided in paragraph (d) or (e) of
this section; and

(ill) If appropriate, a final finding on
critical circumstances under I 355.16.

(3) If affirnative, the Secretary's
determination will also;

{i) Unless previously ordered by the
Secretary, order the suspension of
liquidation of all entries of the
merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or
after the date of publication of the
notice of the Secretary's final
determination; and

(ii) If the merchandise is from a
country not entitled to an injury test for
the merchandise, instruct the Customs
Service to require a cash deposit, as
provided in I 355.21(b), for each
suspended entry of the merchandise
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse.
for consumption on or after the date of
publication of the countervailing duty
order under 3 355.21; or

(iii) If the merchandise is from a
coumitry entitled to an injury test for the
merchandise, instruct the Customs
Service to require, for each suspended
entry of the merchandise entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after the date of
publication of the Secretary's final
determination, a cash deposit or bond
equal to the estimated net subsidy
determined under paragraph (a) of this
section.

(4) The Secretary will publish in the
Federal Regter notice of "Affirmative
(Negative) Final Countervailing Duty
Determination." including the estimated
net subsidy, if any.

(5) The Secretary will notify all
parties to thep if the
merchandise Is fom a country entitled
to an Injury Wet for Xh erhul the
Secretary will also wo the.

laterthan15daysbefore the,rth..final
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time is needed tolnvestigate the paragraph (c)(1) ofthissections the, the Commissiomay consider elevat
allegation, the Secretary Secreta wil notify all parties to toIts Injurydetermination.

(i) If the Secrelazsy'spreliminary proceedingnot later than the scheduled to Its

of wdetrminvtiom
determination was negative, -poatpon date for theGenetary's finaldetermination was. An investigation
the final determination under this determination and will publish in the tenninates, without further comment or
section to not later than 165 days water Federal Register notice of action upon publication in the Federl
the preliminary determination; "Postponement of Final Countervailing Reiter of the Secretary' or the

(ii) If the Secretary'. preliminary Duty Determination" stating the reason Commission's negative final
determination Was eafflnnativ fothe postponement. determination if the Secretary

(A) Postpole the final decision (d) Calulation ofinditidualrtes. (1) previously ordered suspension of
concerning upstream subsidization until For a producer or exporter that Is liquidation, the Secretary will order the
the conclusion of the first administrative government-owned, the Secretar Will. suspension ended on the date of
review of a countervailing duty order, If and to the extent practicable for other publicatin of the notice of negative
any; or producers or exporters the Secretary final determination and will instruct the

(B) At the written request of the may, investigate whether a asig t Customs Service to release any cash
petitioner: differential existed. during the period for deposit or bond.

(I) Make the decision concerning which the Department Is measuring (h) Disclosure. Promptly after making
upstream subsidization in the final benefits in the investigation. between the final determination, the Secretary
determination under this section; the net subsidy received by an will provide to parties to the proceeding

(ii) Postpone the final determination to Individual producer or exporter of the wh request disclosure a further
not later than 165 days after the merchandise and the weighted-average explanation of the calculation
preliminary determination; and net subsidy calculated n a country- methodology used in making the

(iii) End the suspension of liquidation wide basis. determination.
ordered In the preliminary (2) If the Secretary decides that an
determination not later than 120 days individual (including government- I 35521 Countemaling duty order.
after the date of publication of the owned) producer or exporter received a Not later than seven days after receipt
preliminary determination, and not significantly different net subsidy during of notice of the Commission's
resume it unless and until the Secretary the period, the Secretary will state in the affimative final determination under
publishes a countervailing duty order. final determination en individual section 705 of the Act, or simultaneously

(3) If the Secretary decides to estimated net subsidy for that person. with publication of the Secretary's
postpone tho final determination under (3) A significant differential is: affirmative final determination if the
paragraph (b)(2)(i) or (b)(2)(ii)(8) of this (i) A difference of the greater of at merchandise Is from a country not
section. the Secretary will notify all least five percentage points, or z entitled to an injury test for the
parties to the proceeding not later than percent, from the weighted-average net merchandise, the Secretary will publish
the scheduled date for the Secretary's subsidy calculated on a country-wide in the Federal Register a "Countervailing
final determination and will publish in basis; orDuy Oder"that
the Federal Register notice of (ii) The difference between a net Duty Order that.
"Postponement of Final Countervailing subsidy of zero (or de minimis) and any (a) Instructs the Customs Service to
Duty Determination" stating the reason rate greater than de minimis. assess countervailngduties on the
for the postponement. (e) Effect ofdecision not to exclude merchandise, insacordnce with the

(c) Postponement for simultaneous from order. If the Secretary finds that a Setion'oinstructions at the
investigations. (1) If the Secretary person requesting exclusion under completion of each admini 2straive
simultaneously Initiated antidumping 5 355.14 received, during the period for review requested under

ao
355.2(a) or, if

and countervailing duty investigations which the Department measured not requested n accordance with te
on the merchandise (from the same or benefits in the investigation. any net Secretary'. Instruction under
other countries). the Secretary will: subsidy from any program that the § 355.22g;

(i) At the petitioner's request. Secretary determines countervailable in (b) For each entry of the merchandise
postpone the final determination under the affirmative final determination the entered. or withdrawn from warehouse,
this part to the date of the final Secretary will state in theaffirmative for consumption on or after the date of
determination under Part 353. unless the final determination an individual rate publication of the order, Instructs the
Secretary's final determination under for that person, and that rate will be the Customs Service to require a cash
thls art is due on a later date ap the basis for the cash deposit or bond, as deposit of estimated countervailing
result of postponement under paragraph appropriate ofestmated countervailing duties equal to the net subsidy std in
(b) of this section or 3 15; and duties for that person. The Individual the Secretary's final determination;

(II) If the Secretary postpones the final rate. calculated in aordanoe with (c) Excludes from the application of
determination.a nd any uspendoin of paragraph (d) of this section. will be th. orderaw producer or exporter that
liquidation Wered o*s plimiyt the Secrotary finds did not receive
determination notlater than182days calaculatedona country-wide basis or directly or indirectly, during the period
afterthe date ofPublication of the,individual rate a & t t for which the Department measuredpreliminarydetermination,andnot Person benefitsin theinvestigationanynet

resume it unlessanduntil the Secretary . @0 bi-Y
publishesaaalmuibhlrt4,stJ .nltdta *4ssL*tr.i ~

t * ~
wA61 dlsa. Vhs -Amp Ookil-tl;s04h>Wik;Ntittr-{cidehMoeu4qQdiklo*04ptlate 6malb of ' WM 'ra ;I

3isV9'be1koWhodra datbSwte availae to the i"Sd1A-` td) Wm the m_e
~~~dtejn;iatloband ^-: emzloys sEtib Xa2 mllqudtiotsdiztai snlat- '; s .~ invo~wdhe
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Commission's final determination,and
instructs the Customs Service to release
the cash deposit or bond on those
entries, if in Its final determination, the
Commission found a threat of material
injury or material retardation of the
establishment of an industry, unless the
Commission in its final determination
also found that, absent the suspension
of liquidation ordered under 355.15(a),
It would have found material injury.
1 355.22 Administrative rvWw of orders
nd suspension agreements.
(a) Request for administrative review;

withdrawal ofrequest for review.
(1) Each year during the anniversary
month of the publication of an order or
suspension of investigation (the
calendar month in which the
anniversary of the date of publication of
the order or suspension occurs), an
Interested party may request in writing
that the Secretary conduct an
administrative review of all producers
or exporters covered by an order or an
agreement on which suspension of
investigation was based.

(2) During the same month, a producer
or exporter covered by an order may
request in writing that the Secretary
conduct an administrative review of
only that person if the person submits
with the request:

(i) The person's certification that the
person did not apply for or receive any
net subsidy or. the merchandise, during
the appropriate period described in
paragraph (b) of this section. from any
program that the Secretary previously
found countervailable in the proceeding,
and that the person will not do so in the
future;

(ii) The certification of the government
of the affected country that the
government did not provide to that
person any net subsidy, during the
period described in paragraph (b) of this
section, from any program that the
Secretary previously found
countervailable in the proceeding; and

(ili) If the person is not the producer of
the merchandise, the certifications
under paragraph (a)(2)(i) of this section
of the suppliers And producersof the
merchandise and the certification under
paragraph (.)(23(191 of thi section of the
governuent egdrding thosoesuppliersandproducers.
[3)The Secretary olt a party

request not later than 90 daysafter the
date of publication of niotioof initiation
oftherequestedreview. Secretary

.

the Federa egster notice of
'Termination of Countervailing Duty
Administrative Review" or,
appropriate, "Partial Termination of
Countervailing Duty Administrative
Review."

(b) Period under review. (1) Except as
provided in paragraph (b)(2), an
administrative review under paragraph
(a) of this section normally will cover
entries or exports of the merchandise
during the most recently completed
reporting year of the government of the
affected country.

(2) For requests received during the
first anniversary month after publication
of an order or suspension of
investigation, the review under
paragraph (a) of this section will cover
entries or exports, as appropriate, during
the period from the date of suspension
of liquidation under this parl or
suspension of investigation to the end of
the most recently completed reporting
year of the government of the affected
country.

(c) Procedures. After receipt of a
timely request under paragraph (a) of
this section, or on the Secretary's own
initiative when appropriate, the
Secretary will:

(1) Not later than 15 days after the
anniversary month, publish in the
Federal Register notice of "Initiation of
Countervailing Duty Administrative
Review;"

(2) Normally not later than 30 days
after the date of publication of the
notice of initiation, send to appropriate
interested parties or a sample of
interested parties questionnaires
requesting factual information for the
review;

(3) Conduct if appropriate, a

verification under 1 355.30;
(4) Issue preliminary results of review,

based on the available information, that
include:

(i) The factual and legal conclusions
on which the preliminary results are
based;

(ii) The net subsidy, if any. during the
period of review stated on a country-
wide basis. except as provided in
paragraph d) or s of ths section;

(ili)A dcription oofficial changes
in the subsdy programs made by the

t-of the affected country Ot
affect thecash depositof estimated
countervating duties; and
AMFor an agreement the Sertary'.

the status of,and compliances withthe

(5) Publish in the FederalRegister

Countervailing DutyAdministrative

depositpurposeunaninvitation for
argument content with 5.3 and
notify ill parties to the proceeding

(B) Promptly after Issuing the
preliminary results, provide to parties to
the proceeding which request disclosure
a further explanation of the calculation
methodology used in reaching the
preliminary results;

(7) Not later than 385 days after the
anniversary month. issue final results of
review that include:

(i) The factual and legal conclusions
on which the final results are based;

(i) The net subsidy, if any, during the
period of review stated on a country-
wide basis, except as provided in
paragraph (d) or (f) of this section;

(iii) A description of official changes
in the subsidy programs. made by the
government of the affected country not
later than the date of publication of the
notice of preliminary results, that affect
the cash deposit of estimated
countervailing duties; and

(iv) For an agreement, the Secretary's
conclusions with respect to the status of,
and compliance with, the agreement;

(8) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Final Results of
Countervailing Duty Administrative
Review," including the net subsidy, if
any, and the estimated net subsidy for
cash deposit purposes, and notify all
parties to the proceeding;

(9) Promptly after issuing the final
results, provide to parties to the
proceeding which request disclosure a
further explanation of the calculation
methodology used in reaching the final
results; and

(10) Promptly after publication of the
notice of final results, instruct the
Customs Service to assess
countervailing duties on the
merchandise described in paragraph (b)
of this section and to collect a cash
deposit of estimated countervailing
duties on future entries. Both the
assessment and the cash deposit will be
at the rates found in the final results of
review, calculated nu a country-wide
basis, except as provided in paragraph
(d) or (M of this section.

(d) Calculation of individual rates.
(1)Ifa producer porter is
government-owned, the Seetary will,
andto the exent practicable-for other
produce orexported the Secretary

may,reviewwhetherwhetherasignificant differentialexisted,daringthe period
received by an Individual producerweighted-averagenot by subsidy calculate
ona country-wide basis.

individualincludinggovernmentss
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owned) producer or exporter received a
significantlydifferent not subsidyduring

the periods the Secretry wll tate In the
final results an individual Tate for that
person, and that rate will be the basis
for the assessment of countervailing
duties and, except as provided In
paragraph (c)(7Miii) of this section, the
cash deposit of estimated countervailing
duties for that person.

(3) A significant differential is:
(I) A difference of the greater of at

east five percentage points, or 25
percent, from the weighted-average net
subsidy calculated on a country-wide
basis; or

('i) The difference between a net
subsidy of zero (or do minimis) and any
rate greater than de minimie

(e) Possible cancellation or revision
ofsuspension agreement. If during an
administrative review the Secretary
determines or has reason to believe that
the signatory foreign government or
exporters have violated a suspension
agreement or that the agreement no
longer meets the requirements of
§ 355.18, the Secretary will take
appropriate action under § 355.19. The
Secretary may suspend the time limit in
paragraph (c'(7) of this section while
taking action under § 355.19(b).

(O) Review ofindividualyproducer or
exporer. For an administrative review
requested under paragraph (a)(2) of this
section:

(1) The Secretary will verify whether
there is a net subsidy on the
merchandise covered by the request
from any program that the Secretary:

(;) Previously found countervailable in
the proceeding; or

(ii) Determines in the review to be
countervailable.

(Z,) If the Secretary verifies that the
certifications are complete and accurate
with regard to paragraph (l)(1)(i) of this
section and verifies that there Is no net
subsidy described in paragraph (f)(1)(i)
of this section on the merchandise, the
Secretary will issue and publish in the
Federal Reter final results for that
person and take actions under
paragraph (c}(9) of this Ascon that
include, a zerorate of assessent and
the appropriate cash deposit.

(3) OftheSecretaryverifiesthatthecertificationsarecompleteandaccuratewithga40LfglW'atd
unable to varify the

9J.jsI3* sn4 t5 f

(11) Initiate an adnistretive review
under panigraphs (b) and (cu of this
section of all producers and exporters
covered by the order, unless the
Secretary is concrently reviewing the
same period as a result of a request
under paragraph (a)(1) of this section.

1(4) Ithe Secretary is unable to verify
that the certifications are complete and
accurate with regard to paragraph
(f)(3))i) of this section but verifies there
In no net subsidy described in paragraph
(f)(1)(Hi) of this section on the
merchandise, the Secretary will Issue
and publish final results for that person
and take actions under paragraph (c)(9)
of this section that include a rate based
on the previously or concurrently
determined country-wide weighted-
average rate.

(5) If the Secretary is unable to verify
that the certifications are complete and
accurate with regard to paragraph
(01)oi)f this section and is unable to
verify that there is no net subsidy
described in paragraph (0(1)(B) of this
section on the merchandise, the
Secretary will:

(!) Issue and publish final results for
that person and take actions under
paragraph (c)(9) of this section that
include a rate based on the previously
determined country-wide weighted-
average rate plus the additional rdte
under paragraph (f)(1)(ii) of this section,
or, if appropriate, the concurrently
determined country-wide weighled-
average rate; and

(ii) Initiate an administrative review
under paragraphs (b) and (c) of this
section of all producers and exporters
covered by the order, unless the
Secretary is concurrently reviewing the
same period as a result of a request
under paragraph (a)(1) of this section.

(6) In addition to the actions
described in paragraphs (f)(4) and (f)(5)
of this section, If the Secretary is unable
to verify that the certifications are
complete and accurate with regard to
paragraph (0(11(1) of this section, the
Secretary will refuse to accept any other
requests for review under paragraph
(a)(2) of this section for the duration of
the order. .

(g) Automadtiuanent of duty.
(1) For order, ff t aydmos not
receive a timely xqwt er
paragraph (a)(1){a)(2)of thisaction,

ln paragraph(b)
of this section rates c,

consumption and to continue to collect
the cash deposit previously ordered.

(2) If the Secretry receives a timely
request under paragaph (a)(2) of this
section and no request under paragraph
(a)(1) of this section, the Secretary in
accordance with paragraph (g)(1) of this
section will instruct the Customs Service
to assess countervailing duties, and to
continue to collect the, cash deposits, on
the merchandise not covered by the
request.

(h) Changed circumstances review.
(1) If the Shwretary concludes from
available information, including
information in a request under this
paragraph for an administrative review,
that changed circumstances sufficient to
warrant a review exist, the Secretary
will:

(i) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Initiation of Changed
Circumstances Countervailing Duty
Administrative Review;"

(ii) If necessary, send to appropriate
interested parties or a sample of
interested parties questionnaires
requesting factual information for the
review;

(iii) Conduct, if appropriate, a
verification under § 355.36;

(iv) Issue preliminary results of review
based on the available information that
include the factual and legal conclusions
on which the preliminary results are
based and any action the Secretary
proposes based on the preliminary
results;

(v) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Preliminary Results of
Changed Circumstances Countervailing
Duty Admiristrative Review." including
an invitation for argument consistent
with § 355.38;

(vi) Notify all parties to the
proceeding of the preliminary results;

(vii) Promptly after issuing the
preliminary results, provide to parties to
the proceeding which request disclosure
a further explanation of the preliminary
results;

(viii) Not later than 270 days after the
date of the Secretary'm initiation of the
review. Issue final result of review that
include the factual and legal conclusions
on whichhe-final reutid aro based and
any action. Including action under
paragraph (c)(0) cf ths section and
I I55M5d). that the Secretary willtakebasedonthefinal final results:
Othc a dsral bgitsttnoticeofFinalResults ofChanged

Circumstances CountervailingDuty
AdministrativeReview and
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proceeding whirl request disclosure a
further explanation of the final results.

(2) Changed circumstances reviews
may be requested at any time, Including
periods other than anniversary months.

(3) The Secretary will not initiate an
administrative review under paragraph
(h) of this section before the end of the
second annual anniversary month (the
calendar month In which the
anniversary of the date of publication of
the order or suspension occurs) after the
date of publication of the Secretary's
affirmative preliminary determination or
suspension of investigation, unless the
Secretary finds that good cause exists.

(4) If the Secretary concludes that
expedited action is warranted, the
Secretary may, combine the notices
identified in paragraphs (h)(1)(i) and
(h)(1)(v) of this section in a notice of
"Initiation and Preliminary Results of
Changed Circumstances Countervailing
Duty Administrative Review.'" In that
event, the notification required in
paragraph (h)(1)(vi) of this section will
be given to all interested parties
included on the Department's service list
described in I 355.31(h).

(i) Rev'iew at the direction of the
president. At the direction of the
President or a designee, the Secretary
will conduct an administrative review to
determine if a net subsidy is being
provided with respect to the
merchandise subject to an
understanding or other kind of
quantitative restriction agreement
accepted under I 355.17(b) or
I 355.16(b)(3). The Secretary will:

(1) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Initiation of Countervailing
Duty Administrative Review at the
Direction of the President," which will
include a description of the
merchandise, the period under review.
and a summary of the available
information which would. if accurate,
support the imposition of countervailing
duties:

(2) Notify the Commission;
(3) Send to appropriate interested

parties or a sample of interested parties,
normally not later than 30 days after the
date of publication of the notice of
initiation, questionnaires requesting
factual information for thereview;

(4) Conduce if ap rate,"a
verification under§ 356.86

(5)Issuepreliminaryresultsof review,

(iii) A description of official changes
in the subsidy prog made rby the
government of the affected.country that
affect the estimated net subsidy;

(6) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Preliminary Results of
Countervailing Duty Administrative
Review at the Direction of the
President," including the net subsidy, if
any, the estimated net subsidy for cash
deposit purposes, and an invitation for
argument consistent with 1 355.38;

(7) Notify the Commission and all
parties to the proceeding;

(8) Promptly after Issuing the
preliminary results, provide to parties to
the proceeding which request disclosure
a further explanation of the preliminary
results;

(9) Issue final results of review that
include:

(i) The factual and legal conclusions
on which the final results are based;

(ii) The net subsidy, if any, during the
period of review stated on a country-
wide basis, except as provided in
paragraph (d) of this section; and

(iii) A description of official change;
in the subsidy programs, made by the
government of the affected country not
later than the date of publication of the
notice of preliminary results, that affect
the estimated net subsidy,

(10) Publish in the Federal Register
notice of "Final Results of
Countervailing Duty Administrative
Review at the Direction of the
President," including the net subsidy, if
any, and the estimated net subsidy for
cash deposit purposes; and

(11) Notify all parties to the
proceeding

(12) Promptly after issuing the final
results, provide to parties to the
proceeding which request disclosure a
further explanation of the final results:
and

(13) If the Secretary's final results of
administrative review under paragraph
(i)(9) of this section and the
Commission's final results of review
under section 762(a)(2) of the Act are
affirmative:

(I) Publishin the Fedel Register a
"Countervalling Duty Order" under
£ 35521 on or promptly after the date
the agroment beminabts and

(iI)Order heusplen of
liquidation of entries oftheme e
entrd.v,wUh4wn from warebou.
publicationof the

order.
§ 3555.28

the date ofpublication of the
Commissions notice of affirmative final
determination or, if the merchandise is
from a country not entitled to an injury
test for the merchandise, the date of the
Secretary's notice of affirmative final
determination. If the cash deposit or
bond required under the Secretary's
affirmative preliminary or affirmative
final determination is different from the
net subsidy the Secretary calculates
under £ 355.22, the Secretary will
instruct the Customs Service to
disregard the difference to the extent
that the cash deposit or bond is less
than the net subsidy, and to assess
countervailing duties equal to the net
subsidy calculated under § 355.22 if the
cash deposit or bond Is more than the
net subsidy.
5 35624 Interest on certain overpayments
and underpeyments

(a) In general. The Secretary will
instruct the Customs Service to pay or
collect, as appropriate, interest on the
difference between the cash deposit of
estimated countervailing duties and th.e
assessed countervailing duties on
entries of the merchandise entered, oi
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after the date of
publication of a countervailing duty
order.

(b) Rote. The rate or rates of interest
payable or collectible under paragraph
(a) of this section for any period of time
are the rates established under section
6821 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954.

(c) Period The Secretary will instruct
the Customs Service to calculate interest
for each entry from the date that . casb
deposit Is required to be deposited fox
the entry through the date of liquidation
of the entry.
§ 355.25 Revocation of order;
terminaton of suspoded investigation

(a) Revocation or termination based
on absence ofeubvidy. (1) The Secretary
may revoke an order or terminate a
suspended investigation If the Secretay
concludes that

(i) The government of the affected
country has eliminated all sublisies on
themerchandise by abolishing for theforaperiodofatleastthesecompecutiveyears allprogrammsthat theSecretaryhas found
countervailable;and

(ii)Itisnotlikelythat the governmentof theaffectedcountrywillthefuture those
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(2)TheSecretarymany revokeanorder
or terminate a suspendedinvestigation
if the Secrtary conclud; that

(I) All producers and exporters
covered at the time of revocation by the
order or the suspension agreement have
not applied for or received any net
subsidy on the merchandise forea period
of at least five consecutive yares; and

(ii) It Is not likely that those persons
will in the future apply for or receive
any net subsidy on the merchandise
from those programs the Secretary has
found countervallable In any proceeding
Involving the affected country or from
other countervallable programs.

(3) Ile Secretary may revoke an order
in part if the Secretary concludes that

(I) One or more producers or exporters
covered by the order have not applied
for or received any net subsidy on the
merchandise for a period of at least five
consecutive years;

(ii) It J 'not likely that those persons
will in the future apply for or receive
any net subsidy on the merchandise
from those programs the Secretary has
found countervailable in any proceeding
involving the affected country or from
other countervailable programs; and

(iii) Except for producers or exporters
that the Secretary previously has
determined have not received any net
subsidy on the merchandise, the
producers or exporters agree in writing
to their immediate reinstatement in the
order, as long as any producer or
exporter is subject to the order, if the
Secretary concludes under I 355.22(h)
that thie producer or exporter,
subsequent to the revocation. has
received any net subsidy on the
merchandise.

(b) Request for revocation or
termination. (1) During the third and
subsequent annual annivery months
of the publication of an order or
suspension of Investigation (the
calendar month in which the
anniversary of the date of publication of
the order or suspension occurs), the
government of the affected country may
request In writing that the Secretary
revoke an order terminate a
suspendedinvestigation under
paragraph(a)(1)of this" section if the
goverument ubmits with therequest
-certification thatithas satusfied duringtheperioddescribed in § 353.22(b)(1)
the saaiulmam tha It absflf(2) Duringthefifth andi If}animalF~bAr

that the SecretaTryevokeanordegor'
terminate a _ f io
undrpuarar balXdofissection Itthe government submits wth the

(i} Tecertifications reqred under
I 355.22(a)(2) for all producers and
exporters covered by the order or
suspension agreement; and

(ii) Those producers' and exporters'
certifications that they shall not apply
for or receive any net subsidy on the
merchandise from any prgam
described in paragraph (a)(2)(i) of this
section.

(3) During the fifth and subsequent
annual anniversary months of
publication of an order or suspension of
investigation, a producer or exporter
may request in writing that the
Secretary revoke an order with regard to
that person if the person submits with
the request:

(i)The certifications required under
§ 355.22(a)(2';

(ii) The certifications described in
paragraph (b)[2)(ii) of this section for the
merchandise covered by the request
and

(iii) The agreement described in
paragraph (a)(3)(iii) of this section.

(c) Procedures. (1) After receipt of a
timely request under paragraph (b) of
this section, the Secretary will consider
the request as including a request for an
administrative review and will conduct
a review under 1 355.22(c).

(2) In addition to the requirements of
§ 355.22(c), the Secretary will:

(I) Publish with the notice of initiation.
under § 355M22(cJ(1), notice of "Request
for Revocation of Order (In Part)" or, if
appropriate, "Request for Termination of
Suspended Investigatlon;

(ii) Conduct a verification under
§ 355.36;

(Iii) Include in the preliminary results
of review, under i 35522(c)(4), the
'Secretary's decision whether there Is a
reasonable basis to blive that the
requirements for rvocation or
termination are met;

(iV) If the Secre preliminary
decision under paagraph (c)X2XiI) of
this section is affirmat, publish with
the notice ofpreminary rsuts of
review. under I MA0c*),itoeof
"Inten to Revok werOnPantr., if

(v) asle II.. lAph te tIW A

1 3654(c)83, noticedof'Revocation of
Order (in Part)" or. f appropriate,
'Termination of Suspended
Investigation."

(3) If the Secretary revokes an order
or revokes an orderin part the
Secretary will order the suspension of
liquidation ended for the merchandise
covered by the revocation on the first
day after the period unjer review, and
will instruct the Customs Service to
release any cash deposit or bond.

{d) Revocation or termination based
on changed ciChumstanwes. (2) The
Secretary may revoke an order or
terminate a suspended investigation if
the Secretary concludes that:

(i) The order or suspended
investigation no longer is of interest to
Interested parties, as defined in
paragraphs (i)(3), (l)(4), (i)(5), and (i)(6)
of § 355.2: or

(Ii) Other changed circumstances
sufficient to warrant revocation or
termination exist.

(2J If at any time the Secretary
concludes from the available
information, including an affirmative
statement of no interest from the
petitioner in the proceeding, that
changed circumstances sufficient to
warrant revocation or termination may
exist, the Secretary will conduct an
administrative review under I 353.22hb).

(3) In addition to the requirements of
§ 355.22(h), the Secretary will:

(i) Publish with the notice of Initiation,
under i 355.22(h)(1)(i), notice cf
"Consideration of Revocation of Order
(in Part)" or, if appropriate.
"Consideration of Termination of
Suspended Investigation;"

(ii) If the Secretary's conclusion, as
described in paragraph (d)(2) of this
section. is not based on a request, the
Secretary, not later than the date of
publication of the notice described in
paragraph (dfl3)(i) of this section, will
serve written notice of the consideration
of revocation or termination on each
interested party listed on the
Department's service list and on any
other person which the Secretary has
reason to beliWve is a produce or siler
In the United Sates of t Hlke product;

(l Conduct a wifflcato% ff
appropriate, Gwd I96ao:(Iv)includeinthe preliminaryresults
of review, under§356.22(h)(1)(iv), thesec"We 46-aj
d1f609 Iri oa wnehe hmeI

¢* X.
teon1 e'dXterminationbasedoncrm~stuxo-tBw"s"

circumstabcesarettlffe~etut
Feygon2e:r

-
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review, under I 355=2(h)(1)(v), notice of
"Intent to Revoke Order (in Part)" or, if
appropriate, "Intent to Terminate
Suspended Lnivestigation;"

(vi) Include in the final results of
review, under § 355.22(h)(1)(0iui), the
Secretary's final decision whether the
requirements for revocation or
termination based on changed
circumstances are met; and

(vii) If the Secretary's final decision
under paragraph (d)(3)(vi) of this section
is affirmative, publish with the notice of
final results of review, under
I 355.22(h)(1)(ix), a notice of
"Revocation of Order (in Part)" or, if
appropriate, "Termination of Suspended
Investigation."

(4)(i) If for four consecutive annual
anniversary months no interested party
has requested an administrative review,
under § 355.22(a), of an order or
suspended investigation, not later than
the first day of the fifth consecutive
annual anniversary month, the Secretary
will publish in the Federal Reister
notice of "Intent to Revoke Order" or, if
appropriate. "Intent to Terminate
Suspended Investigation."

(ii) Not later than the date of
publication of the notice described in
paragraph (d)(4)(i) of this section, the
Secretary will serve written notice of the
intent to revoke or terminate on each
interested party listed on the
Department's service list and on any
other person which the Secretary has
reason to believe is a producer or seller
in the United States of the like product.

(iii) If by the last day of the fifth
annual anniversary month no interested
party objects, or requests an
administrative review under 355.22(a),
the Secretary at that time will conclude
that the requirements of paragraph
(d)(1)(i) of this section for revocation or
termination are met. revoke the order or
terminate the suspended investigation,
and publish in the Federal Register the
notice described in paragraph (d)(3)(vfl)
of this section.

(5) If the Secretary under paragraph
(d) of this section revokes an order or
revokes an order in part. the Secretary
will order the suspension of liquidation
ended for the merchandiseuovered by.
the revocation on the effective date of
the notice of revocation, and will
instruct the Customs Service to release

any cashdeposit or bond

ony~zUavUtniJnoonnbauq4f..;t:oft rA Lo

Commiasion deter -
s Annkv- '._'

administrative reviewunder section
751(b)of the Act that
United States would not

injured,or tb-
material injury or the "O.~t

.not be materlaly retarded. by reason of
imports of the merchandise covered by a
countervailing duty order or suspension
agreement, the Secretary will revoke, in
whole or in part, the order or terminate
the suspended investigation, and will
publish in the Federal Register notice of
"Revocation of Order (in Part)" or, if
appropriate, "Termination of Suspended
Investigation."

Subpart C-Information and Argument

intno event will the Secretary consider
unsolicited questionnaire responses
submitted after the date of publication
of the Secretary's preliminary
determination. The Secretary will return
to the submitter, with written notice
stating the reasons for ret-an of the
document1 any untimely or unsolicited
questionnaire responses rejected by the
Department.

(3) Ordinarily, the Secretary will not
extend the time limit stated in the

1 355.31 Submlslon of factul questionnnaire or request for other
Intformtlon. factual information. Before the time limit

(a) Time limits in general. (1) Except expires, the recipient of the Secretary's
as provided In paragraphs (a)(2) and (b) request may request an extension. The
of this section, submissions of factual request must be in writing and state the;
information for the Secretary's reasons for the request. Only the
consideration shall be submitted not following employees of the Departmern
later than: may approve an extension: the Assistan

(i) For the Secretary's final Secretary for Import Administration, the
determination, the day before the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Import
scheduled date on which the verification Administration, the Deputy Assistant
is to commence; or Secretary for Investigations, the Deputy

(ii) For the Secretary's final results of Assistant Secretary Yor Compliance, ane,
an administrative review, the earlier of the office or division director
the date of publication of notice of responsible for the proceeding. An
preliminary results of review or 180 days extension must be approved in Mriting.
after the date of publication of notice of (4) Subject to the other provisions cf
initiation of the review. paragraph (b) of this section,

(2) Any interested party, as defined in questionnaire responses in
paragraphs (i)(3), (i)(4), (i)(5), and (i)(6) administrative reviews must be
of § 355.2, may submit factual submitted not later than 60 days aftei
information to rebut, clarify. or correct the date of receipt of the questionnaire.
factual information submitted by an (c) Time limits for certain allegations.
interested party, as defined in paragraph (I) Except for an allegation of upstream
(i)(1) or (i)(2) of ; 355.2, at any time prior subsidies submitted in an investig tVo-
to the deadline provided in this section (see II 355.15(d) and 355.20(b)), the
for submission of such factual Secretary will not consider any subsidy
information or, if later, 10 days after the allegation submitted by the petitioner oi
date such factual information is served other interested party, as defined in
on the interested party, or, if paragraph (i)(3). (i)(4), (i)(5), or (i)(6) of
appropriate, made available under § 355.2, later than:
administrative protective order to the (i) In an investigation, 40 days prior to
interested party. the scheduled date of the Secretary's

(3) The Secretary will not consider in preliminary determination; or
the final determination or the final pt
results, or retain in the record of the (ii) In an administrative review, 120
proceeding, Lny factual information days after the date of publication of the
submitted after the applicable time limit. notice of initiation of the review.
The Secretary will return such (2) The Secretary will not consider
information to the submitter with any allegation in an investigation that
written notice stating the reasons for the petitioner lacks standing unless the
return of the information. allegation is submitted, together with

(b) Questionnaire responses and other supporting factual informatiac, not later
submissions onrque.-L. than 10 days before the scheduled date
(1) -Notwithstanding paragraph (as) of - for the Secrtary's preliminary
hs section. the Secretary may request determination.
any person to submit factiul information 43) Any interested prty many reuest
at any time during a proceding inwriting not later tha the time limits

(2) IntheSecretary writies paragraph (c)(lwIt )~to an interestedpartyforaresponse to a this section asapplicablequestionnaire or for otherfactuel of those time limitsuftheAssistantinformationthe Secretarywillspecified ImportAdministration
- the timelimiim concludeht WmisatlwonWu
*.e go | 4d '..- E l i< jl

retain inthereportpf 6 ~ thlawiei
unsolicited qtiedopnaW** hnd-. grant-4mketansloafitof .v
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days In aninvestigationor80 days in - either "DocumentMa 13 Released
administrative review Under APO" or "Document May NotBe

(d) Where toftls time<ORYX~f . Released Under APO" (see I 55.32(c)
Address and submit documents to the and 355X.$4 and
Secretary of Commerce, Attenton: (v) For public versions of proprietary
Import Administration, Central Records documents, complete the marking as
Unit. Room B-y , U.S. Department of required in paragraphs (iHiv) above for
Commerce, Pennsylvania Avenue and the proprietary document, but
14th SL, NW., Washington, DC 20230, conspicuously mark on the first page
between the hours of 8:30a.m. and5.00 "Public Version."
p.m. on business days. For all time limits (3) Computer tapes andprinlouts. The
in this parts the Secretary willconsider, Secretary may require submission of
documents received when stamped by factualinformation on computer tape
the Central Records Unit with the date unless the Secretary decides that the
and time of receipt. If the time limit submitter does not maintain records in
expireson a non-business day, the computerized form and cannotsupply
Secretary will accept documents that the requested information on computer
are filed on the next following business tape without unreasonable additional
day. burden in time and expense. In an

(e) Formal andnumberof copies. (1) investigation or administrative review,
In general. Unless the Secretary alters the tape shall be accompanied by three
the requirements of this section, copies of any computer printout and
submitters shall make all submissions in three copies of the public version of the
the format specified in paragraph (e) of printout.
this section. The Secretary may refuse to (f) Translation toEnglish. Unless the
accept for the record of the proceeding Secretary waives in writing this
any submission that does not conforn to requirement for anindividual document,
the requirements of paragraph (e) of this anydocument submitted which is in a

section. foreign language must be accompanied
(2) Documents. In an investigation, by an English translation.

submit 10 copies of any documents (S) Service ofcopies on other part.es.
except a computer printout, andcL if a With the exception of petitions,
person has requested that the Secretary ro osed suspension agelementstreat portions of the document as sbipr ted under g51rgImen dproprietary information, submitfive submitted under§ 355.18(g)(1)(i), and
copies of a public version of the factual information submittedunder
document including any public § 355.3a(a)thatin notrequired to be
summaries required under§ 355.32(b) as served on an interested party, the
substitutes for the portions for which the submitted of adocument shall servea
personbas requested proprietary copy. by first class mal or personal
treatment. In an administrative review, service, on the government of the
submit seven copies and three copies affected country and any interested
respectively. In an investigation or party on the Department's service list.
adminIstrative review, submit The submitter shall attach to each
documents. if prepared for that segment document a certificate of service listing
of the proceeding, on letter-size paper, the parties served and, for each, the date
single-sided and double-spaced. and method of service.
Securely bind each copy as a single (b) Service list. The Central Records
document with any letter of transmittal Unit will maintain and make available a

as the first page of the document. Mark service list for each proceeding. Each
the first page of each document in the interested party which asks to be on the
upper right hand corner with the senice list shall designate a person to
following informationin the following receive service of documents filed in a

format: proceeding.
(i) On the first line, except for a (i) Cedifiuations. Any Interwsed party

petition, the Department's case number; which submits factual information to the
[il)Onwe second line, he total Secretarymustaubmit withthefatall

number ofpaes in the documentf- -inormation t$me certification In
including coverpages, appendices, unfi parars8 DNAib If the partyid-..
-ny unnumbered -me legal comVoUrerepretafiv,.

fill) On the third, sate wbeher the ce' o4Xd..
th douil frrnmeste~ t''';eav mwadb~~w~rest~ew~an~if ' '04HiPo0
b.takierlheeiod' :w A responsible rpeintailnpt ,

; On tha ioth and buqueit . factualiafo
ti wheeg* ai.d1te& J _f~~~~~~~~~-ti gv

submission ls. to the best ofmy
knowledge, complete and accurate."

(2) Forinterested party's legal counsel
or other representative: "I. (name), of
(law or other firm), counsel or
representative to (interested party),
certify that (1) I have read the attached
submission, and[2) based on the
information made available to me by
(interested party).I have no reason to
believe that this submission contains
any material misrepresentation or
omission of fact."
I 355.32 Request for proprietary treatment
of Information.

(a) Submission and contentof request.
(1) Any person who submits factual
information to the Secretary in
connection with a proceeding may
request that the Secretary treat that
information, or any specified part, as
proprietary.

(2) The submitter shall identitfv
proprietary information on each page by
placing brackets around the proprietary
information and clearly stating atthe
top of each page "Proprietary Treatment
Requested."The submitter shall provide
a full explanation why each piece of
factual information subject to the
request is entitled to proprietary
treatment under § 355.4. The request and
explanation shall be a part of or
securely bound with the document
containing the information.

(b) Public summary. All requests for
proprietary treatment shall include or be
accompanied by:

(1) An adequate public summary of all
proprietary information. incorporatedin
the public version of the document
(generally. numeric data are adequately
summarized if grouped or presented in
terms of indices, or figures within 10
percent of the actual figure, and if an
individual portion of the data is
voluminous, at least one percent
representative of that portion is
individually summarized in this
manner); or

(2) A statement itemizing those
portions of the proprietary information
which cannot be summarized
adequately and all arguments supporting
that conclusion for each portion.

(c) Agreement to release. All requests
for proprietary treatmentshall include
either anImementr4o "it disclosure
under administrative order, or
a statementheftM4t i*h& onfofthe si ''d

be releesid taderadmi i
protective orderand all arguments
du thatconclusiob foreach
opportnity SecretaryfovHrgumiton~i~e fliei...

.Opp aluay sz
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gamnt a request for disclosure under
administrative protective order.

(d) Return ofinformation as a result
ofnonconforming request. The Secretary
may return to the submitter any factual
information for which the submitter
requested proprietary treatment when
the request does not conform to the
requirements of this section and in any
event will not consider the Information.
Ifthe Secretary returns the information,
the Secretary will provide a written
explanation of the reasons why it does
not conform and will not consider it
unless it is resubmitted with a new
request which complies with the
requirements of this section not later
than two business days after receipt of
the Department's explanation for
rejection of the Information.

(e) Status during consideration of
request While considering whether to
grant a request for proprietary
treatment, the Secretary will not
disclose or make public theinformation,
The Secretary normally will decide not
later than 14 days after the Secretary
receives the request.

(f) Treatment ofproprietary
information. Unless the Secretary
otherwiee provides, the person to whom
the Secretary discloses information shall
not disclose theinformation to any other
person. The Secretary may disclose
factual information which the Secretary
decides is proprietary only to:

(1) A representative of an interested
party who requests and is granted an
administrative protective order under
§ 355.34;

(2) An employee of the Department
directly involvedin the proceeding for
which the informationis submitted;

(3) An employee of the Commission
directly involved in the proceeding for
which the informationis submittedL

(4) An employee of the Customs
Service directly involved in conducting
a fraud investigation relating to a
countervailing duty proceeding on the
merchandise;

(5) Any person to whom the submitter
specifically authorizes (in writing)
diseciaare; and

(6) A charged party or counsel for the
charged party under Part SU of title
(10 CFRPart354).
g)Denial ofrequest forproprietary

treatmentL If the Secretary decides that
the TactuulInformationdoes not waranp~rlopry~ratmnihf, letrin*.;.

submitted. Uzicsuthw subiltt geer
that the information c dr.
public, the Secretary w trn'th
inform~ion-o s hbP tteinwrlt1motlen ii } a
re'diiE ... . i
d~','t @,pwcm

IaM Infornalton *empt from (Iv) To teportgpromptly to the
discic. Secretary any apparent violation of thp

Privileged or classified information is terms of the protective order.
exempt from disclosure to the public or (4) The request shall contain an
to representatives of interested parties. acknowledgement by the representativethat:
§355.34 Disclosure

ofproprietary (i) A representative determined to
informationunderadministrative protecv have violated a protective order may be
order. subject to any or all of the sanctions(a) In general The Secretary may listed in Part 354 of this title; anddisclose, or require to be disclosed, (II) The fim of which a person
proprietary information under an determined to have violated a protectiveadministrative protective order to an order is a partner, associate, or
attorney or other representative ofe employee, and any partner, associate,
party to the proceeding if the Secretary employer, or employee of such person,
decides that the representative has may be subject to any or all of the
stated a sufficient need for disclosure sanctions listed in Part 354 of this title.
and would adequately protect the (5) The Secretary normally will decide
proprietary status of the information whether to disclose information under
disclosed. In deciding whether to administrative protective order not later
disclose information under than 14 days after the Secretary receives
administrative protective order, the the request for disclosure.
Secretary will consider the probable (c) Opportunity to withdraw
effectiveness of sanctions for violation proprietary information. If the Secretary
of the order, including those described decides to disclose proprietary
In paragraph (b)(4) ofthis section. The information under administrative
Secretary also will consider the ability protective order without the consent of
of the Secretary to obtain factual the submitter, the Secretary will provide
information in the future. to the submitted written notice of the

(b) Request for disclosure. (1) A decision and the reasons thereof and
representative must file a request for will permit the submitter to withdraw
disclosure under administrative the information fiom the official record
protective order not later than the later within two business days. The Secretary
of: will not consider withdrawn

(i) 30 days after the date of information.
publication in the Federal Register of the (d) Disposition ofproprietary
notice ofinitiation under§ 355.11 or information disclosed under
355.13, or the notice of initiation of administrative protective order.ti) Atadministrative review under I 355.22; or the expiration of the time for filing fox
(ii) 10 days after the date the judicial review of a decision by the

representative's client or employer Secretary,if thereis no filing by any
becomes a party to the proceeding, but party to the proceeding, or at an earlier
in no event later than the date the case date the Secretary decides appropriate,
briefs, under £ 355.38, are due. the representative must return or

(2) The representative must file the destroy all proprietary Information
request for disclosure on the standard released under this section and all other
form provided by the Secretary (Form materials containing the proprietary
ITA-367).The standard form will Information (such as notes or
require only such particularityIn the memoranda). The representative at that
description of the requestedinformation time must certify to the Secretary full
as is consistent with both the criteria the compliance with the terms of the
Secretary uses to decide whether to protective order and the return or
disclose, and with the fact that a request destruction of all proprietary
may be made for factualinformation not information.
yet submitted. (2) The representative of a party to the

(3) The request shal obligate the proceeding that files for Judicial review-3] Bereuet

Eor Intervnesin theJudicial viewmayrepresentative: Yelak the proprietary information,
(Il)Noto-disdosad-thI roprIetry provided that the party applies for ainformation toyao other thanthe court protective orderfor the:.submitteorad other personsauthirozed information not later thaai.1i days aftw.

by an administrativeprotectiveorderto theSecretaryfilestheadministrativehave access to the lnformation: record with the Hurt. Iftheurt
(il) To us teinformationslolely for the party' application for court

the segment of theprocedingin protective order, therepresenveit wassubmitted:proprietaryinformationat all
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not later than 48 hours after the court's procedures used to verify under this time limits specified in this section or by
decision and certifyto the Secretary as section. the Secretary.
provided under paragraph (d)[1) of tirs (c) Procedures for verification. In (b) Requestforhearing. Not later than
section. verifying under this section, the 10 days after the date of publication of

(e) Violation ofadministrtive Secretary will notify the government of the Secretary's preliminary
protective order. The procedures for the affected country in which determination or preliminary results of
investigating any alleged violation of an verification takes place that employees administrative review, unless the
administrative protective order issued of the Department will visit with Secretary alters this time limit, any
under this section and for imposing producers, exporters, or government interested party may request that the
sanctions for a violation of such order agencies in order to verify the accuracy Secretary hold a public hearing on
are set forth in Part 354 of this title (19 and completeness of submitted factual arguments to be raised in case or
CFR Part 354). information. As part of the verification, rebuttal briefs. To the extent

it355.35 Ex padsenmos employees of the Department will practicable. a party requesting a hearing
Secretary will prepam for the request access to all files, records, and shall identify arguments to be raised at

The Secretar will prepare for the personnel of the producers. exporters, or the hearing. At the hearing, an
official record a written memorandum of the government agencies which the interested party may make an
any ex porte meeting between any Secretary considers relevant to factual affirmative presentation only on
person providing factual Information in information submitted by those persons. arguments included in that party's case
connection with a proceeding and the brief and may make a rebuttal
person to whom the Secretary has 9355.37 Best Informatlon mvyalable. presentation only on arguments included
delegated the authority to make the (a) Use of best information available. in that party's rebuttal brief.
decision in question or the person The Secretary may use the best (a) Case brief (1) Any interested party
making a final recommendation to that information available whenever the or U.S. Government agency may submit
person. The memorandum will include Secretary: a "case brief':
the date, time, and place of the meeting, (1) Does not receive a complete, (i) Not later than 50 days after the
the Identity and affiliation of all persons accurate. and timely response to the date of publication of the Secretary's
present, and a public summary of the Secretary's request for factual preliminary determination in an
factual information submitted. information; or investigation, unless the Secretary alters

3956.36 Verifcation of Intormation. (2) Is unable to verify, within the time this time limit; or

(a) In general. (1) The Secretary will specified, the accuracy and (ii) Not later than 30 days after the
verify all factual information the completeness of the factual information date of publication of the preliminary
Secretary relies on in; submitted. results of administrative review.

(i) A final determination under (b) What is best information (2) The case brief shall separately
§ 355.18(i) or § 355.20; available. The best information present in full all arguments that

(ii) A revocation under § 355.25; available may include the factual continue in the submitter's view to be
(iii) The final results of an information submitted in support of the relevant to the Secretary's final

administrative review under I 355.22(c), petition or subsequently submitted by determination or final results, including
(h), or (i) if the Secretary decides that Interested parties, as defined in any arguments presented before the
good cause for verification exists; and paragraph (i)(3), (i)(4), (i)(5), or (il)(6) of date of publication of the preliminary

(iv) The final results of an 1 355.2. If an interested party refuses to determination or preliminary results.
administrative review under I 355.22(c) provide factual information requested (d) Rebuttal brief. Not later than the
if: by the Secretary or otherwise impedes time limit stated in the notice of the
(A) An interested party. as defined in the proceeding, the Secretary may take Secretary's preliminary determination or

paragraph (i)(3), (i)(4). (i)(5). or (i)(6) of that into account in determining what is preliminary results, ordinarily five days
§ 355.2. not later than 120 days after the the best information available. in an investigation and seven days in an
date of publication of the notice of administrative review after the time
initiation of review, submits a written § 9 Wrief Woft andh i limit for filing the case brief, any
request for verification and (a) Written argument The Secretary interested party or U.S. Government

(B) The Secretary conducted no will consider in making the final agency may submit a "rebuttal brief."
verification under this paragraph during determination under I 355.18(i) or The rebuttal brief shall separately
either of the two immediately preceding 1 355.20 or the final results under present in full all rebuttal arguments,
administrative reviews. 1 355.22 only written arguments in case responding only to arguments raised in

(2)1 the Secretary decides that, or rebuttal briefs filed within the time case briefs.
because of the lage-numberf limits inthissection.The secretarity will (e) Service ofbriefs. The submitter of
producers and exporters included In an not consider or retain in the record of -either a case or rebuttal brief shall serve
investgationoredtra eview, it -the prceeding-ay written me a copy of that brief on the government of
isimpractical to vei releventlfactual 'unless requested by the te led the affected country, on any interested
infonation -for eachperson, the receiered within the tim Illtepe ed party on the Department's svics list.

Secretarymayselectandverify a thes ta* thls btted ifter ..nd nany U.S Government agency
samples.The Secretarywillapply the the time lbitsupecifledin ibs ectio. that hisisubmitted izithsa ent of the
resultoftheverification of Atthe a l epxonte" iqcas0o A'
is theinvestigation or..ast w$taw~ s ,..t part hi ,'5,,,in,
hiiljatlon onany Issueteapo an agent theJll2ItedStotbeGovernment agency shall beeitgherbypersonalservuceson(b)NoticeofverificationonUnitedStatesGovernmental
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States, service shall be by frst claws
aLmail. The submitter shall attach to
each brief a certificate of service listing
theparties (including agents) served
and, for each, the date end method of
hrvice.
(fl Hearings. If an interested party

submits a request under paragraph (b) of
this section, the Secretary will hold a

public hearing on the date stated in the
notice of the Secretary's preliminary
determination or preliminary results of

administrative review, unless the
Secretary alters the date, Ordinarily, the
hearing will be held, in an investigation.
two days after the scheduled date for
submission of rebuttal briefs and, in an
administrative review. seven days after
the scheduled date for submission of
rebuttal briefs.

(1) The Secretary will place a

verbetim transcript of the hearing in the
public and official records of the
proceedirg and will announce at the
hearing bow interested parties may
obtain copies-of the transcript.

(2) One of the following employees of
the DeparLtnent will chair the hearing:
the Assistant Secretary for lmport
Administration, the Deputy Asisitin
Seretary for Irmport Administration, the
Drcputy Assistant Secretary for
Investigations, the Deputy Assistant

for the Secretary's final determination or
final results of review.

(b) Delerrl ofexamination. If the
Secretary concludes that insufficient
time remains, before the scheduled date
for the Secretarys final determination or
final results of review, to examine the
practice described in paragraph (a) of
this section, the Secretary will:

(1) During an investigation, allow the
petitioner to withdraw the petition
without prejudice and resubmit It with
an allegation with regard to the newly
discovered practice; or

(2) During an investigation or review,
defer consideration of the newly
discovered practice until the next
review under J 355.22(c).

(c) Notice. The Secretary will rotify
the parties to the proceeding of any
practice the Secretary discovered and
whether or not it will be included in the
then ongoing proceeing.

Subpart D-Quota Cheese Subsidy
Determinations
§ 35S.41 Definitlon of "subsidy."
For purposes of this subpart.

subsidyd" means both "subsidy" and
"net subsidy" as defined in sectiorus
771(5) and 771(6) of the Act.

5: 355.42 Annual list and quarterly update.
Secretary for Compliance, or the office (a) Annual )ist. Not later than Januarv
or division director responsible for Ibe 1st of each year, the Secretary, in
proceeding. consultation with the Secretary of

(3) The hearing is not subject to the Agriculture. will determine based on the
Administrative Procedure Act Witnes5 available information whether any
testimony, if any, shall not be under foreign government Is providing a

oath or subject to cross-examination by subsidy, as defined in 1 355.4t with
another interested party or witness. respect to ar.y article of quota cheese, as

During thy hearing, the chair may defined in section 701(c)(1) of the Trade
question any interested party or witness Agreements Act, and will publish in the
and way request interested parties to Federal Register a list of the type and
present additional written argumenL amount of each subsidy. The Secretary

(8i Where to file: lime offiling. The will incorporate in each annual list any
requirements in I 355.31(d) apply to ts changes and additional aubsidies for the
section. preceding calendar year determined

(h) Jornac andnumber of copies. The under paragraph (b) of this section or

requirements in I 355.31(e) apply to this under I 355.43(b).
section, except thdt in an administrative (b) Quarterly update. Not later than
review submit 10 copies of each brief April 1st. July lot, and October 1st of
and five copies of the public version. each year, the Secretary. in consultation
Includin the public summaryrequired with the Secmetay of Agricltu will

dindI 35 u'b). determine based on the available.
under § 355.52(b). . e l b d tarib.

infwmations whether there havebeen
*15M Subsypmycica idanor addition to tha latest

_vmtpt" t i pt. uli In

(i) 1nolusion it prn ,WVf during Fedral gsr urey Udat of

-anlnvestlgtion or *n adminIstrative an8,JJ

subsidywithrespectto the merchandise thdele o P)1quwtrdawr
andtheand ci wu not killed or pero inc iSwtSj

"."dithe. tlim)ne who Vsas

*in s1 efot~ &e dailE daIS A.

whether there are anyecanges or
additions. The peron shall file the
request at the time and place specified
In I 355.31(d). The request shall allege
either a change in the type or amount of
any subsidy included in the latest
annual list or quarterly update or an
additional subsidy not included in that
list or update provided by a foreign
government, and shall contain the
following, to the extent reasonably
available to the requesting person:

(1) The name and address of the
person;

(2) The auticle of quota cheese
allegedly benefitting from the changed
or additional subsidy;

(3) The country of origin of the article
of quota cheese; and

(4) The alleged subsidy or changed
subsidy and relevant factual information
(particularly docunentary evidence)
regarding the alleged changed or
additional subsidy including the
authority under which it is provided. the
manner In which it is paid, and the value
of' the subsidy to producers or exporters
of the article.
The requirements of I 355.31(d) and (fJ

apply to this section.
(b) Determination. Not later than 30

days after receiving an acceptable
request, the Secretary will:

(1) In consultation with the Secretary
of Agriculture. determine based on the
available. information whether there has
bceen any change in the type or amount
of any subsidy included in the latest
annual list or quarterly update or an
additional subsidy not included in that
list or update Is being provided by a
foreign government;

(2) Notify the Secretary of Agriculture
and the person making the request of the
determination; and

(3) Promptly publish in the Federal
Register notice of any changes or
additions.

1 355.44 CowplatW of,OW c _th
by subsyIzedkport
Upon receipt of a complaint filed with

the Secretary of Agriculture under I

section 702(b) of the Trade Agreements
Act concengo e dercutting by
subsided I tpoit,the Secretry will
promptly ter , under I3A5.b.,
whether or not the alleged Pubsidlas arv
ifrduded northoisd be added t&e
latest aiqW toir qualyp
The DepartmentzofArcu !'
relation. conca~ gco~nlihp
quota Chem A..pd k. #
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§ 35545 Accesstoinformation.
Subpart C of this part applies to

factual information submitted in
connection with this subpart
Annex I-List of Countries Under the

Agreement

1. As of the date of publication of this
part, the Agreement applies between the
United States and the following
countries, as determined under section
2(b) of the Trade Agreements Act of
1979i Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada,
Chile. Egypt. European Economic
Community (accepted for member
states), Finland, United Kingdom for
Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Israel.
Japan, Korea, Norway, Pakistan.
Philippines. Sweden. Switzerland,
Turkey, and Uruguay. See section
701(b)(1) of the Act.

2. Taiwan and Mexico have assumed
obligations with respect to the United
States which the President has
determined are substantially equivalent
to obligations under the Agreement. See
section 701(b)(2) of the Act.

3. The following countries are entitled
to an injury test under section 701(b)(3)
of the Act: Venezuela, Honduras. Nepal.
North Yemern, El Sa!vador. Paraguay.
and Liberia.
For further inforrriation, contact the

Office of Policy, Ir.port Administration.
at the address stated in § 355.31(d).
Annex I-Time Limits for Submissions
Specified in this Part

Description of timeo hmit' Section

Administrative protective order
Request for disclosure under..........
Return of information released undr..
Withdrawal of information subject to....

Administrative rew
Request for review of all produors or

41boort s .................. .........I

355.34(b)
355.34(d)
355.34(c)

355.22(a)

Oeerion Of tme kt' Section

Request for changed circumstanos
....................

Request review of Individual pro-
duoers or

Wirwa of request for reviw
Commission.
Filingofpetitionwh............
Request for review of revised sus-
pension agresmnt............................

Request $or review of suspension
gement ............ --

Crital circumetans findings
Request for.....................I........
Request for final fiding only,.......
Request lor praiiuilvaa rnd final find

.. ..................................................
Exclusion from order.
Request for ..............

Factual itfomatlon:
Questionnaire responses in adminis-

trative revie....ws.............................
Request for disclosure of, under pro-

tective order.......

Request for extension of time limts
to submit .............................I

Request for extension of tmw lts
to submit legations.. ................

Submission of, regarding prelininarily
accepled suspension agreements....

Submisson of subsdy allegations.
Submission of standing allegations.
Submissions of, in general.....................
Withdrawal of, sbjoect to disclosure
undsr protective order........................

Finat delonninatioro:
Petnionar's request to postporw in

simultaneous mvestigations..............
Request to Investigate upstream sub-

si..........................................................
Hearings:
Requests for.........................................

Petlion:
Ajmendrneit to.....................................
Filing with the Commission...................
Fling with te Secretary of the Treas-

ury .........................................................

Postponement of determinations:
Pewoners request to pos e

fnal-s neous investigaons...
Petiioner's request to postpone pro-

liminary .. .

Preliminary detatnution:
Petitioner's request to postpona....,....
Request to investigate Upstream sub-

1ly...

355.22(h)

385.22(a)

355.22(a)

355.12(c)

355.19(b)

355.18l)

355.18(a)

355.18(d)

355.16(b)

355.14(a)

355.31(b)

355.34(b)

355.31(b)

355.31(c)

355.18(g)
355.31(c)
355.31(c)
355.31(a)

355 34(c)

355.20(c)

355.20(b)

355,38(b)

355.12(e)
355.12(c)

355.12(h)

355.20(c)

355.15(c)

355.15(c)

355.15(d)

Description of time WMiit section

Waiver of Verifcation. . ...... 355.15(
Propriety Informntion
Request for batment .355.32(a)
Resuson of, in proper form . 355.32(d)
Submission of agreement to release
under protective order...............,..... 355.32(c)

Submission of public summary............. 355.32(b)
Revocation of order
Request for.... . 355.251b)
Obectio to,in th absence of re-

quests for ree............ .......... 355.25(d)
Serie:

relmiunrily accepted suspension
rements,,,,,,,,, .... . 355.18(g)

Cas and rebutal briefs 355.38(e)
Standing:

Allegation of lack o. ..................... 355.3i(L)
Suspension of Investigation:
Requed for Ctemmlssion review of
agreement .. 355.18(i)

Request for Commission review of
revised agreement . 355.19(b)

Request for termination of.355.25(b)
Request to con u.-m Inestigation. 355.18(i)
Service of preinarily accepted
agreement . . . 355.18(g)

Submission of factual Information... 355.18(g)
Submissin of proposed agreement... 355.18(g)
Submission of written argument... 355.1Bfg)

Subsidy allegations:
Request to Investigate additional wub-

sidy....,..,, 355.31(c)
Request to hvesligalr. upstrnsm sub.

sidy........................................ 355.15(d)

.eml355.20(b)Terrnfiation of suJspended lns'estigation:
Request for............ . , ,,,.355.25(b)
Obections to, in the abs.ic of re-
qusts for review . ...... ,355.25(d)

Verification:
Request for In administratrve reviews... 355.36(a)
Waiver of...............,,.,.355.15Nf)

Written argument
Submission of case brief.355.38(c)
Submission of rebuttal brief 355.38(d)
Service of case and rebuttal briefs 355.38(r)
Submission of, regarding preliminarily
accepted suspension agreements 355.18(g)
Documents are filed when smped by th Con-

tral Records Unit of the Department of Commerce.
Se 355.31(d) for hours of operation.
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